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Summary

In this work, the transition between regular and irregular patterns was studied
in reaction-di�usion (RD) systems with the ability of pattern formation. The
focus of this work lies on the role of the coupling conditions between two
or more oscillators for the occurrence of the irregular states and the system-
speci�city of the mechanisms.

To address this issue, two speci�c RD systems were chosen: (i) the heart
during atrial �brillation (AF) and (ii) the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction (BZR).
Numerical simulations of these systems have been performed on the basis of
a standard generic model, the FitzHugh-Nagumo model, and system-speci�c
models. Results are compared to experiments of the BZR on silica gels with
spatially structured catalyst patterns and medical data from literature for AF
studies.

Two mechanisms were studied, which are suggested to yield irregular pat-
terns. The �rst mechanism, proposed by myself, consists of the interaction of
two active sources located in separate regions. In dependence of the relation
between the frequencies of the active sources, irregular patterns of di�erent
types occurred. One type is a general one, while three other types occurred
only in either the generic model or the system-speci�c one. The proposed
mechanism can explain the often episodic occurrence of AF, when considering
frequency changes of one active source, which can move the system into the
range of irregular patterns. The novel mechanism is relevant also for other RD
systems where similar e�ects situations like detachment of waves and conduc-
tion blocks occur.

The second mechanism is based on the di�usive coupling of multiple oscil-
lators. In this case, either a reduced coupling or heterogeneity are thought to
cause irregular patterns. Irregular patterns were found in the weak coupling
regime due to clusters of synchronized oscillators and the modi�ed dynamics
of coupled excitable units. Another type consists of wavefront break-up at the
spot centers. The in�uence of the size, shape and coupling strength of the
coupled units on the irregularities was investigated as well as the properties of
the irregularities itself. These mechanisms are relevant also for chemical RD
systems (e.g. PEM fuel cells) and biological systems as, e.g., the nerve, heart
or pancreatic beta cells.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit dem Übergang zwischen regulären und irreg-
ulären Mustern in Reaktions-Di�usions (RD)-Systemen. Hierbei lag der Fokus
der Untersuchung auf der Rolle der Kopplungsbedingungen zwischen mehreren
Oszillatoren für das Auftreten des Übergangs und der Systemspezi�tät der zu-
grundeliegenden Mechanismen.

Zwei RD-Systeme wurden hierfür gewählt: (i) das Herz im Vorho�immer(VF)-
zustand und (ii) die Belousov-Zhabotinsky-Reaktion (BZR). Numerische Simu-
lationen dieser Systeme basierten auf einem Standard-RD-Modell, dem Fitzhugh-
Nagumo-Modell, und verschiedenen systemspezi�schen Modellen. Ergebnisse
der Simulationen wurden mit selbstdurchgeführten Experimenten der BZR
auf Silikatgelen sowie mit Literaturdaten zu medizinischen Studien des VF
verglichen.

Zwei Mechanismen für den Übergang zu irregulären Mustern wurden studiert.
Der erste, von mir vorgeschlagene Mechanismus basiert auf der Wechselwirkung
zweier aktiver Quellen, welche räumlich separiert sind. In Abhängigkeit des
Frequenzverhältnisses der Quellen konnten verschiedene Typen von irregulären
Mustern identi�ziert werden: ein generischer Typ und drei weitere Typen,
welche nur im allgemeinen oder den systemspezi�schen Modellen auftraten.
Der vorgeschlagene Mechanismus kann das episodische Auftreten von VF erk-
lären, indem Änderungen einer Quellenfrequenz das System in den Zustand
irregulärer Muster bringen. Dieser neue Mechanismus ist nicht nur für VF
sondern auch für RD-Systeme (BZR, Nervenzellen) relevant.

Der zweite untersuchte Mechanismus basiert auf der di�usiven Kopplung
vieler Oszillatoren. In dieser Arbeit wurden irreguläre Muster im Bereich
schwacher Kopplung gefunden, für welche als Ursache einerseits die reduzierte
Kohärenz zwischen den gekoppelten Oszillatoren identi�ziert wurde und an-
dererseits die aufgrund der Kopplung veränderte Dynamik im Falle von an-
regbaren Einheiten. Ein weiterer Typ irregulärer Muster wird durch das Auf-
brechen von Wellenfronten an den Oszillatoren verursacht. Der Ein�uss der
Gröÿe, Form und Kopplungsstärke auf das Auftreten der irregulären Muster
wurde untersucht sowie die Eigenschaften der Muster. Aufgrund der General-
ität der identi�zierten Mechanismen sind diese auch für andere chemische und
biologische RD-Systeme wie PEM-Brennsto�zellen oder Herz-, Nerven- oder
Bauchspeicheldrüsenzellen von Bedeutung.
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Motivation

To handle the huge amount of information, permanently send by the organs
of perception, the brain relies on the method of pattern recognition [1]. Pat-
terns are represented by synchronized activation of regions of neurons. This
method is so deeply implemented that sometimes pattern are recognized in
unpatterned images as e.g. clouds, white noise or trees, monsters in the night
[2, 3]. Typically the synchronization between neurons, i.e. recognized patterns,
are destroyed to enable the generation of new patterns. The dysfunction, dur-
ing which recognized patterns are not destroyed, is discussed as underlying
mechanism of the disease schizophrenia [4]. Besides these failures, the pattern
recognition is extremely successful, also because almost all surrounding sys-
tems generate patterns and structures, as, for example, the structure of leaves,
patterns on skin or fur of animals or formation of stones. Thereby, objects
are recognized by addressing certain categories to the detected pattern [1] as,
e.g., an animal with four legs, fur, tail and barking is a dog while one with
stripes and a longer neck describes a zebra. Patterns can be used to distin-
guish between systems. One can discriminate between individual zebras on
the basis of their stripes or determine the tree to which a leave belongs on the
basis of its structure. Furthermore, properties and dynamics of patterns, i.e.
shape, regularity, composition, stability etc., yield information about the state
and performance of the system and underlying mechanisms of their pattern
formation [5�9]. Regular patterns are mainly associated with a stable state
of the system, whereas destruction of regular patterns respectively irregular
patterns often describe unstable states. For example, during the excitation of
the heart, a planar wave propagates across the heart to initiate contraction,
whereas irregular patterns with multiple waves, wave breaks and fragments are
related with pathological cardiac �brillation [10�12]. During embryo genesis
only embryos are viable that evolve su�ciently regular structuring, as, e.g.,
during segmentation of the fruit �y or the formation of extremities in more
complex organisms. In both examples the transition from regular to irregular
patterns is connected with decreasing performance and stability of the systems.
In other cases, the transition to more regular patterns, as, for example, a de-
creased heart rate variability is connected with pathological states as sepsis or
encephalopathy [13, 14]. This transition will be studied in this work.

Many of the systems, mentioned so far, consist of many coupled oscillators
like the coupled cells in the heart, brain or pancreas. Another biological system
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relying on coupled oscillators is the protozoon Dictyostelium discoideum, a
slime mold, which forms a multicellular compound in the case of lacking food
[15]. Coupling of oscillators can yield an increase of e�ciency due to coherent
oscillations or suppression of chaotic dynamics and adjustability of reaction
rates and conditions [16]. In this context, an array of small catalyst particles
may be as e�cient as a homogeneous area of catalyst with the same dimensions.
Perturbations of the coupling, however, will have a strong in�uence on the
system. In the case of the heart, they can lead to pathological states [17, 18].
Atrial �brillation, for example, is thought to be sustained by the so-called 'gap-
junction remodeling', which results in a decrease of coupling between the heart
cells [19, 20]. Due to its importance for many systems, as, e.g. polymerization,
chirping of crickets, the �ashing of �re�ies, the pancreatic beta cells or the
heart, the in�uence of altered coupling of oscillators on the emergent patterns
will be studied in this thesis.

Despite the diversity of systems exhibiting pattern formation and the var-
ious mechanisms underlying this pattern formation, most systems can be de-
scribed in the frame of Reaction-Di�usion (RD) systems. The coupling of an
activator with an inhibitor with di�erent time scales or reaction rates describes
the pattern formation process. This process is formulated in terms of reaction
equations, in particular, of rate equation type. Additionally, the di�usion or
propagation of activator and inhibitor is taken into account for spatial systems.
Thus, in mathematical terms, the description of reaction-di�usion systems is
based on coupled di�erential equations describing the temporal evolution of ac-
tivator and inhibitor. The number of equations, involved parameters and exact
form of the reaction terms depends on the considered system, thus describing
di�erent properties and behaviors. Heart cells, for example, exhibit a restitu-
tion behavior, which describes the change of conduction velocity and frequency
of excitation waves for increased pacing frequencies. Furthermore, the shape
of the excitation pulse di�ers in di�erent systems. Sawtooth shaped pulses are
observed in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction (BZR), whereas pulses with
spike-and-dome form, comprising a sharp peak followed by a plateau, are gen-
erated by cardiac cells. There are, however, properties which are present in all
RD systems, as for example the refractory phase, describing the time after the
initiation of an excitation during which the systems cannot be excited again.
The analysis of generic and system speci�c features of pattern formation will
be another objective of this work.

Speci�cally, two di�erent systems will be studied in this thesis. The �rst
system will be the heart during Atrial Fibrillation (AF). The heart cells are
an excitable medium [21], whose excitation is triggered by the sinus node as
pacemaker. Disturbances of the excitation propagation across the heart may
result in diverse diseases as, for example, atrial �utter, excitation block at the
atrio-ventricular node, ventricular �brillation or sudden cardiac death. Atrial
�brillation is the most common arrhythmia of the heart in clinical practice
and the major cardiac cause of stroke [22, 23], whose prevalence increases with
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the age [24, 25]. During AF, irregular excitation patterns are observed in the
atria, resulting in desynchronized and uncontrolled contraction, which can be
observed as fast, uncontrolled movement of the atria, resembling shivering or
trembling. This decreases the output of the heart and enables the generation
of blood clots, which are the reason for the increased risk of stroke.

Due to the complexity of biologic systems like the heart and their challeng-
ing experimental accessibility, systems, which can be more easily adjusted,
are used to gain an understanding of the occurring processes. Recently a 3D
plasma system was developed just for this purpose [26]. In this work, the
BZR in structured gel systems is the second system for study. The BZR is
an oscillating, chemical reaction and the standard example of pattern forma-
tion in chemical systems [27, 28]. Pattern formation can be studied quite
well in chemical systems, since the in�uencing parameters can be controlled
relatively easily. The emerging patterns resemble patterns in biological sys-
tems, enabling thus the study of pattern formation in biological systems by
investigating chemical RD systems.

With these systems the previously raised questions, i.e. transition between
regular and irregular state, in�uence of coupling between oscillators and the
di�erentiation between generic and system-speci�c e�ects, will be studied.

Thus, the scienti�c objective of this work is to study mechanisms respon-
sible for the transition from regular to irregular patterns. Thereby, systems
composed of multiple coupled oscillators will be considered and the mecha-
nisms will be analyzed according to their system speci�city or generality. To
address this objective, two speci�c RD systems are chosen. Investigations are
based on numeric calculations, experiments and results from medical studies.
The comparison of the results obtained from the di�erent methods and systems
allows the discussion of system speci�city and generality.

In part I RD systems and principle mechanisms of pattern formation will be
introduced in general, followed by the presentation of the two chosen, speci�c
RD systems (AF and BZR) and the mathematical description of RD systems.
In part II the numeric and experimental methods are described as well as the
methods used for time series and pattern analysis. In part III results about
investigations of local, passive coupling of multiple oscillators (system BZR)
and of active coupling between two oscillators (system AF) are presented and
discussed. The thesis will be concluded by a summary and outlook.
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Part I:
Reaction-Di�usion (RD) systems
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Chapter 1

General description

Systems with the ability of pattern formation are often described as Reaction-
Di�usion (RD) systems. Here, one or more spatially con�ned but temporally
dynamic reactions are combined with spatial propagation, mainly di�usion.
RD systems are extremely diverse and observed in many di�erent research
�elds. In chemistry the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [29, 30] and catalysis
of carbon monoxide at a platinum catalyst [31, 32] are popular examples as
well as propagation of electrical excitations in physiology, population dynamics
[33] or segmentation of a fruit �y embryo in biology. By now, the inhibitor-
activator principle combined with di�usive signal spread, which is the under-
lying mechanism of RD systems, is applied to many more processes, as for
examples plankton dynamics [34], spread of forest �res [35], the functioning of
the brain [36] or the spread of epidemics[37].

The term pattern is in general used in a relatively broad context. In biology,
one discriminates between internal patterns, like calcium waves in the cell [40],
and external patterns as the stripe or dots on the skin or fur of animals [41].
More general, the term pattern is used for an observed order in a system.
Emerging patterns are divided into dynamic, according to temporal and/or
spatial variations of the system, or static/stationary ones, which are temporal
or spatial constant, 'freezed', due to the reaction process. These 'freezed'
patterns, i.e. stabilization of afore temporal or spatial dynamic patterns, are
usually termed structures. Examples are the stripes of zebras or tigers [42],
structures of snails or sea shells [43, 44], segments of the fruit �y embryo [45]
or the structures on leaves [46]. The term morphogenesis is often used for
the generation of structures. Arti�cial freezing of patterns can be done by
precipitation of reactants [47], for example. Spatial and temporal dynamic
patterns are, amongst others, the propagation of sand dunes[48], the growth
direction of sun�owers or maize [49], the conversion rate at fuel cells [50], self-
organized patterns of gas discharges[26] or social interactions [51, 52]. A special
case of dynamic patterns are the so-called Turing patterns [7]. Here, stable,
spatial patterns are observed, although reactant transport is ongoing, which
can be furthermore temporally changing. Yamaguchi et al. [53] showed that
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Figure 1.1: Examples of patterns formed in di�erent systems. a) calcium
waves in a pyramidal neuron cell (pictures taken from [38]) b) CO oxidation
at the Pt catalyst [39] c) stripes of the zebra (by D. Gordon E. Robertson) d)
segmentation of the fruit �y embryo.

a disturbance of the stripes of the zebra �sh by laser ablation of the pigment
cells results in a slow change of the stripe pattern. That means, the stripes,
although appearing stationary, are maintained by temporal dynamic processes.
In Fig. 1.1 some examples of patterns are shown. Thereby, segments of the
fruit �y embryo1 [Fig. 1.1 d)] and the stripes of the zebra [Fig. 1.1 c)] are
examples of stationary patterns, whereas the CO waves during CO oxidation
at the Pt catalyst [Fig. 1.1 b)] and calcium waves inside neurons [Fig. 1.1 a)]
are dynamical patterns.

Pattern formation is considered in general as a dynamic, self-organizing
process, resulting in the formation of periodic patterns. Usually, it is assumed
that a phase transition occurs, during which the initially homogeneous state of
the system becomes unstable [54, 55]. Thereby, self-organization can occur in
the thermodynamic equilibrium, like in the case of micelles or membrane for-
mation, or far away from the equilibrium, which is the case for living systems.
For processes far away from the equilibrium energy is consumed and the total
entropy of the system increases. The pattern itself can be connected with a
local decrease of entropy.

1https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/2/2b/
DrosophilaKutikula.jpg/220px-DrosophilaKutikula.jpg
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Alan Turing, after which the Turing patterns are named, �rst described
the pattern formation processes in the scheme of reaction-di�usion processes.
In his 1952 published work, 'the chemical basis of morphogenesis' [7], he states
that morphogenesis in homogeneous systems can be described by the com-
bination of simple, known physical processes. He recognized that three re-
quirements are necessary for pattern formation: �rst, two morphogenes are
needed, which, secondly, interact with each other and, third, whose di�usion
coe�cients strongly di�er. This is often summarized by short range positive
feedback with long range inhibition. This means that an activator (�rst mor-
phogen) is required, which is self-enhancing (i.e. auto-catalytic). Thus, a small
increase of the activator concentration results in a large increase of the activa-
tor concentration, which is described as positive feedback. Furthermore, the
activator is inhibited by an inhibitor (2nd morphogen), which prevents the
strong increase of the activator. The inhibitor di�uses much faster than the
activator and acts thus on a longer range. In dependence of the rates of ac-
tivation, inhibition and di�usion, di�erent patterns can occur. In this model,
no pre-patterning is necessary as in previously used descriptions of pattern
formation. There, pattern formation was addressed to di�usion of morpho-
genes from a pre-pattern. This so-called gradient model is a special case of the
Turing model for vanishing reaction terms.

Besides its elegance, the Turing model is lacking a biological base. Thus it
was considered for a long time as irrelevant for biological systems. However, in
2006 Sick et al. [56] could show that the spatial distribution of hair follicles of
a mouse is controlled by two substances (activator: WNT, inhibitor: DKK1)
in analogy to Turing's model. Furthermore, evidence was found that the pat-
terning of the hard palate in mammals is based on the Turing mechanism
[57].

Figure 1.2: Phases of a temporal
excitation pulse or action potential:
I resting state (system is excitable),
II activation (self-enhancement of
activator), III inhibition (return to
the resting state).

In the model of Turing spatial excitation pulses are generated (local peaks
of activator). Temporal excitations are observed for certain ranges of reaction
rates of activator and inhibitor as well as coupling between them. Temporal
excitations which propagate due to di�usion will be named excitation pulses.
In biological systems, in particular for heart cells or neurons, these excitation
pulses are termed action potentials. The shape of excitation pulses di�ers in
dependence of the considered system but can be subdivided into three phases
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for all systems, as shown in Fig. 1.2. Phase I describes the resting state, i.e.
the system is excitable. Activation occurs in phase II. Phase III describes the
recurrence to the resting state.

One can di�erentiate between self-exciting and excitable systems. The �rst
one exhibits an unstable resting state, thus, generating activations by itself.
The second one requires a stimulus to initiate an excitation. The stimulus
has to be larger than some threshold. If the threshold is overcome, the self-
enhanced increase of activator starts. The strength and the speed with which
the systems reacts to the stimulus are dependent on the excitability. Excitabil-
ity can be tuned by the height of the threshold and the strength and speed
of inhibition. The self-enhancement e�ect results in a strong increase of the
activator related variable. With time delay the inhibition of the activators
starts, thus decreasing the value of the activator variable. The relation be-
tween the reaction rates of activator and inhibitor thus determines the shape
of the excitation pulse. Due to a higher number of inhibitors, reaction paths or
coupling and feedback mechanisms, sub-phases can occur as the plateau phase
for action potentials of heart cells. During activation and inhibition the sys-
tem is refractory, i.e. it is not excitable at all (absolute refractory) or only for
larger stimuli (relative refractory). This refractory phase ensures that pulses
propagate only in one direction, which is in particular important for action
potentials. The system has to return (almost) to the resting state before it
can be excited again.

The di�usive instability described by Turing is only one of many mech-
anisms for pattern formation. The underlying mechanisms for formation of
certain patterns comprise a spectrum as broad as the systems exhibiting pat-
tern formation. Growth of systems [58] and their curvatures are discussed for
example for the formation of �ngerprints and wrinkles of raisins [59]. The ge-
ometry of the systems for wave propagation on active tissue [60�62] can yield
attachment of waves to obstacles. Mechanical-chemical interaction is thought
to underlie pattern formation in cell cultures on gel systems due to strain-
stimulated cell traction [63]. Furthermore, in dependence of the distribution
of parameters as, for example, gradients [64�68] or stochastic distributions
[69, 70] irregular patterns can be generated. Which patterns evolve can be fur-
ther tuned by choosing the appropriate, initial conditions [71]. A resonant pat-
tern formation is possible by external feedback [72�76]. Further mechanisms
are the interaction of multiple active sources [77�80], cross-di�usion [8, 81], i.e.
the di�usion of one substance is in�uenced by the di�usion of another one, or
heterogeneity respectively diversity [78, 82, 83]. This list of possible mecha-
nisms for pattern formation is not complete and further informations can be
found in a number of review articles, as e.g. [8, 9, 41, 71, 84�86].

Due to the generality and system speci�city of RD systems, comparison of
di�erent points of view will be taken in this work to allow statements about the
applicability of the respective approach. Therefore, two RD systems were cho-
sen (AF and BZR) which, on one hand, can be described in a �rst approxima-
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tion with the same generic mathematical model, the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN)
model. On the other hand, system speci�c models will be used and their results
will be compared with the FHN model. To decide, which approach is more
suitable, experiments of the BZR are conducted and results of clinical studies
and medical experiments are considered. In the next chapters the two systems
will be described, including already studied mechanisms for the generation of
AF and irregular patterns in the BZR. In this work two speci�c mechanisms
supposed to generate irregular patterns will be studied in more detail in the
two di�erent systems.
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Chapter 2

Human heart during atrial
�brillation

In this chapter, the human heart will be described in terms of RD system.
Therefore, the term excitation in the context of the heart is speci�ed and the
excitable units (heart cells) as well as the propagation of excitation and the
anatomy of the heart described. In the subsequent section, atrial �brillation
will be explained followed by a discussion of the mechanisms for the generation
of AF studied so far in the literature. Based on that, a hypothesis for an AF
generating mechanism will be derived, which is studied in this work.

2.1 Basic principles of the conduction system of

the human heart

Figure 2.1: Anatomy of the hu-
man heart with conduction system
(modi�cation of original image by
J. Heuser): a) right atrium, b) left
atrium, c) right ventricle, d) left
ventricle, e) cardiac septum, f) aor-
tic valve, g) superior vena cava,
h) pulmonary vein, i) aorta. Not
shown are pulmonary artery, mitral
and tricuspid valve (between atria
and ventricles). The conduction
system consists of 1: sinus node, 2:
atrio-ventricular node, 3: His bun-
dle, 5: Purkinje �bres.
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The human heart (Fig. 2.11) is a hollow organ, which is divided by the
septum into a right and left half. Each half consists of an atrium with thin
walls and a ventricle with thicker walls. The task of the heart is to pump blood
for the pulmonary (right half) and body circulation (left half). It works as a
lifting and forcing pump. Blood is pumped with high pressure into the vascular
system or the connected ventricle by complete contraction of the ventricles
and the atria, respectively. Relaxation of ventricles and atria results in a
low pressure/depression. Thus, blood is sucked into the ventricles and the
atria, �lling them. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the hollow spaces (ventricles, atria)
are connected by valves, which prevent re�ux of the blood. For an e�cient
pumping, the tissue of one chamber as well as the various chambers together
have to contract synchronously. The sequence of one heartbeat is as follows:
�rst, blood �ows into the atria, then the atria contract and thus press the
blood into the ventricles. The ventricles contract subsequently and throw out
the blood into the pulmonary or body arteries.

Heart tissue consists of myocytes, which can contract, and the �broblasts,
which constitute the extracellular matrix for the myocytes [21]. Mammalian
myocytes are approximately cylindrical with a length in the range of 50-150 µm
and a diameter of 10-20 µm [21]. The e�cient rhythm and synchronisation
of the chamber contraction is enabled due to triggering the synchronous con-
traction of myocytes by an excitation wave propagating across the heart. The
excitation wave corresponds to a strong change of the transmembrane volt-
age (TMV) of the myocyte, named action potential (cf. chapter 1). The TMV
or potential arises due to the inhomogeneous distribution of ions inside and
outside of the myocyte. Ions can cross the membrane only through pores, called
ion channels, or by ion exchange pumps. The structure of the cell membrane
including pores and ion pumps is shown in Fig. 2.2.

Not only the work of ion pumps but also permeability of pores and, thus,
the ion concentration are controlled by the TMV and other processes, as the
attachment of speci�c proteins or enzymes. A small stimulus results only in
a small change of TMV, in which case the membrane acts as a capacitor.
A stimulus can be set by external electrodes, mechanical disturbances or the
neighbouring cells, if they are activated already. A stimulus above a certain
threshold results in a strong, non-linear change of the TMV, as shown in
Fig. 2.3, by opening various ion channels. This change is caused initially by
opening the sodium ion channels resulting in positive TMV of about +30mV
(resting state is in the range of -80 to -90mV). With a time delay potassium
channels open. Potassium �ows in the opposite direction compared to sodium
and acts as inhibitor. Sodium ion channels close if a certain value of the TMV
is reached and the ongoing outward potassium �ow in combination with the
transport of sodium ions inside the cell by ion exchange pumps results in a slow
return to the resting potential. Ion exchange pumps work thereby continuously

1modi�cation of original image by J. Heuser,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1686121
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of the structure of the cell membrane showing the ion
gradient, ion channel and ion pumps for exchanging sodium and potassium
ions (modi�ed from [87]).

Figure 2.3: Left: Conductivity of ion channels during the course of an action
potential. Right: Course of the TMV during an action potential divided into
the phases: 'upstroke' = depolarisation (phase 1), plateau (phase 2), repolar-
ization (phase 3), and resting potential (phase 4) (modi�ed from [87]).

to maintain the resting TMV, but can be up- or down-regulated by various
substances.

Beside myocytes, neuronal cells, muscle cells and secretory cells can ex-
hibit action potentials to accomplish tasks as communication, contraction and
segregation of substances. Depending on the type and place (e.g. atrium, ven-
tricle, sinoatrial node) of a cell the shape of the action potential di�ers. It is
controlled by the time constants for opening and closing of channels and the
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number and type of participating ions. Action potentials on neurons typically
are generated only by sodium and potassium ions. In the case of myocytes,
more ions are involved, in particular calcium. Calcium channels are opened
at the peak of the action potential. Thus an additional plateau phase occurs,
which is characteristic for cardiac action potentials. The shape of the action
potential is named as spike-and-dome.

To trigger the heartbeat synchronously, the action potential of one cell has
to propagate in a certain order to the next cell. The development of an action
potential is locally con�ned to one cell and described by the reaction term
of the RD system. The transfer of the action potential to the next cell is
described by a di�usion term, which can be derived from the cable equation
by calculation of the external and internal cell potential under some assump-
tions. The internal and external potential of the cell is modi�ed by the ion
�ux through the membrane and by internal or external currents. The currents
�ow only in longitudinal direction along the cells and axial direction inside
the cell, respectively. The di�erence between internal and external potential
is the TMV. The excitation wave propagating across the heart is generated
by the interplay of the locally con�ned action potential and the propagation
from cell-to-cell. The action potential transfer from cell-to-cell occurs along
gap junctions, which are shown in Fig. 2.4. Gap junctions are channels build

Figure 2.4: Left: scheme of cell-cell-connections via gap junctions, right:
scheme of a connexon channel, constituting a gap junction (modi�ed on the
basis of image by Mariana Ruiz LadyofHats).

of protein complexes between membranes of neighbouring cells. Each cell con-
tributes one half channel (connexon). Along the gap junctions ions and small
molecules, as signal molecules or metabolites, can be exchanged very fast.
They activate the neighbouring cell, which then opens their sodium channels
to initialise an action potential [88�90]. The conduction velocity of excitation
waves depends mainly on the number of gap junctions between the cells and
di�ers in dependence of the place and type of cell. In the ventricular tissue
longitudinal gap junctions, located at the longitudinal ends of the cell, are
prevalent compared to transversal gap junction, which are located at the lat-
eral membrane. Thus, a macroscopic anisotropy of electrical coupling occurs
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[91]. Furthermore, the cylindrical myocytes tend to align along their main
axis [21]. Thus a �bre orientation along the main axis of the cylinders can
be de�ned. This anisotropy is enhanced by the alignment of cells into sheets
with only a light coupling between di�erent sheets and intersections by con-
nective tissue. Additionally, there are special �bre bundles in the heart, as the
Purkinje �bres or Bachmanns bundle, along which the conduction velocity is
increased in comparison to normal myocyte tissue. The anisotropy in orienta-
tion of cells, coupling between them and between the sheets and the additional
fast-conducting �bre bundles yields a strongly anisotropic conduction velocity
of excitation waves in the heart. The arrangement of �bres and the correspond-
ing conduction velocities are well determined for the ventricles by histology,
optical techniques and di�usion tensor MRI [92�95]. However, there can be
local deviations due to locally di�erent expression rates and distributions of
ion channels and gap junctions. The main feature of �bre orientation in the
ventricles is a slow rotation by 180◦ from bottom to top. The arrangement
and distribution of �bres in the atria is completely di�erent [96�98] and due to
increased complexity not yet completely determined experimentally. Thereby,
the left atrium consists of a smooth wall but exhibits marked �bre structure
changes intramurally. In contrast, an array of pectinate muscles dominates the
structure of the right atrium [99].

Due to arrangement of �bres and the anisotropic conduction velocities the
coordinated excitation of the heart is maintained. Thereby, the sinoatrial node,
a cell compound of specialised, self-excitable cells, generates an excitation.
The excitation waves spreads along the right atria. Due to the fast-conducting
pathways, here Bachmanns bundle or the coronary sinus, the excitation is
transferred to the left atrium almost without time-delay. Thus both atria are
almost simultaneously activated and contract synchronously. At the bottom
of the right atrium, the excitation wave hits the atrio-ventricular (AV) node,
which conducts it to the His bundle and �nally into the Purkinje �bres inside
the septum of the ventricles. Direct excitation from atrium to ventricle is pre-
vented by the non-excitable valves and septum between them. Purkinje �bres,
located in the lower part of the septum with strong rami�cations, conduct the
excitation wave to the ventricles. The ventricles are thus excited from the
bottom to the top and contract in this sequence resulting in a more e�cient
pumping of the blood into the arteries. A conduction of excitation from the
ventricles to the atria is due to the refractory phase and the �lter function of
the AV node not possible. This secures that the pacing activity of the sinus
node is the only excitation source, normally.

The propagation of the excitation wave and the resulting potential distri-
bution can be measured by electrodes placed inside the heart or externally
on the body surface, known as electrocardiogram (ECG) with the well-known
ECG signal shown in Fig. 2.5 (left) including the common labelling of ECG
phases. The excitation of the atria is represented by the P peak, the excitation
of the ventricles by the R peak and the restitution of the excitation by the ST
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segment. Changes of the excitation sequence due to diseases can be detected
by modi�cations of the ECG signal course. The right part of Fig. 2.5 shows
an ECG machine developed in 1911. Nowadays these are much smaller and
include electrodes rather than water buckets. In the following chapter diseases
of the heart, especially atrial �brillation, are described.

Figure 2.5: Left: scheme of an ECG signal with common labelling. P wave rep-
resents the excitation of the atria, R wave the excitation of the ventricles and
the ST part the repolarization (modi�ed from [87]). Right: ECG machine from
Cambridge Scienti�c Instrument Company developed in 1911 (from [100]).

2.2 Atrial Fibrillation (AF)

Diseases of the heart are caused by a dysfunction of the electrical conduction,
cell supply or the contraction system. One di�erentiates between

� heart muscle diseases as e.g. myocarditis and myocardial insu�ciency
combined with a cardiac hypertrophy,

� cardiac valve diseases, which are mainly caused by insu�cient closing of
the valves,

� coronary artery diseases and heart attack, which are caused by modi�-
cations of the blood vessels supplying the heart tissue, and

� arrhythmias, which are due to disturbances of the electrical conduction
system.

Arrhythmias are perturbations of the regular heartbeat sequence. They are
discriminated by the place of their origin (atrium, ventricle, electrical con-
duction system), the heart rate (bradycardia means frequency too low, tachy-
cardia means frequency too high and arrhythmia describes irregular beats),
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their origin (hereditary or acquired), the underlying mechanism (automaticity,
re-entry, triggered), the duration (isolated premature beats, non-sustained or
sustained) and the risk for the whole organism (benign, malignant, potentially
life-threatening).

The most common arrhythmia in clinical practice is Atrial Fibrillation
(AF). The estimated prevalence is increasing with the age of the person and
is about 10% above an age of 80 years [25]. Its impact tends to increase due
to the demographic development. During AF, irregular, uncoordinated acti-
vations with a rate up to 12 Hz are observed, resembling quivering. Thereby,
regular excitations of the sinoatrial node do not yield a coordinated activa-
tion. The pumping capacity is only maintained by the AV node, acting as
pacemaker and activating the ventricles with regular excitations. However,
it is not clear in this case, whether the AV node generates excitation pulses,
which it is capable of, or acts as a low-pass �lter, which conducts only a part of
the high-frequency excitation of the atria. It could be shown with conduction
models of the AV node that the rate of excitations inside the atria can be cal-
culated from the heartbeat distribution during AF [101, 102]. This supports
the hypothesis that the AV node realizes a conduction and �lter function. AF
is not life-threatening, in contrast to ventricular �brillation, since activations
of the ventricles are regular but occur with a higher rate of approximately 2.5
Hz and the reduced pumping capacitance of the atria in�uences only slightly
the total pumping capacitance of the heart.

Short episodes of AF lead to symptoms as irregular heartbeats, palpita-
tions, fainting, perspiration, dyspnoea, restlessness, fear, exhaustion and/or
chest pain. On the same time, AF increases the risk for the occurrence of
other, partially life-threatening diseases as embolism2 or stroke3, for which the
risk is increased by two to seven times [25]. Ine�cient pumping of blood by
the atria can cause blood clots. These can propagate with the blood �ow, thus
facilitating embolism or stroke. Furthermore, other serious cardiac diseases
are promoted by AF. Persistent AF may cause congestive heart failure. If AF
is treated by proper rhythm- or rate control, which describes the treatment of
AF by drug or other therapies to control the heart rhythm or rate, respectively,
an reduced insu�ciency can be obtained [24].

AF is not only promoting other cardiac diseases, it can be caused by them,
too [25]. The mechanisms discussed as reason are increased blood pressure in
the atria or dilation of the atria. However, the exact mechanism is unclear.
AF is classi�ed into lone or idiopathic, if it occurs without other cardiac dis-
eases, or sustained [24]. The term idiopathic AF is used for patients younger
than 60 without clinical and echocardiographic symptoms of cardiac diseases,
whose prognosis is quite well. Besides other cardiac diseases, there are further
factors promoting AF as a previous stroke, hypertension, hyperthyroidism, di-
abetes mellitus, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, paroxysmal nocturnal

2suddenly blocked vessels
3blocked vessels in the brain
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dyspnea, vascular disease, genetic predisposition, high age, excessive alcohol
consumption and overweight [103].

Atrial �brillation is a chronic disease but initially occurs in episodes. These
episodes end spontaneously within seven days, most often already within 24 h.
This type of AF is named paroxysmal. Episodes can be triggered on the one
hand by stress, heavy meals or exercise and on the other hand occur in the
night or early morning during sleep [103]. Persistent AF is used for episodes not
ending spontaneously within 7 days. The rhythm of the heart can be restored
by electrical or drug therapy. If these therapies fail, the term permanent AF
is used. Not only the individual therapy is based on the classi�cation of AF
but also di�erent mechanisms are thought to generate and sustain the di�erent
types of AF.

Figure 2.6: Three main theories of mechanisms generating or sustaining AF
developed in the 1920s (from [104]). Single ectopic foci (a), single re-entry
circuits as spiral waves (b) and multiple re-entry circuits (c) are discussed.

In Fig. 2.6 the three main theories on the generation and sustainment of
AF developed already in the 1920s are shown. The theory of Lewis [105, 106]
(Fig. 2.6 (a) and (b)) includes a mother wave, a re-entry circuit like a spiral
wave, which acts as single, fast pacemaker. Irregular patterns arise due to the
propagation of waves, emitted from the mother wave, and the anisotropic con-
duction properties of the atrium. In the theory of Engelmann, Rothberger and
Winterberg [107�109] (Fig. 2.6 (a)) AF is generated on a similar mechanism.
Here, one assumes an ectopic4 focus instead of a re-entry circuit. An ectopic
focus is a patch of cells, which are self-excitable like the cells in the sinoatrial
node but occur at a di�erent place in the atrium. As in the theory of Lewis, the
propagation of waves emitted by the ectopic focus yields irregular patterns due
to the anisotropic properties of the AF. In contrast to the single pacemaker,
Garrey and Mines [110, 111] (Fig. 2.6 (c)) assumed multiple, simultaneously
active re-entry circuits (e.g. spiral waves) emitting excitation waves. Thereby,
the interaction between the di�erent re-entry circuits results in the irregular
patterns. In both theories including re-entry circuits, these circuits are only

4ectopic means 'not at the physiologically right place'
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stable if their wave length is smaller than the extension of the tissue, in which
it propagates. Additionally, the re-entry circuit has to be large enough to not
self-terminate with its own refractory tail.

In 1962, Moe [112, 113] developed the concept of the multiple re-entry
circuits further and presented the theory of multiple wavelets. In this the-
ory, re-entry circuits do not necessarily have to be spatially stable, but can
be a number of wavelets, i.e. wave fragments circulating around functionally
refractory tissue. Functional refractory describes tissue, which is in princi-
ple excitable, but due to a permanent excitation refractory most of the time.
Wavelets can be extinguished, if they cross a path of reduced excitability, sus-
tain each other or generate so-called daughter wavelets, due to the interplay
between each other. Fibrillation would be stable as long as a su�cient number
of wavelets is stable.

Diverse experiments tried to reveal the underlying mechanism of the ob-
served AF. Allesie et al. [114] studied dog hearts maintaining AF due to
acetylcholine infusion and observed multiple wavelets supporting the theory of
Moe et al. Ectopic activity acting as pacemaker of AF was shown by Hais-
aguerre et al. [115, 116]. Li [117] and Matsuo [118] identi�ed hints for the
existence of a mother wave. Concluding, each of the theories seems to de-
scribe AF in a certain situation. Thus it is worth to study which mechanism
is connected with which situation.

The elucidation of mechanisms underlying the generation and perpetuation
of AF is further complicated by the so-called atrial remodelling. This term de-
scribes the modi�cation of cell behaviour and electro-physiological properties
on organ, cell and molecular level due to the AF itself [20]. Amongst others,
an enrichment of calcium inside the cell, a reduced conductivity of potassium
channels as well as an altered arrangement and number of gap junctions oc-
cur. These result in a modi�ed shape and duration of the action potential and
a modi�ed excitability and refractory phase. The typical regulation of high
pacing frequencies, normally not sustained by the cells, is reduced and results
in higher activation frequencies. Figure 2.7 shows the action potential dura-
tion (APD), conduction velocity (CV) and the e�ective refractory phase (ERP)
calculated in the model of Bueno-Orovio, Cherry and Fenton [119] for physio-
logical (black dots) and remodelled tissue (blue triangles). Thereby, the �rst
cell in a linear cell strand is paced with di�erent frequencies and APD, CV and
ERP are determined at the last cell of this strand. Typically, the excitation
wave cannot propagate for pacing frequencies above a critical frequency, since
activation of neighbouring cells is not possible due to the larger refractory
phase. This can be seen in Fig. 2.7 by the decrease of the APD and the CV
to zero for decreasing basic cycle lengths (BCL), the latter being the inverse
of the frequency. That means, action potentials are generated at the �rst cell
(for 2.5Hz) but do not propagate to the last cell. For remodelled tissue (blue
triangles), this frequency is strongly increased (≈ 10 Hz). Thus, AF can be
sustained or even promoted by the remodelling. The remodelling increases the
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complexity and decreases the possibility of di�erentiation of AF generating
mechanisms.

Figure 2.7: APD, CV and ERP of the last cell in a linear cell strand in de-
pendence of the inverse frequency (BCL) of the �rst cell in comparison for
two di�erent states of the tissue: physiological (black) and remodelled (blue).
Values are calculated with the BOCF model for atrial tissue with parameter
sets according to the corresponding state of the cells. Pacing is observed only
until a critical frequency of 2.5 Hz for physiological and 10 Hz for remodelled
tissue [120].

The four discussed theories of the generation and perpetuation of AF are
quite phenomenological. The sources/causes for the mechanisms were inten-
sively studied in the past 50 years. Suggested were an increased excitability, an
increased anisotropy of the atrial tissue or modi�ed cell properties, to mention
only a few. Their occurrence could be due to inherited or acquired muta-
tions [121�123], diseases [124, 125], ageing of cells [126], oxidative stress [127],
stretch of the tissue [128], malnutrition of cells and perturbed ion, hormone or
enzyme balance [25]. The latter three can be treated by restoring the respective
balance, which often yields a successful termination of AF.

Most of the discussed modi�cations are of static nature, i.e. once occurred
they can not be removed again. However, the question arises, why AF is
typically occurring in (self-terminating) episodes, if cell and tissue properties
are modi�ed permanently. The thesis of this work is that the interplay between
wave fronts generated by the sinoatrial node and wave fronts emitted from a
second, so-called perturbing source (spiral wave or ectopic foci) results in the
irregular excitation patterns associated with AF. It is assumed that the second
source is located in the left atrium for two reasons. First, a direct in�uence
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of a pacemaker onto a spiral wave, located in the same region, was already
studied and results in more regular patterns due to suppression of the spiral
wave [77, 80, 129, 130]. Second, mapping of AF patterns of the human heart
[131�136] and experiments with cardiac tissue and animals [137�140] revealed
that additional pacemaking sources are more often located in the left atrium
and exhibit a more critical role in the generation and perpetuation of AF. The
thesis, assumed in this work, di�ers from previous theories with respect to the
following points

� �rst, explicitly two pacemaker (sinoatrial node and perturbing source)
are taken into account,

� second, the tissue is assumed as homogeneous; thus irregular patterns
cannot be addressed to anisotropic tissue properties, and

� third, it is assumed that the relation of frequencies of the two pacemaker
is essential for the generation of the irregular patterns. A frequency
change could result in generation or termination of AF explaining thus
the episodic occurrence of AF.

In Fig. 2.8 a schematic representation of the proposed mechanism for the gen-
eration of AF is shown.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of mechanism, proposed
in this work, for the generation and perpetuation of AF (the
underlying picture was taken from Marquod (link: '//com-
mons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Heart_conduct_explain.gif') and modi�ed
by me).
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Chapter 3

Belousov-Zhabotinsky
reaction (BZR)

3.1 Basics

The Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction (BZR) comprises a family of oscillating,
chemical reactions commonly viewed as the experimental standard example
of RD systems. B. P. Belousov discovered the BZR around 1950 as he no-
ticed periodic colour changes during the oxidation of citric acid with sulphuric
bromate solution and Cer ions as catalysts. However, he could publish his ob-
servations only in 1959 since homogeneous, oscillating reactions were assumed
to be impossible and it was argued that the oscillations occurred due to some
gas bubbles or other inhomogeneities. A. M. Zhabotinski worked on detailed
studies of the described phenomena, starting 1961. The BZR was named to
account for their research.

Patterns emerging due to the BZR can be di�erentiated according to the
considered system. In homogeneous systems, e.g. stirred reaction solutions,
temporal patterns can be observed. In particular interesting for these pat-
terns are multi-stabilities, periodic oscillations and chaotic behaviour [142�
144]. Spatial patterns occur, amongst others, in gel systems or thin layers
of reaction solutions. Patterns comprise travelling waves, spiral waves, point
sources emitting circular waves, segmented waves, quasi-stationary patterns
like the Turing patterns or spatio-temporal chaos [8, 71, 145�148]. Three-
dimensional (3D) spatial patterns, as e.g. so-called scroll waves, can be stud-
ied in thicker (gel) layers [149, 150] or micro-emulsions of BZR solution in oil
[151]. Scroll waves can yield irregular patterns [150, 152] due to the Winfree
turbulence [153], a mechanism discussed to generate ventricular �brillation.
Beside the mentioned waves, corresponding to colour changes of the catalyst,
mechanical waves can be obtained in special gels, where the catalyst is in-
corporated into the gel matrix [154, 155]. Soaking these gels with the BZR
solution results in a periodic swelling and de-swelling of the gel.

The classical BZR solution contains the following reactants: malonic acid as
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Figure 3.1: Di�erentiation of BZR systems: a) temporal oscillations (picture
from J. Krieger, Wikipedia), b) spatial patterns (wave fronts) on homogeneous
systems, c) spatial patterns on inhomogeneous systems (here: coupled oscilla-
tors), and d) periodic swelling of gel prepared with BZR solution (from [141]).

reducing agent, sodium bromate as oxidizing agent, sulphuric acid to tune the
pH value, and Ferroin1 as catalyst. Other reducing agents, as, e.g., citric acid or
cyclohexanedione, as well as other catalysts based on the transition metals Ce,
Mn, Ru, Co, Cu, Cr, Ag, Ni, or Os can be used for the BZR. The colour change
of the catalyst, indicating the oscillation, depends on the applied catalyst: for
Ferroin an alternation between red and blue is observed (see Fig. 3.1 (a)), for
Cer ions a transition between yellow and colourless occurs, whereas for Mn
ions pink and colourless are the interchanging colours. Sometimes the colour
change is associated with �uorescence. Before possibilities to in�uence the
emerging pattens are described, the reaction mechanism will be depicted.

3.2 Chemical mechanism

The BZR consists of many sub-reactions, sometimes up to 20 reactions are
listed, which are not studied all in detail yet. The chemical mechanism can
be described with the help of the model of Field, Körös and Noyes (FKN)
[156�158]. Therein the reactions are classi�ed into three groups:

1chemical compound with the formula [Fe(o-phen)3]SO4
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� Process 1 contains mainly non-radical processes, where malonic acid,
abbreviated by Mal, is brominated under consumption of bromide ions
(Br� ) and bromate ions (BrO3

� ). Furthermore, bromous acid is pro-
duced, which will be important for the subsequent processes. The cata-
lyst does not take part in process 1. Process 1 can proceed as long as the
concentration of bromide c(Br� ) is larger than a critical concentration
c(Br� )c. The net equation for this process is:

2 Br� +BrO3
� + 3H+ + 3H2Mal −−→ 3HBrMal + 3H2O

� Process 2 consists of radical processes. The most important reaction in
process 2 is the auto-catalytic production of bromous acid constituting
the basis for the oscillating behaviour (fast activation of the activator,
see ch. 1). For higher concentrations of bromous acid, it reacts further
to hypobromous acid HBrO. During process 2, the catalyst Ferroin is
oxidized resulting in a colour change from red to blue. Process 2 proceeds
if c(Br� ) < c(Br� )c. The net equation is:

BrO3
� + 5H+ + 4Fe2+ −−→ 4Fe3+ +HBrO + 2H2O

� Process 3 provides the basis to return from process 2 to process 1. There-
fore, the concentration of bromide has to be raised above c(Br� )c. Mal-
onic acid, mono-bromomalonic acid and hypobromite react by reducing
the catalyst (change from blue to red) and producing bromide. This pro-
cess is the time-delayed inhibition of process 2. Furthermore, the �nal
reaction products, carbon dioxide CO2 and water H2O, not taking part
in the BZR anymore, are produced by decomposition of hydroxmalonic
acid (HOCH(COOH)2 with bromate. This reaction results in the overall
consumption of bromate and malonic acid. The net equation without
production of CO2 and H2O can be summarized as

2 Fe3+ + 2H2Mal + HBrMal + HBrO + 2H2O −−→
2Fe2+ + 2Br� + 3HOCH(COOH)2 + 4H+

Concluding, process 1 represents the resting state of the system, process 2
resembles the activation and process 3 the refractory state or inhibition (re-
polarisation in the cell context). In the terms of excitable media, bromide acts
as inhibitor and bromous acid as activator. Considering the total process, the
reactants malonic acid and bromate are consumed and carbon dioxide, water
and formic acid are produced. Thus the oscillation ends after a certain time.

3.3 In�uences on pattern formation

Pattern formation can be in�uenced, in general, by the concentration of the
reactants or by modi�cation of the reaction solution due to replacement of
reactants or addition of substances. For example, fructose-biphosphate, acety-
lacetate or etylacetoacetate can replace malonic acid. The latter two reduce
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the reaction mechanism as discussed
for the BZR (from J. Krieger, translated here).

the generation of gas bubbles, which occur in the classical BZR due the produc-
tion of carbon dioxide. By addition of methanol excitability and frequency of
the oscillation can be tuned [159, 160]. Besides modi�cations of the reaction
solution, temperature [68, 71, 161], gravitation [162], electric and magnetic
�elds [66, 163], oxygen concentration [64, 164] and illumination [165�168] in-
�uence the pattern formation, too. In particular for the ruthenium-catalysed
BZR, illumination modi�es the excitability locally. By spatially con�ned il-
lumination a feedback-loop can be realized, enabling, e.g., the stabilization
of wave fragments or the positioning of spiral waves [165, 169]. Furthermore,
the dimension of the reaction vessel plays a role for the shape of wave fronts
and their propagation velocity [166, 170, 171]. In numerical calculations, the
blocking of wave fronts in corrugated channels was shown in dependence of the
channel curvature [172].

In systems with one component of the BZR solution immobilized, typically
the catalyst, emerging patterns depend on the one hand on the properties of the
support for the immobilized species. Pore size, ion permeability, end groups,
reactivity, thickness, as well as mechanical interactions modify the shape, con-
duction velocity and frequency of wave fronts and number of observable oscil-
lations, as studied for di�erent gel systems for example by Yamaguchi et al.
[173]. On the other hand, spatially structured systems can be obtained by
immobilizing the catalyst within di�erent spatial arrangements. Thereby, the
structuring can be realized by diverse techniques as printing the catalyst onto
a membrane [174] or photo-lithographic structuring. The latter describes the
photo-lithographic structuring of a resist on a membrane and subsequent dif-
fusion of the catalyst at these sites into the membrane [175, 176]. Structured
arrays were also generated by glass plates with holes where catalyst loaded
beads were placed [177, 178]. Studies of structured systems demonstrated, for
example, the dependence of the wave front geometry on the catalyst structure
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[174] (see Fig. 3.3). Depending on the shape of the catalyst units, di�erent ge-
ometries of the wave fronts were observed as hexagonal, diamond-like or more
complex ones. Furthermore, the conduction of waves between shaped cata-
lyst regions depends on their geometry. Direction dependent and frequency
dependent conduction between two catalyst regions could be shown as well as
chemical circuitries like diodes [167, 179, 180].

Figure 3.3: Shape of wave front in dependence of catalyst pattern: a) triangular
catalyst cells, b) superimposed linear and circular grids, and c) superimposed
circular grids resulting in hexagonal (a), diamond-shaped (b), and pentagonal
wave patterns (c) (from [174]).

For the generation of irregular patterns, concentration gradients, inhomo-
geneities and the coupling of multiple reactor units have been mainly discussed
in the last years. A gradient of sulphuric acid concentration, realized by cou-
pling two reactors with di�erent concentrations, results in the stabilization of
spiral waves, as was shown, experimentally and numerically, by Qiao et al.
[149]. Resulting patterns are shown in Fig. 3.4.

Even more interesting are patterns observed due to the coupling of many
subunits. This is because of their analogy to many biological systems, which
are comprised of many cells. The interplay of the subunits yields a larger
diversity of patterns, which cannot be observed for single units. For example,
determined frequencies of oscillators, which are di�usively coupled to many
neighbours, are higher than for single oscillators [181]. Thereby, the oscillators
consisted of catalyst-loaded nanoparticles immersed in BZR solution. Globally
coupled electrochemical oscillators exhibit synchronized clusters in an ensemble
of oscillators as well as chaotic excitation patterns [182]. Introducing boundary
layers around the reaction compartments, as in water-in-oil emulsion including
the BZR solution in the aqueous phase, results in a further increase of diversity
of patterns [183].

The emergence of irregular patterns due to random inhomogeneities was
demonstrated by Steinbock et al. for printed patterns of batho-Ferroin on poly-
sulphon membranes [174], as shown in Fig. 3.5. Therefore, the catalyst was
printed in spots with a pre-de�ned density. The position of spots inside one row
was chosen randomly and the density of spots was increased from left to right.
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Figure 3.4: Generation of irregular patterns due to a gradient of sulphuric
acid concentration, realized experimentally (upper row) and numerically (lower
row) by Qiao et al. [149].

Figure 3.5: Irregular patterns oc-
curring due to random inhomo-
geneities on polysulphon mem-
branes with printed catalyst. The
density of catalyst spots is reduced
from right to left. Regular wave
front patterns are observed for high
densities of the catalyst and irregu-
lar patterns for intermediate den-
sities. At low densities, no wave
propagation was obtained (from
[174]).

It could be shown that above a critical density ρ1 regular waves occur, whereas
below a second critical density ρ2 no wave propagation is observed but only
single active units. In the range of intermediate densities (ρ2 < ρ < ρ1), wave
fragments and irregular patterns are present exhibiting higher frequencies than
the regular wave fronts in the high-density region. These wave fragments act
as pacemaker for the regular waves. Reducing the excitability by a decreased
concentration of sulphuric acid, a qualitatively similar behaviour was observed,
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in which the critical density ρ1 increased in comparison to the experiments with
the higher concentrations.

However, it is unclear, if these irregular patterns could be attributed to the
heterogeneity or the di�erence in coupling strength determined by the number
of and distance to neighbouring oscillators. In many RD systems, especially
biological systems, heterogeneity of subunits, constituting the system, is dis-
cussed as reason for the generation of irregular patterns. This question will
be addressed in this work, by studying the regularity of excitation patterns in
dependence of the coupling strength and heterogeneity of coupled BZR oscil-
lators.
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Chapter 4

Mathematical description of RD
systems

Besides the enormous di�erences in temporal and spatial behaviour, emerging
patterns and research areas, the dynamics in RD systems can be described
within similar mathematical equations. Mathematical models can be divided
into two subgroups, depending on the point of view. These groups are macro-
scopic and microscopic models. In microscopic models, in particular for chem-
ical systems, the interaction of molecules is described by reaction equations.
Reaction mechanisms can be described by Markov chains while the di�usion
processes are represented by random walk processes. This type of models is
often termed 'Lattice-gas model'. The model of Malevanets and Kapral [184]
is an example for a microscopic model. In the context of microscopic models,
correlations and �uctuations can be taken into account and their in�uence on
the pattern formation can be studied in detail. Suitable coarse graining tech-
niques can yield macroscopic descriptions. The coarsening enables to express
the parameters of macroscopic, phenomenological models in terms of exper-
imental accessible variables. In this work, only macroscopic models will be
studied.

4.1 Macroscopic models

Models, which can be accounted to the macroscopic point of view, describe RD
systems on the basis of coupled, partial di�erential equations of second order
for the system variables. The di�erential equations are expressed in form of
rate equations, thus describing the temporal evolution of the system variables.
These are supplemented by di�usion-like terms. In general, these equations
can be written as:

∂u

∂t
= ∇Du∇u+ f(u, vi, z)

∂vi
∂t

= ∇Dvi∇vi + gi(u, vi) . (4.1.1)
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Thereby, u and vi are the system variables as, e.g., the concentration of re-
actants or the TMV, and represent activator and inhibitor(s) of the system.
They are coupled by the functions f(u, vi) and gi(u, vi) describing reactions
and other processes. Since more than one inhibitor can be taken into account,
they are indexed with i as well as the reaction terms gi for these. The spatial
propagation is described by the di�usion term ∇Du∇u or ∇Dvi∇vi, respec-
tively. For constant di�usion coe�cients the di�usion term can be simpli�ed
to Du∇2u or Du∇2v.

Macroscopic models can be further classi�ed into system-speci�c models or
generic models according to the derivation of the reaction term [21, 185, 186].
In the �eld of cardiac simulations, generic models are sometimes also termed
membrane potential models.

4.1.1 System-speci�c models

The reaction term in the �rst group of macroscopic models, the system-speci�c
models, is directly derived from the processes in the systems, e.g, the chemical
reactions resolved so far for the BZR. In this work, classi�cation into ionic
current models for excitable physiological systems (e.g. brain or heart) and
chemical reaction models for chemical systems is used. Further groups, as for
processes including enzymes or production of proteins, are existing, but will
not be considered here.

At �rst, we will take a look at ionic current models. Models of this type
describe primarily physiological processes during the excitation spread on cells,
in particular neurons and myocytes. These models are based on the processes
occurring at the cell membrane. Almost all of them are based on the Hodgkin-
Huxley (HH) equations, which were developed in 1952 by Alan Lloyd Hodgkin
and Andrew Fielding Huxley [187]. From empirical data of the excitation
spread along the giant axon of the squid, they derived four coupled di�erential
equations. For this study they were awarded with the noble price in medicine
in 1963. The HH equations are:

∂Vm

∂t
=

1

Cmrc
∇2Vm − 1

Cm

(Istim − IK − INa − IL) , (4.1.2)

dn

dt
= αn(1− n)− βnn , (4.1.3)

dm

dt
= αm(1−m)− βmm , (4.1.4)

dh

dt
= αh(1− h)− βhh . (4.1.5)

The equations describe the spatial and temporal evolution of the TMV Vm

for a cell membrane with resistance rc and capacitance Cm. The reaction
term describes the ion currents across the cell membrane, which are controlled
by the opening and closing of ion channels and active pumping through the
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membrane. Thereby, IK represents the potassium current, INa the sodium
current and Istim a stimulating current. A further ion current IL, the so-called
leakage current, which is typically very small, was introduced to account for the
in�uence of further ions as calcium or chloride. The equation for the TMV,
Eq. (4.1.2), is coupled with the temporal evolution of the gating variables,
Eqs. (4.1.3)-(4.1.5), describing the opening and closing of the ion channels, by
the ion currents:

IK = ḡKn
4(Vm − EK),

INa = ḡNam
3h(Vm − ENa),

IL = ḡL(Vm − EL). (4.1.6)

Here, Eion is the Nernst-Potential for the respective ion and gion the corre-
sponding conductance of the ion channel. The gating variables n,m and h are,
on the one hand, voltage dependent, and, on the other hand, the evolution of
the TMV depends on the gating variables. They were originally postulated by
Hodgkin and Huxley and determined by �tting the experimental data. How-
ever, they could be correlated with real structural properties of the ion channels
later [188, 189].

All ionic current models describe the ion currents through the membrane.
They di�er in the number of considered ion currents, the type of ions, the
gating behaviour of the individual channels and in the treatment of voltage
dependent ion reservoirs. Typical representatives of this group are the models
for excitation propagation in the atria from Courtemanche, Ramirez and Nattel
[190], Nygren [191], Maleckar [192], Koivumaki [193] or Grandi [194] and the
models derived for the ventricles from Luo-Rudy [195] or Noble [196].

Models for excitation spread in atria or ventricles mainly vary in the time
constants of the ion channels and partially included additional ion currents.
The Courtemanche, Ramirez and Nattel (CRN) model for the atrial excitation
includes all known ion currents through the cell membrane. In other atrial cell
models, further currents inside the cell are included to account, for example, for
the intracellular Ca+ handling. In Fig. 4.1 the considered ion currents in the
CRN model are shown schematically. Besides the sodium, potassium, leakage
and stimulating currents of the HH model, calcium and chloride currents as
well as the storage of calcium and some more ion pumps are incorporated.
The full model consists of 21 variables. Since all known ion currents through
the membrane are considered, the CRN model is suited well for comparisons
with experiments of cardiac tissue. However, the number of variables and the
coupling of the equations complicate the study on underlying mechanisms for
the emergence of certain patterns, as wave fragments, spiral waves or irregular
patterns. It will be used in this work for comparison with a simpler model for
excitation spread in the atria.

In the following, system-speci�c chemical reaction models will be described.
In these models, the reaction term reproduces the chemical reactions. Thus,
involved parameters and variables can be directly correlated with concentra-
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of ionic currents through the cell membrane and inside the
cell considered in the CRN model (from [190]).

tions and other in�uences of the experimental set-up. Typical examples of
this group are the Oregonator model [157, 158], the Brusselator model [197]
or the Rovinsky model [198]. All were invented to describe the BZR. The
system speci�city is obvious, when considering the di�erent variants of the
Oregonator model, suitable either for the Ruthenium catalysed BZR or the
Ferroin catalysed variant. Further representatives of chemical reaction models
are the model of Zhang and Datta [199] for Pt/Ru-catalyst polymer electrolyte
membrane (PEM) fuel cell or the model of Krischer, Eiswirth and Ertl [200]
for the CO oxidation on Pt catalyst.

In this work, the Rovinsky model will be used as system-speci�c model for
the Ferroin catalysed BZR. It consists of two coupled di�erential equations:

ϵ
∂x

∂t
= du∇2u+ u(1− u)− (2qα

v

1− v
+ β)

u− µ

u+ µ
,

∂v

∂t
= dv∇2v + u− α

v

1− v
, (4.1.7)

where

β =
2k4

(k1h0A)2
,

du =
2k4

(k1h0A)2
Du,

dv =
k4

(k1h0A)2
Dv . (4.1.8)

The parameter β describes the in�uence of the slow hydrolysis of the bromo-
malonic acid, while du, dv are the scaled di�usion coe�cients. The variables
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can be converted into the concentration of substances, used in the experiments,
by

[Fe(phen)3+3 ] = Cv,

[HBrO2] = (k1AR/2k4)u. (4.1.9)

The constants, ϵ, µ,K8, AR, BR and CR depend on the initial conditions and
are given by

ϵ = k1AR/k4C,

α = k4K8BR/k
2
1A

2
Rh

2
0,

µ = 2k4k7/k1k5,

K8 = k8k9/k−8,

AR = [HBrO3],

BR = [CHBr(CHOOH)2],

CR = [Fe(phen)2+3 ] + [Fe(phen)3+3 ] . (4.1.10)

The parameter h0 is the acidity function, q the stoichiometric factor and k±i

the rate constants of the reactions.
In contrast to the Rovinsky model, the Oregonator model is composed of

three variables. It is typically used for the BZR description and successfully
describes, in particular, the Ruthenium catalysed BZR. Despite of this, it
seems to describe the Ferroin catalysed BZR not as accurate as the Rovinsky
model. Therefore, the Rovinsky model was chosen as system-speci�c model.

4.1.2 Generic models

The second group of macroscopic models comprises generic or simpli�ed mod-
els. These are often reductions or simpli�cations of the system-speci�c models
and are used for basic or analytical studies. The most prominent representa-
tive of this group is the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) model [201, 202], developed
in 1961 separately by R. FitzHugh and J. Nagumo. It includes as a special
case the well-known van-der-Pol model [203] for description of an oscillator. R.
FitzHugh derived this model from the HH model by reduction of the system
variables, which was possible due to the di�erent time constants of the vari-
ables. J. Nagumo created an electronic circuit, exhibiting the same dynamics.
The FHN equations are given by

∂u

∂t
= ∇D∇u+ c(v + u− u3/3 + z) ,

∂v

∂t
= −1

c
(u− a+ bv) , (4.1.11)

The variables u, v as well as the parameters a, b and c of the equations cannot
be calculated from parameters or properties of the experiment anymore. They
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rather describe properties of the system in a summarizing way. The detailed
in�uence of the parameters a, b and c onto the action potentials cannot be
determined very easily due to the mutual interdependence and non-linearity.
In a �rst approximation, a regulates the length of the refractory period, b
controls the stability of the resting state and c the excitability and strength
of the response to a stimulus. D is the di�usion coe�cient, describing the
spatial coupling. The variable u represents the activator of the system and v
the inhibitor. Their interpretation depends on the considered systems, since,
although derived from the HH model, the FHN model does not only describe
propagation of action potentials on cells, but it can be applied to diverse RD
systems like the BZR. When considering the action potential propagation in
the heart, u represents the TMV and v summarizes the ion currents through
the cell membrane. In the context of the BZR, u represents the concentration
of bromide, whereas v describes the catalyst concentration. The variable z
represents external stimuli, as for example stimulating currents or illumination.
The microscopic model of Malevanets and Kapral is a microscopic version of
the FHN model.

Further representatives for generic models are the van-der-Pol model [203],
descriptions by the Swift-Hohenberg equation [204], the Gierer-Meinhardt model
[205] and models developed by Aliev and Pan�lov [206], Pertsov and Pan�lov
[207], Barkley [208], and Biktashev [209].

In this work, the model of BOCF, a generic model, will be applied as a
more system-speci�c description for the excitation propagation in the heart,
since it matches numerical calculations of the system-speci�c CRN model very
well [87, 120]. The BOCF model was developed from the CRN model with the
intention of �nding a minimal model, still describing all important properties
of excitation generation and propagation, in particular, the action potential
shape and the conduction velocity and action potential duration in dependence
of the pacing frequency. The latter two belong to the restitution properties,
describing properties which di�er in dependence of the excitation frequency.
A direct conversion of the variables into system-speci�c, measurable quantities
as, e.g., ion concentrations at the membrane, is not possible. Favourably, the
parameters and the dynamics can be tuned to resemble atrial or ventricular
tissue in di�erent situations as, for example, in the physiological state or for
remodelled tissue. The di�erential equations for the four system variables are
given by

∂u

∂t
= ∇ ·D∇u− (Ifi + Iso + Isi) ,

∂v

∂t
= − 1

τ+v
v H(u− θv) +

1

τ−v
(v∞ − v) [1−H(u− θv)] ,

∂w

∂t
= − 1

τ+w
wH(u− θw) +

1

τ−w
(w∞ − w) [1−H(u− θw)] ,

∂s

∂t
=

1

τs

[
1

2

(
1 + tanh[ks(u− us)]

)
− s

]
. (4.1.12)
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with the ionic currents

Ifi = −v (u− θv) (uu − u)H(u− θv)/τfi ,

Iso = (u− uo) [1−H(u− θw)]/τo +H(u− θw)/τso ,

Isi = −w sH(u− θw)/τsi . (4.1.13)

Here, H(x) is the Heaviside step function. By scaling the variable u, a TMV
equivalent

Vm = 85.7u− 80.9

(in mV) can be calculated. The current Ifi represents the fast, inward-directed
sodium current, Isi represents the slow, inward current of the calcium ions, and
Iso describes the slow, outward current of potassium ions. The gating variable
v regulates Ifi, and the gating variables w and s regulate Isi. Due to these
three gating variables, the models exhibits the restitution behaviour and the
typical spike-and-dome shape of cardiac action potentials. The time constants
τ−v , τ

−
w , τso, τs, τo, v∞ and w∞ are functions of the four state variables and can

be found in [119].

4.2 Summary

The model, which is applied for the study of a certain RD system, depends not
only on the speci�c system but also on the problem to be studied. Complex,
system-speci�c models, as ionic current models or chemical reaction models,
enable the direct comparison with measurements. However, their complexity
hampers the study of underlying mechanisms. For this purpose and for ana-
lytical considerations, the generic models are more suitable. Additionally, the
relevant system properties need to be considered, since physiological models,
for example, di�er also in the shape of action potentials, restitution properties
and conduction velocities. Thus, from calculations with di�erent models it can
be derived reversely, which properties are relevant for the studied problem and
system. Here, the FHN model will be used for the generic description of both
systems. To deduce system-speci�c mechanisms and features, calculations will
be compared with the Rovinsky model in the case of the BZR and the BOCF
model for AF studies. Since the BOCF model is actually a generic model, cer-
tain cases will be simulated also with the CRN model to test if the observed
results are model dependent or a real feature of this system.
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Part II:
Methods
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In this part the methods are presented, which were used for the study of
coupled oscillators. Methods and optimizations are divided into three groups:
numerical calculations incorporating the simulation of the mathematical RD
models, experimental investigations, in particular experiments of the BZR, and
analysis, i.e. time series analysis and pattern description, of the resulting data
gained from experimental and theoretical studies. Since some methods are
used only for the study of one of the proposed mechanisms, the corresponding
chapter will be denoted with the type of the RD system (AF, BZR) for clarity.
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Chapter 5

Numerical calculations

Numerical calculations comprise the simulation of the mathematical RD mod-
els on simulation areas and conditions suitable for the study of the proposed
mechanisms. First of all, di�erent methods for solving the RD models will be
presented and compared. Subsequently, the chosen set-up of simulation area
and conditions for each RD system will be described.

5.1 Solution methods for the RD equations

To solve the RD models, i.e. the FHN, BOCF and CRN model for the RD
system AF, as well as the FHN and Rovinsky model for the system BZR, three
di�erent methods and programs were used: �rst, the �nite element method
(FEM) with a program written in Matlab and based on the pdetoolbox, second,
the �nite di�erences method (FDM) written in CUDA for graphic card usage,
and, third, the modular package acCELLerate written in C++, enabling usage
of FDM and FEM. Advantages and disadvantages of each method and basis
of programming will be described in combination with the methods' principles
in the following sections.

The macroscopic models described in chapter 4.1 are in general coupled,
non-linear partial di�erential equation (PDE) of the following type:

∂u

∂t
= ∇Du∇u+ f(u, vi, z) ,

∂vi
∂t

= ∇Dvi∇vi + gi(u, vi) . (5.1.1)

To solve these equations for a certain problem, the simulation area can be
divided, on the one hand, into points (1D) or grids (2D) and, on the other hand,
into �nite sized elements. Depending on the applied method of discretization,
the method is termed �nite-di�erences or �nite-elements.
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5.1.1 Finite Element Method on the basis of Matlab (AF)

The �nite element method (FEM) is a numerical method to solve partial di�er-
ential equations on complex geometries. The complex geometry is fractionated
into simple, geometric elements. On this elements, the di�erential equation can
be solved easily with simple, known functions ua(x, t) =

∑N
i=1 ci(t)Pi(x) like

polynomials Pi with constants ci. The real solution u(x, t) is approximated by
linear combinations of the functions ua(x, t). Inserting this into the di�eren-
tial equation ∂u

∂t
= ∇Du∇u+ f(u, vi, z) yields a system of ordinary di�erential

equations Mdc/dt +Kc = F [210, 211]. In this way, the problem is reduced
to the determination of the parameters ci by solving a system of linear equa-
tions. The number of degrees of freedom is given by the number of degrees
of freedom of the physical model multiplied with the number n of functions
ua, which is equal to the number of elements. For small systems, the linear
equation system can be solved by direct methods like the Gaussian elimination
method. Larger systems are calculated predominantly with iterative methods
like the Jacobi or Gauÿ-Seidel method, multiple grid methods or the method
of conjugated gradients.

Matlab provides the 'pdetoolbox' for solving partial di�erential equations.
In this toolbox the description of the problem, i.e. geometry, initial and bound-
ary conditions and the di�erential equation itself, is done by the help of a
graphical user interface (GUI) or on the basis of self-written scripts. Here, the
function 'parabolic' was used to solve the PDEs, i.e. the FHN equations. At
the time of the simulations, non-linear coe�cients, depending on the solution
u, v or their derivative, could not be used with the 'parabolic' function. In the
FHN model, however, a non-linearity is present in the reaction term (given by
u3). To solve this problem, the non-linearity u3(x, ti) was treated as inhomo-
geneity u3(x, ti−1) for each time step ti, by taking the value from the previous
time step ti−1. This is adequate, as long as u(x, t) does not change much during
one time step. Triangles are taken as �nite elements in the 'pdetoolbox'. An
adaptive mesh is generated. That means, triangles are smaller at critical sites
(e.g. corners), where large variations of the solution u are expected or found.
The adaptive meshing allows a reduction of computation e�ort compared to
evenly sized elements, since less elements are needed. However, adaptive grids
may lead to errors, if, e.g., di�usion currents are incorrectly matched to the
size of the triangle.

5.1.2 Finite di�erences method realized in CUDA (BZR)

Another method for numerically solving PDEs is the �nite di�erences method
(FDM). Therefore, the simulation area is divided into a �nite number of grid
points, corresponding to rectangular grids for multi-dimensional areas. The
di�erential equation is approximated by the di�erence quotient at the grid
points. The resulting system of di�erence equations can be numerically solved
with various algorithms.
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The simplest method is the forward or explicit Euler method. Considering
an equation of the type dy/dt = f(t, y), this will be approximated by

yk+1 = yk + hsf(tk, yk) . (5.1.2)

Here, a discretization of the time is given by tk = t0 + khs with k = 1, 2, ...
and the step size hs. As a result, one obtains approximative values yk of the
function y(tk). The di�erence between the approximate and the exact value is
the error of the method. It is in�uenced by the stability1 and the consistency2.
Stability describes the summation of the error occurring due to imprecise input
values, for example because of rounding, thus corresponding to the robustness
of the system/algorithm. Consistency describes how good the problem can be
solved by a certain algorithm, i.e. what deviations between approximate and
exact solution occur for exact input values. Both, consistency and stability,
depend on the step size of the algorithm. Thus, one has to determine for each
problem and algorithm the maximal step size, for which the variation of the
solution is bounded. The explicit, forward Euler method has a consistency
order of one, which means the error is in the same range as the step size.
With almost the same calculation e�ort the second order of consistency can be
achieved by applying the central di�erence quotient yk+1− yk−1 = 2hsf(tk, yk)
instead of the simple, forward one [Eq. (5.1.2)]. Another possibility to enhance
the consistency is to replace the explicit calculation of the di�erence quotient
with an implicit one. Thereby, rather than the actual value of the variable
yk, the value yk+1, which has to be calculated, is used for determination of
the function value f(tk, yk). The equation to solve for the implicit method, in
analogy to Eq. (5.1.2), is given by

yk+1 = yk + hsf(tk+1, yk+1) . (5.1.3)

For this method, one has to solve, in general, a non-linear equation. The ad-
vantage is an algorithm which is often more stable than the explicit method for
sti� problems3. Hence, larger step sizes and consequently smaller calculation
time are needed than for the explicit method. Further improvement can be
achieved by applying the Crank-Nicolson method. Thereby, the mean between
the forward and backward Euler method is used:

yk+1 = yk +
1

2hs

(f(tk+1, yk+1) + f(tk, yk)). (5.1.4)

The advantage is a numerically stable algorithm, which goes along with the
disadvantage of calculating non-linear, algebraic equation systems if non-linear
problems have to be solved.

In this work, the explicit, forward Euler method was chosen to solve the
simple RD models (FHN, BOCF and Rovinsky). This is typically not well

1How much deviations occur due to the algorithm for disturbances?
2How exact is the problem solved for exact initial values by the algorithm?
3Sti� means that large step size result in a small change of the function values only.
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suitable for sti� di�erential equations like the RD equations, because very small
step sizes are needed for stability of the algorithm. However, in comparison
with implicit and more complex algorithms, no signi�cant di�erence in the
maximum value of the step size and in calculation time was observed. This
fact might be caused by the fact that the di�erential equation in the chosen
parameter range is not so sti�. A strong decrease of calculation time could be
obtained by usage of graphical processing units (GPU) of the graphic cards
since it allows a parallelisation of the problem.

As an example, the algorithm for graphic card usage will be explained for
the FHN model [code of CUDA program for BZR system can be found in the
Supporting Material]. In the �rst step, the simulation area is discretized into a
rectangular grid. An array is generated for each spatially varying quantity, i.e.
the variables u, v and the parameters a, b, c. The arrays are transferred from
the central processing unit (CPU) to the GPU. Therefore, a block size has to
be de�ned, which groups a certain number of threads, to take all points of the
array into account. The dimension of the blocks is given by [n1, n2/number
of threads, 1] if array size is [n1, n2]. Each thread evaluates the same equation
simultaneously, since GPUs were developed for parallel array operations. If
di�erent equations have to be calculated for the di�erent threads, for example,
if the di�erence quotient di�ers for points at the boundary, these are evaluated
successively. To optimize calculation time on the GPU, every split-up into
di�erent equations, which have to be calculated by the threads of one array
should be avoided. These split-ups are, for example, caused by if-queries.

The calculation of the FHN equations was performed in two steps. First,
the right part of the equation is evaluated as follows:

du[pos] =
D

dx2
(u[pos− 1] + u[pos+ 1] + u[pos+ n2] + u[pos− n2]− 4u[pos])

+ c[pos] ∗ (u[pos]− u[pos]3 + v[pos])),

dv[pos] = −cstar[pos] ∗ (b[pos] ∗ v[pos] + u[pos]− a[pos]), (5.1.5)

where pos denotes the actual position or point considered by the thread. The
index of the point [x, y] within the array is converted into a scalar one. Thus,
the next neighbour in x-direction is given by pos± 1, whereas the next neigh-
bour in y-direction is given by pos ± n2, according to the next column in the
array. This step of computation has to consider the boundary conditions. In
the simulations of this work, von-Neumann boundary conditions are applied.
Thus, the di�erence quotient for a certain boundary point lacks the di�erence
to the points behind the boundary, i.e. for points at the edges only three di�er-
ences are calculated whereas for points in the corner one has to calculate only
two di�erences. This is taken into account for by if queries to determine the
di�erences to sum up. Note, that due to this split-up, threads will not �nish
simultaneously this step of the calculation.

The second step of the algorithm is the update of all points to the next
time step, i.e. to calculate u(t+δt, x, y) by multiplying the whole array du(x, y)
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with the time step δt and then adding this to the array u(t, x, y). Here, the
calculation is similar for all points. The values u(t+ δt, x, y) form the starting
array for the next evaluation of Eq. (5.1.5). The two-step process guarantees
that all threads have the actual values of their next neighbours, since the
second step is evaluated only after completion of the �rst step for all threads.
Otherwise, if the calculation would be done in a one-step process, i.e. evaluation
of the whole equation in one step, some threads would not have the actual value
of their neighbours, but ones from previous time steps. After a pre-de�ned
number of time steps, the array u(t, x, y) is copied to the CPU to save the
values in a �le for subsequent evaluation, since �les can be addressed by the
CPU only. The calculation on the GPU continues after the copying process.

In comparison with the CPU, the GPU is faster for this type of calculations,
since the di�erence quotient is evaluated simultaneously for a large number
of points in the parallel running threads, thereby only excluding the points
at the boundary. In the CPU the evaluation is done successively. However,
calculations on the CPU are not as slow as expected, since diverse optimization
algorithm, in particular for array operations, are implemented already in most
of the complex scripting languages like Matlab. If one considers only the
real calculation time, the GPU is faster than the CPU for equal calculation
operations, which can be evaluated simultaneously. This advantage is reduced
by the communication time between the CPU and GPU for copying arrays,
between the threads to exchange the updated values of the neighbour points or
between di�erent graphic cards, if the problem size is larger than the memory
of a single graphic card. By calculation and comparison of the communication
time and the evaluation time on either CPU or GPU, one can decide which
processor is more suitable for the problem under consideration.

5.1.3 acCELLerate (AF)

The programming package acCELLErate [212] was used within a coopera-
tion with Dr. Seemann, then working in the group of Prof. Dössel, Institute
of Biomedical Technology at Karlsruher Institute of Technology, and now in
the Universitäts-Herzzentrum Freiburg. It is organized in modules. In the
geometry module geometry, tissue class, �bre orientation and, optional, het-
erogeneity can be de�ned. Small, isotropic sections of tissue as well as the
whole heart can be simulated. When generating the arrays, one can choose
between FDM or FEM. Di�erent RD models for cardiac tissue and di�erent
parameter sets, according to di�erent physiological states, are implemented as
well as the possibility to use mono-, bi- or multiple domain models. acCELLer-
ate is implemented in C++ and uses routines for solving and parallelisation
of the problem from the Portable, Extensive Toolkit for Scienti�c Computa-
tion (PETSc) [213�215]. Besides the many advantages (multiple geometries
and RD models), a disadvantage of acCELLerate is the necessary transfor-
mation of geometries and equations into PETSc arrays and vectors, which
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is very time consuming. Thus, in comparison of the three applied programs
(Matlab, CUDA, acCELLerate), acCELLerate is faster, when considering only
the calculation time, particularly for the more complex models, but due to
the transformation the total calculation time including saving data is approxi-
mately the same as for the CUDA based software. The main advantage of the
package is the possibility to calculate di�erent RD models, parameter sets and
solver without the need for programming.

In the acCELLerate package, for the interplay of two pacemaker, mainly the
explicit Euler method was used. Comparisons with the implicit Euler method
were conducted, but no signi�cant di�erences in the step size were observed.
The BOCF model with di�erent parameter sets, according to physiological and
electrically remodelled tissue and tissue with reduced excitability were utilized.

5.2 Geometric model for simulations

5.2.1 Interplay of two pacemaker (AF)

A two-dimensional simulation area (Fig. 5.1) is considered for the study of the
interplay between two pacemakers in active tissue as model for AF generation.
It is thought to resemble, for example, isolated sections of cardiac tissue as
often used in experiments [216�218]. The two-dimensionality is based on the
small thickness of atrial tissue in comparison to ventricular tissue. Thus, exci-
tation waves propagate mainly in two-dimensions and not through the tissue
in z-direction. The so-called 'break-through', i.e. excitation wave propagating
from inner side to outer side of the tissue in z-direction, is discussed as one pos-
sible mechanism for �brillation, in particular for ventricular �brillation, but is
not considered here. The size of the simulation area is 21×10 in spatial units2.4

It consists of three regions: the region R (11 ≤ x ≤ 21, 0 ≤ y ≤ 10), resem-
bling the right atria, the region L (0 ≤ x ≤ 10, 0 ≤ y ≤ 10), representing the
left atria, and the small bridge B (10 < x < 11, 5−wB/2 < y < 5+wB/2, with
width wB), connecting regions R and L. The bridge is thought to represent
a �bre bundle connecting the two electrically isolated atria like Bachmanns
Bundle [219�221]. Its width is varied between 0.01-4 spatial units. There are
often more connections between the atria, like the Fossa Ovalis or the coronary
sinus [222, 223]. However, most of the conduction is thought to be passed along
Bachmanns Bundle. For simpli�cation, only one conduction path is considered
here.

The regular pacemaker, representing the sino-atrial node and termed pri-
mary pacemaker here, is located outside of region R in this model. Thus, waves

4Spatial unit in the BOCF model is 1cm, whereas in the FHN model the spatial unit can
not be transformed into physical units. Transformation of units may be approximately be
deduced by comparison of conduction velocities. But due to a di�erent AP shape, restitution
behaviour and other deviations from the biological systems, this can be only a quite rough
approximation.
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Figure 5.1: Simulation area for studying the interplay of two pacemakers in
active tissue as model for AF. The primary pacemaker generates planar wave
fronts with frequency f1 and the secondary pacemaker (region L) with fre-
quency f2. Time series of marked points (P1, P2, P3) are used to show repre-
sentative temporal patterns later.

emitted by the primary pacemaker, called primary waves, are assumed to be
planar. To periodically generate the primary waves, a current z = −1 (equal
to 10pA in the BOCF model) is applied for the duration of one time unit5 and
with a frequency f1 in the region 11 ≤ x ≤ 21 and y ≤ 0.5. The same as-
sumption is valid for the perturbation source, e.g. ectopic focus or spiral wave,
in the left atrium, termed secondary pacemaker. It is assumed to be localized
outside of region L. Waves emanating the secondary pacemaker are termed
secondary waves and are planar inside the simulation area. A periodically in-
jected current of amplitude z = −1 for a duration of 1 time unit (t.u.) and
with a frequency f2 in region x ≤ 0.5 and 0 ≤ y ≤ 10 generates the secondary
waves.

In the set-up, von-Neumann boundary conditions ∂u/∂n = 0 are applied
with ∂/∂n being the derivative in direction of the normal vector at the bound-

5One time unit is equal to 1000 time steps in the FHN model for the typically used value
of times steps and 50ms in the BOCF model.
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Table 5.1: Parameters of the pBOCF and rBOCF model; All times τ... are
given in ms (except τ∞w which is dimensionless).

τ−v1 τ−v2 τ+v τ−w1 τ−w2 τ+w τfi
pBOCF 41.857 1150 1.70 138.69 62.341 177.41 0.045
rBOCF 16.3 1150 1.703 79.963 28.136 213.55 0.084

τo1 τo2 τso1 τso2 τs1 τs2 τsi
pBOCF 410 64.914 115 6.5 11.457 53.902 7.802
rBOCF 250.03 16.632 73.675 6.554 9.876 4.203 10.699

τ∞w θv θw θ−v θo u−
w uo

pBOCF 0.050 0.35 0.328 0.126 0.00005 0.055 0.00
rBOCF 0.223 0.30 0.1817 0.1007 0.0155 0.01 0.00

uu uso us k−
w kso ks w∗

∞
pBOCF 0.9205 0.332 0.792 202.66 1.386 1.226 1.0
rBOCF 1.0089 0.5921 0.8157 60.219 2.975 2.227 0.902

aries. This means that no �ux of the TMV across the boundaries is possible.
Usually, a re�ection of waves would occur at the boundaries due to this bound-
ary conditions. This is not true for RD systems with active boundary region,
since an activation wave front is followed by a refractory front, which can
not be excited. Thus, back-excitation from the boundary into the simulation
area is not possible, since the re�ected activation wave front is extinguished
by the following refractory front. As initial conditions the resting state of
the systems is chosen (u = 1.2; v = −0.6 in the FHN model). As standard
parameters for the FHN model, a = 0.7, b = 0.6, c = 5.5 and D = 0.1 were
chosen. The corresponding values of the variables and the parameters used
for the BOCF model are given in Tab. 5.1. The BOCF model describing the
physiological state of atrial tissue (pBOCF) refers to the parameter set used
to model the physiological state of tissue and BOCF model describing the
electro-physiologically remodelled state of atrial tissue (rBOCF) denotes the
parameter set to describe the electrically remodelled tissue. Time steps of 0.01
t.u. (FHN) or 0.01 ms (BOCF), respectively, were taken and a spatial dis-
cretization of ∆x = ∆y = 0.1 s.u. (FHN) or 0.01 cm (BOCF). It was checked
that the behaviour remains qualitatively the same after three times longer sim-
ulation time, which gives con�dence that the obtained features, presented in
ch. 7.5, are not a transient phenomenon.

5.2.2 Di�usive coupling of multiple oscillators (BZR)

The simulation area is two-dimensional since for the experiments thin gel layers
were used. Thus, spread of reactants into the third dimension are negligible.
The simulation area is divided into active and passive regions. The active
regions represent the oscillators and there the full RD system including the
reaction and di�usion term is solved. For the passive regions in between and
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Figure 5.2: Simulation area for the investigation of the di�usive coupling of
multiple oscillators as model system for the BZR. The width of the boundary
layer is termed dBL and that of the di�usion layer ddi�.

around the oscillators only the di�usion term is evaluated, according to a
di�usive spread of reactants.

Two types of boundary conditions are applied. In the �rst set-up, von-
Neumann boundary conditions are taken. This describes the situation of a
reaction vessel (Petri dish), which is of almost the same size as the reaction
area, i.e. gel with catalyst. Thus, in contrast to the active area at the bound-
aries in the AF model, the concentration of reactants is not reduced at the
boundary and an activation of oscillators near the boundary can occur due
to this elevated concentration.6 In the second set-up, an absorbing boundary
layer is introduced. Therefore, an additional boundary layer of size dBL is
de�ned, for which, besides the di�usion term, also the reaction term of the
RD equations is evaluated. The parameters are chosen in such a way that
no activation but a return to the resting state concentration is possible. An
accumulation of reactants at the boundary is thus prevented. In this way a
situation is described, where the reaction vessel is much larger than the reac-
tion area and reactants di�using out of the reaction area are not relevant for
the further dynamics of the system since their concentration is smaller than
inside the reaction area. In Tab. 5.2 the parameters of the FHN model for the
di�erent regions of the simulation area are listed.

6Concentration is elevated by reaction at the spots and di�uses then outside the reaction
area.
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Table 5.2: Parameter of the FHN model de�ned for the di�erent regions of the
simulation area (Fig. 5.2). Parameter b for the oscillator region is drawn from
a uniform distribution (see description in the main text).

Region a b̄ c

Oscillator 0.7 b 5.5
passive region 0.0 0 0
Boundary layer 0.7 0.6 1.0

For every oscillator, the parameter b, in�uencing the self-excitability, is
drawn from a uniform distribution with mean b̄ and width Nb∆b. In this way,
the experimental �uctuations of oscillator properties and a distribution of os-
cillator frequencies are introduced into the model. Intrinsic synchronization
between the oscillators, occurring without coupling due to equal frequencies,
is thus avoided. Initial values of the variables u, v correspond to the resting
state [1.2, 0.6], or are drawn from the ensemble of possible values randomly,
whereby the probability for the single values are equal. The ensemble of possi-
ble values contains always a pair of u, v values to avoid unrealistic combinations
of u, v values. It was generated by the sampling 200 equidistant intervals of a
representative action potential.

The size of the simulation area depends on the number of oscillator with
radius r and distance lth. One side has the length x = 2 ∗ dBL + Ns ∗ 2 ∗ r +
(Ns−1)∗lth, which has not necessarily to be the same in x and y direction. For
some simulations, the distance between oscillators and their size was changed
along one or both directions. In these cases, the modi�ed size of the simulation
area is given by x = 2 ∗ dBL +

∑Ns

1 2 ∗ ri +
∑Ns−1

1 ljth, with ri the size of the
ith oscillator and ljth the jth distance for Ns oscillators.
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Chapter 6

Experiment description (BZR)

The BZR experiments are conducted in several steps. First, a silica gel is
prepared. On the one hand, this enables the creation of spatial catalyst dis-
tributions to de�ne the single oscillators. On the other hand, it prevents
disturbances of the patterns due to, e.g., convection. As precursor, a solution
(15 − 25 weight %) of sodium meta silicate (Sigma Aldrich) is produced by
dissolving it in distilled water. The gelation is initiated by addition of diluted
sulphuric acid (1−2.5M1) to a small amount of the meta silicate solution. The
resulting solution is poured into a Petri dish and given some rest for a certain
time (typically one hour) to complete gelation. Subsequently, the resulting gel
is rinsed with strongly diluted sulphuric acid (0.25 M) and distilled water. The
gel is stored in distilled water to prevent drying.

The next step of the BZR experiment is the generation of single BZR
oscillators by immobilization of the catalyst in a prede�ned pattern inside the
silica gel. As described in Ch. 3, the components of the reaction solution
are malonic acid, sodium bromate, sulphuric acid and Ferroin. Beside the
catalyst, an immobilization of malonic acid can be considered, too. The other
reaction components are too small to be trapped by the pores of the gel,
since the immobilization is mainly physically by a reduced di�usion due to the
pore size. However, attempts to immobilize malonic acid were not successful,
meaning that prepared patterns were not stable. Furthermore, the replacement
of malonic acid by other substances as glucose, saccharose, novolak, ascorbic
acid, polyethylenglycol (PEG), poly-vinylpyrrolidon (PVP) or fructose, which
seemed to be more promising with respect to the possibility to immobilize
them, did not result in a stable immobilization of the reducing agent. The
lacking success was caused either by the precipitation of the substance upon
mixing with the meta silicate solution (novolak) or the missing possibility to
observe an oscillation (ascorbic acid, PEG, PVP and fructose). Glucose and
saccharose could be immobilized and oscillating patterns were observed, but
the period of oscillation was too large for the observation of a su�ciently
large number of oscillations during the experimental time. Thus, only the

1M=mol/l
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immobilization of the catalyst was applied for the de�nition of single oscillators.

Spatial inhomogeneous distributions of the catalyst were created by plot-
ting the catalyst with the aid of the 'Nanoplotter NP 1.2' (GeSim) onto the
gel. The 'Nanoplotter' enables to apply small amounts of Ferroin (0.4 nl per
drop) at pre-de�ned positions of the gel. The size of the Ferroin spots, their
distance and the Ferroin concentration can be selectively tuned by changing
the number of droplets per spot, their position and the concentration of Fer-
roin solution. After application of the catalyst, it is given about ten minutes
time to di�use completely into the silica gel. An example of an array of Ferroin
spots (red) in a silica gel (white) is shown in Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Left: Array of Ferroin spots (red colour) shortly after plotting on
the silica gel by the aid of the 'Nanoplotter'. Right: Schematic representation
for the experimental set-up used for BZR experiments.

In the next step the reaction is started by addition of the previously mixed,
remaining reaction components (malonic acid, sodium bromate and sulphuric
acid). Composition of the standard reaction solution is given in Tab. 6.1. The
Petri dish is placed on a luminous plate and JPEG pictures of the silica gel
are recorded with a CCD camera every 10-30 s. Subsequently, time series of
the colour of the catalyst are extracted and evaluated as described in Ch. 6.2.
Figure 6.1 shows schematically the experimental set-up and Fig. 6.2 pictures
the nanoplotter NP 1.2 from GeSim together with the micro-structured pipette
head used for plotting. To experimentally investigate the coupling of multiple
oscillators, in particular two steps had to be optimized: �rst, the immobiliza-
tion of the catalyst and, second, the image analysis to identify the spots and
extract the time series for further analysis. This optimization will be described
in the following section.
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Table 6.1: Compositions of standard reaction solution for BZR experiments
and the range for sodium bromate and sulphuric acid, varied to address the
dependence on reaction solution composition.

component malonic
acid

H2SO4 NaBrO3 H2O

standard values 1.1ml (2M) 0.412ml
(2.5M)

0.4375ml
(1M)

3.2ml

variation (a-d) 1.1ml (2M) 0.412ml
(2.5M)

0.4175-
0.4575ml
(1M)

3.2ml

variation (e-h) 1.1ml (2M) 0.392-
0.432ml
(2.5M)

0.4375ml
(1M)

3.2ml

pure silica gel 1.5ml (2M) 1.5ml (1M) 0.9ml (1M) 3.9ml

Figure 6.2: Left: Nanoplotter NP 1.2 from GeSim3. Right: Micro-structured
pipette head made of silicon.

6.1 Optimization of the catalyst immobilization

The quality of the immobilization describes the temporal stability of a pattern
inside the gel and the reproducibility of this stability for multiple executions
of spotting. Both can be determined by the help of test arrays. Therefore,
spots were created on a gel and the evolution of the spot size with time was
tracked. A small deviation of the spot size with time is a measure for a good
stability. The homogeneity of size inside a spot array and the similarity of
the temporal size evolution for repeated executions of the experiments (gel
and spot preparation) stands for a good reproducibility. Good stability means
here less than 10% size change during the time of one BZR experiment (≈ 2
h) and good reproducibility means spot sizes varying only by ten percent.
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Immobilization times, i.e the time for which the spot size changed only
slightly, are in the range of minutes up to hours for pure silica gels of equal
compositions. Due to this range, it is clear that a large deviation between
immobilization times is observed and the reproducibility is quite low. This
low reproducibility can be addressed partially to the ageing of the meta silicate
solution, which can be explained by the titration curves of sodium meta silicate
with sulphuric acid shown in Fig. 6.3. Typically, adding small amounts of
sulphuric acid does not change the pH value of the meta silicate solution (≈ 14)
much. For larger amounts, a strong reduction of pH value down to 1-2 is
observed, corresponding to the acidic range. The amount of sulphuric acid,
for which the switch from basic to acid regime occurs, changes with age of
the meta-silicate solution. Preparing a gel by the same protocol could yield
di�erent gel properties. This may explain the low reproducibility. A possible
explanation of the ageing e�ect could be the slow acidi�cation of meta-silicate
solution by di�usion of carbon dioxide into the solution. However, even silica
gels produced from the same, freshly prepared meta-silicate solution and with
the same protocol exhibit a low reproducibility, which can not be explained
yet. The dryness and the roughness of the surface are another in�uences on the

Figure 6.3: Left: Titration curve of Na2SiO3 solution, either freshly prepared
(black) or three months old (red), with H2SO4. A shift of the curve to lower
values of sulphuric acid is observed for the three months old solution. Right:
Temporal evolution of spot size for silica gels stored in water in dependence of
the concentration of metasilicate solutions: 15% (black), 18% (red) and 25%
(blue). The increase of stability of immobilization with increasing concentra-
tion can be clearly observed.

immobilisation of the Ferroin spots. If the surface is too wet, a fast, symmetric
bleeding of the spots is observed. For rough surfaces, asymmetric spot shapes
evolve from the initially symmetric spots.
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To improve the immobilization of Ferroin di�erent approaches as modi�ca-
tion of the mixture of the gel precursors, addition of substances and usage of
gels di�erent from silica were pursued. At �rst, the modi�cation of compact-
ness and homogeneity of the silica gels was studied by varying the concentration
of the meta-silicate solution or modifying the gelation time due to varying the
sulphuric acid concentration and amount. Increasing the concentration of the
meta silicate solution results in a decrease of the spot size growth with time,
possibly due to the higher compactness and smaller pore size of the silica gel.
However, silica gels prepared from meta silicate solution with concentrations
above 25% were in general more inhomogeneous. Thus, 25% concentration
are considered as optimum for the silica gels with respect to immobilization.
Changing the amount of sulphuric acid added to the meta silicate solution,
modi�es the time necessary for completion of the gelation process. Small as
well as high gelation times resulted in increased inhomogeneity of the gels
compared to the median regime. For 2.5 M sulphuric acid, gelation of meta
silicate solution occurs for a ratio of 1:3 to 1:2 of sulphuric acid to meta silicate
solution. A ratio of 1:2.5 turned out to be optimal in terms of gelation time
and homogeneity of the silica gel. The immobilization time and reproducibility
was slightly modi�ed by the composition of the gel solution but it could not
be improved su�ciently by this approach.

Table 6.2: Compositions of gels used for immobilization studies

Na2SiO3

solution
H2SO4

(2.5 M)
polymer specialities

Sil-gel 2 ml 0.85 ml � �
PEG gel 2 ml 0.75 ml PEG200,

PEG400,
PEG600
(0.25-1.0 ml)

dissolved in water
(50-100% PEG
content)

PSSS gel 2 ml 0.85 ml PSSS
(0.05-0.1 g)

ultra sonic irradia-
tion necessary for
homogeneous mix-
ing

PSS-co-PM
gel

2 ml 0.85 ml PSS-co-PM
(0.05-0.1 g)

�

The second approach is based on the addition of substances, particularly
polymers, to modify the gel network. The idea is to improve immobiliza-
tion of Ferroin either by reducing the pore size of the gel or by increas-
ing the interaction of the gel with the Ferroin on physical or chemical basis
(e.g. charge e�ects, dangling bond, speci�c end groups). As additives, PVP,
poly-vinylalcohol (PVA), Polyethylenglycol (PEG, Merck, Molecular weight
[MW]=200, 400, 600g/mol), Poly(sodium-p-styrene sulfonate) (PSSS , Alfa,
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MW 7000g/mol) and Poly(4-styrene sulfonic acid-co-maleic acid)-sodium salt
(PSS-co-PM, Aldrich Chemistry, MW=20000g/mol) were tested. PVP and
PVA could not be introduced into the gel, since they precipitated upon mixing
with the meta silicate solution. PEG, poly(4-styrene sulfonic acid-co-maleic
acid)-sodium salt (PSS-co-PM) and PSSS could be mixed with meta silicate
solution and the gels could be prepared from this mixture. For mixtures with
PEG, the interesting e�ect that a aqueous two-phase system evolved in depen-
dence on the chain length and mixing ratio, occurred. Thereby, two phases
evolve although both phases are aqueous and can be mixed, in principle. In
one of these phases, silica nanoparticles were detected, whose size could be
determined by Dynamic light scattering (DLS) to be in the single nanometre
range. The quality of immobilization was determined with the help of 5x5
spot arrays which were rinsed in distilled water after spotting. Each spot
array was recorded over ten minutes and the change of spot diameter was de-
termined from these pictures. The compositions of analysed gels is summarized
in Tab. 6.2.

Table 6.3: Spot diameter d and stability in dependence of composition of the
gel. The spot size change ∆d1 de�nes the increase of d in the �rst hours (1-
5h) and ∆d2 for the subsequent 1-2 days after spotting. The abbreviation std
d refers to the standard deviation of the diameter distribution in the array
and reproducibility describes the variation in spot size mean between di�erent
executions of the experiment.

d (std (d)) reproducibility d vs t

Sil-gel 0.5-1.5 mm
(0.48 mm)

0.5 mm ∆d1 = 0.6 mm,
∆d2 = 0.1− 0.7 mm

PEG200 gel
(50% 0.5ml)

0.5-1.5 mm
(0.58 mm)

0.3 mm ∆d1 = 0.5 mm,
for 0.75 ml:
∆d2 = 0.1− 0.2 mm
for 0.5 ml, 1 ml:
∆d2 = 0.2− 0.7 mm

PEG400 gel
(50% 0.5ml)

0.5-1.5 mm
(0.9 mm)

0.4 mm ∆d1 = 0.2 mm
∆d2 = 0.2 mm

PEG600 gel
(50% 0.5ml)

0.5-1.5 mm
(0.8 mm)

0.4 mm ∆d1 = 0.1 mm
∆d2 = 0.1 mm

PSSS gel
(0.05g)

0.5-0.8 mm
(0.04-0.28 mm)

� ∆d1 = −0.5 mm
max. 4h measurable

PSS-co-PM
gel (0.05g)

0.5-1.5 mm
(0.04-0.28 mm)

0.3 mm ∆d1 = 0.5 mm,
∆d2 = 0.2 mm

Analysis of these experiments (Tab. 6.3) revealed that PSS-co-PM and PEG
with a molecular weight of 200 to 400g/mol could improve the immobilization
compared to pure silica gels. In contrast, the addition of poly(sodium-p-styrene
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sulfonate) (PSSS) yielded an increase of bleeding of Ferroin. To study the im-
proved immobilization, di�erent measurements were performed. With energy
dispersive X-ray di�ractometry (EDX) on dried gels4 only for PSS-co-PM gels
a signi�cant amount of carbon and sulphur could be detected. This indicates
that only PSS-co-PM is embedded into the gel. UV-VIS spectroscopy5 of the
dissociation of Ferroin in meta silicate solutions with or without polymer ad-
dition revealed that the dissociation rate is decreased if PSS-co-PM is added.
One can conclude from these results that PSS-co-PM is incorporated into the
gel during gelation and interacts with the Ferroin, when added to the gel. This
interaction and incorporation is thought to be the reason for the improved im-
mobilization.

In contrast, UV-Vis spectroscopy with PEG addition revealed an increased
dissociation of Ferroin compared to the pure meta silicate solution. Incor-
poration of PEG in the gel and interaction with Ferroin seems to be not
occurring, as indicated by the EDX and UV-Vis spectra. SEM6 was per-
formed to test if the micro-structure of the gels was changed. SEM images
of dried gels (see Fig. 6.4) showed a modi�ed micro-structure of PEG gels in
comparison to pure silica, PSS-co-PM and PSSS gels. This micro-structure
is characterized by an increased grain size7 and reduced pore size. This re-
lation between micro-structure and di�usion could be con�rmed by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements, done and analysed by Dr. Carlos
Mattea (Department of Technische Physik II, TU Ilmenau), since a reduced
di�usion coe�cient of water was identi�ed for PEG gels (see Fig. 6.5). PEG
gels are, therefore, considered to improve the immobilization of Ferroin by a
reduced pore size and modi�ed micro-structure of the gels, which is a di�erent
mechanism than for PSS-co-PM gels. However, due to the formation of the
aqueous two-phase system, PEG gels are often more inhomogeneous and less
reproducible than the PSS-co-PM gels. Thus, the latter were chosen for the
investigations of coupling of multiple oscillators. The standard composition of
the gel was thereby 2 ml Na2SiO3 (25%), 0.1 g PSS-co-PM and 0.85 ml H2SO4

(1 mol/l).
As third approach to optimize the immobilization, exchanging silica gels

by other gels was tested. Agarose exhibited an even worse immobilization,
whereas commercial Na�on membranes N117 showed an improved immobiliza-
tion. Thereby, smaller spots and almost no di�usion of Ferroin was observed.
However, an oscillating reaction was not seen. Either a stable resting state

4EDX spectra were recorded with a detector attached at a Hitachi S 4800II and analysed
with Thermos Software.

5UV-Vis spectra in the range of 350-600 nm were recorded every 60 seconds for 30 minutes
with a Specord 400 of a 1:10 diluted solution of 0.01 ml Ferroin, 1 ml of 25%-metasilicate
solution and the polymer (0.5 ml of PEG200-50% solution, 0.05 g PSS-co-PM or 0.05 g
PSSS).

6SEM images were measured at a Hitachi S 4800II on dried gel, which were sputtered
with Platinum for 3 min at a current of 20 mA to avoid charging.

7grains are the particles constituting the gel network
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Figure 6.4: SEM images of silica gel with di�erent additives: a) pure silica
gel, b) 0.3 ml PEG200(50%) (≈ 10 vol% of the gel solution before gelation),
c) 0.05 g PSS-co-PM (Na2SiO3:PSS-co-PM ≈ 1 : 10), and d) 0.05 g PSSS
(Na2SiO3:PSSS ≈ 1 : 10) (from [224]).

(Ferroin red) or a stable excited state (Ferroin blue) occurred, although di�er-
ent compositions of the reaction solution were tested. This behaviour could be
caused by the strong interaction of Ferroin with the sulphonic groups of the
Na�on membrane or the selective conductivity for ions, i.e. cations propagate
through the membrane and anions do not.

Concluding, adding PSS-co-PM to the silica gel was the method of choice
for the BZR studies, because these gels exhibited the best pattern stability and
reproducibility. Results from this study about the immobilization of Ferroin
in silica gels and its improvement were published in [224].

6.2 Image analysis: Spot detection and time se-

ries extraction

The images recorded with the CCD camera have typically a size of 1392 pixel
×1082 pixel. The time step between the pictures can be chosen between 0.5−
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Figure 6.5: Results of the NMR measurements (Di�usion coe�cient D and T1

relaxation time) of protons in silica gels with di�erent amounts of additives:
(a)+(b) PSS-co-PM gels and (c)+(d) PEG gels (from [224]). NMR measure-
ments and evaluation of data were done by Dr. Carlos Mattea (TU Ilmenau).

30 s. Per experiment around 500-1800 pictures are recorded (according to
∆t = 5 or 0.5 s, respectively). To analyse the patterns in dependence of
spot size and distance, the Ferroin spots in the recorded images have to be
detected. This is needed, to correlate the patterns with the real spot size and
distance, measured in the experiment. The length of one pixel is determined by
capturing an image of a ruler before each experiment. The number of pixels
corresponding to the distance of 1 mm in the image is measured 10 times,
which yields the conversion between pixel and mm. The demand of memory
for generation of the time series of all pixel would be tremendous (1380×1080
× 1800 time steps × 3 colour values ≈ 32GB). Thus, only pixel, which coincide
with Ferroin spots, are used for time series extraction. By the help of spot
detection, the real spot size and the relevant pixels for time series extraction are
determined. Since a large number of experiments are performed, automatic
spot detection would be favourable. Therefore, a program was written in
Matlab, consisting of multiple steps. First, the image is cut to the interesting
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region. The boundaries for this are set manually. Cutting the image reduces
the memory demand and facilitates the extraction of the background from the
image by reducing disturbances due to particles or bubbles, which are outside
of the region of interest. For further analysis, the second colour value of the
image array is typically applied. This is possible, since the course of the three
di�erent colour values is similar (see Fig. 6.6). Only the di�erence between the
minima and maxima depends on the chosen colour value. The second colour
value exhibited the best contrast.

Figure 6.6: Time series extracted for the three di�erent colour values of the
RGB images. Upper and lower curves were smoothed with a moving average
�lter.

The next step in image analysis is the background subtraction. Therefore,
the background is determined by applying a moving average �lter with a subset
larger than the spot size. The result is subtracted from the image. Than, the
image is transformed into a binary one according to the following rule. If
the colour value col(xi, yi) < colth for point [xi, yi], than col(xi, yi) == 255
(maximum of colour scale). Otherwise, col(xi, yi) == 0. The threshold colth
is set manually, since the images of di�erent experiments di�er in the colour
range due to changes of the illumination and concentration of the Ferroin.
Subsequently, the spot size, spot area and some more properties of the regions
with col = 255 are determined by the help of the 'bwconncomp' function,
which identi�es connected regions. Pixels, whose colour value was set to zero,
are considered as background.

To avoid artefacts, i.e. particles, bubbles or other inhomogeneities, di�erent
queries are included. First of all, the mean Ās and the standard deviation
σA of the spot area of all spots in one array are calculated. Then, detected
spots with Ai

s < Ās − 2σA or Ai
s > Ās + 3σA are identi�ed as artefacts.
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This accounts for the fact that the spots inside the array should be quite
similar in size, consequently strong deviations from the mean size correspond
to bubbles, particles etc. Next, the boundary of the spot is determined with
'bwboundaries'. Artefacts are spots, whose circumference is too large, Us >
2Ūs, or too small Us < 0.5Ūs compared to the mean value Ūs, since artefacts
usually exhibit a ragged boundary.

In Fig. 6.7 images of the di�erent steps of spot detection are shown for
a representative spot array image. In some cases, the determined spot size

Figure 6.7: Illustration of image analysis steps for detection of spots. The
image analysed is shown for di�erent steps of the process: a) original image
recorded with CCD camera, b) after cutting and reduction to one colour value,
c) upon conversion into binary image, where pixels with colour value smaller
than a threshold are set to 255, and larger ones to 0, d) detected spot boundary
(black), determined with 'bwboundaries' from the detected, connected regions,
which were identi�ed with 'bwconncomp'.

corresponded poorly to the real spot size, since its determination strongly
depended on the manually set threshold. Gradients of the colour values, e.g.
due to the background illumination, can yield over- or underestimated spot
sizes. Unfortunately, this problem could not be solved simply by background
subtraction. To address this problem, a second method was implemented to
check the determined results for the spot size. Therefore, pro�les of the colour
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value are extracted along the x and the y direction, which cross the spot centre
and are 2.5 times the previously determined spot size. The spot centre was
either taken from the previous detection or, if detection of the spot failed,
given manually. The minimum of this pro�le line, corresponding to the actual
spot centre, was determined. The spot size, i.e. the diameter, was taken as the
full width half maximum of this peak. For the whole spot detection routine,
one image per experiment had to be analysed.

Figure 6.8: Pro�le line across spot centre (see text for description) used for
extraction of spot size. d(threshold) is the value of the spot diameter deter-
mined from the connected areas according to the manually set colour threshold.
d(FWHM) is the spot size as detected by �nding the minimum in the pro�le
line and taking the FWHM values as spot diameter.

Following the spot detection, extraction of time series was performed.
Therefore, the colour values of relevant pixels, i.e. corresponding to a spot,
for the di�erent time steps were merged into one time series per pixel. The re-
sulting time series are quite noisy, as can be seen in Fig. 6.6 for the time series
in the middle panel. To allow easier analysis, the time series were smoothed
with a moving average �lter. The upper and lower curve in Fig. 6.6 are exam-
ples of smoothed times series. A further reduction of noise and an increase of
signal-to-noise ratio is obtained by averaging �ve time series, consisting of the
spot centre pixel and its four nearest neighbours. The time series in Fig. 6.6
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exhibit a clear oscillation between red (maxima) and blue (minima) colour of
Ferroin, corresponding to the resting state (reduced state of Ferroin) and ex-
cited state (oxidized form of Ferroin). A variation of the mean value of the
time series is visible, as well as a shortening of the oscillation period and am-
plitude. These occur due to changes of the illumination, bubbles, consumption
of reactants, a warming of the reaction solution and the bleaching of Ferroin by
the di�usion and the involved acids. As trend correction the routine 'detrend'
was used. Furthermore, jumps in the times series as caused by sudden changes
in illumination or similar, are �ltered. Therefore, phase jumps in the time
series are detected, which are smaller than 2π but larger than 1.5π. The time
series before and after the phase jump is averaged and the mean values are
compared. If these mean values di�er much, the phase jump is identi�ed as an
amplitude jump in the time series. Then the time series is analysed separately
before and after the jump. Otherwise, an incorrect frequency and phase would
be calculated.

In the next chapter, the methods to determine properties of the time series
(phase, frequency) and to analyse the coupling between the oscillators (syn-
chronisation regularity of patterns) are described. The methods are applied to
the data from the experimental and numerical studies.
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Chapter 7

Data analysis techniques
(AF+BZR)

With the methods presented in the following the time series from the experi-
mental and theoretical studies are analysed and their properties, such as phase,
frequency and fractal dimension, are determined. By calculating the distribu-
tion of local frequencies as well as correlation and phase synchronisation for
all pairs of oscillators or points of the simulation area, respectively, the regu-
larity of the patterns and coupling strength can be determined. While for the
distribution of local frequencies only the minima of the time series are taken
into account, phase synchronisation and fractal dimension are sensitive also
to the signal shape. Thus, these parameters should be more appropriate to
detect small variations. Due to their high sensitivity, their application to the
experimental data was not favourable.

7.1 Phase

The phase of the time series is calculated on the basis of the Hilbert transform
from the quasi-continuous signal, i.e. the time series with intervals equal to
the inverse detection rate. For a continuous, real signal x(t) the corresponding
imaginary part x̃(t) is given by

x̃ =
1

π
P.V.

∫ ∞

−∞

x(t′)

t− t′
dt′ (7.1.1)

according to the Hilbert transform with P.V. denoting the Cauchy principal
value. For the quasi-continuous signal the transformation is done in three steps:
(i) fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the original signal x(t), (ii) multiplication
of the spectral components x(f) by −isign(f) of frequency f and (iii) back-
transformation of the signal into the time domain by applying inverse FFT,
�nally yielding x̃(t). The phase of the signal is then determined from

φ(t) = arctan

[
x̃(t)

x(t)

]
. (7.1.2)
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7.2 Frequency

The frequency is determined in two di�erent ways, one way is based on the
phase and the second one on FFT. The direct detection of minima for fre-
quency determination is not successful, in particular for the experimental sig-
nals due to the high noise level. Thus, the minima are identi�ed by the phase.
The phase increases linearly from 0 to 2π within one period of the oscillation
and than jumps back to 0. These jumps are used for the detection of the
minima. Due to the discretization and the noise, jumps will not be exactly 2π.
Thus the threshold is set to 1.5π for the phase di�erence. The frequency is
given by the inverse mean of the intervals between the detected phase jumps.
Only the second part of the time series is used for the frequency determination
and the averaging is done over the ten last detected intervals. The reason for
this is to ensure that the frequency is determined from stationary patterns. In
cases, where the temporal evolution of the frequency needs to be taken into
account, a moving average containing �ve intervals is applied.

The second method consists of the FFT of the time series, smoothing of the
frequency spectrum and determination of the �rst maximum. The in�uence of
noise results in di�culties for detecting the maximum. The determination on
the basis of phase jumps has proven as the most stable and reliable method
for both data sources (simulation and experiment).

7.3 Correlation

Correlation of pairs of time series is based on the calculation of the empirical
correlation coe�cient given by:

C(uk, uj) =

∑n
i=1(uk(ti)− uk)(uj(ti)− uj)√∑n

i=1(uk(ti)− uk)2
∑n

i=1(uj(ti)− uj)2
(7.3.1)

Indices k, j represent the grid points, index i numerates the di�erent time steps
ti and ū = 1/n

∑n
i=1 u(ti) is the mean value of the time series. The function

'corrcoe�' of Matlab is used for calculation.

7.4 Phase synchronisation

To determine the phase synchronisation between two signals the phase dif-
ference between them is calculated for every time step and subsequently the
distribution of these phase di�erences. For regular propagation of periodic sig-
nals, i.e. high synchronisation, a constant phase di�erence or a sharp maximum
of the distribution of phase di�erences will be observed. In the case of no syn-
chronisation, the distribution broadens and exhibits no pronounced maxima,
approaching a uniform distribution. The strength of synchronisation can be
quanti�ed by di�erent synchronisation indices derived from the distribution of
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the phase di�erences, as described in [225]. In this work, an order parameter
for the phase coherence was applied, given by:

Φ =
2

Ng(Ng − 1)

Ng∑
j>k

∣∣∣∣⟨exp[i(φj(t)− φk(t)]⟩t
∣∣∣∣ . (7.4.1)

Here, Ng is the number of grid points or oscillators and φj(t) is the phase
at point j, and ⟨. . .⟩t describes the time average. In practice, we have taken
a moving average ⟨. . .⟩t = T−1

∫ t0+T

t0
dt . . . in a time interval larger than the

minimal inverse frequency (e.g. f1 or f2 for AF studies) and checked that Φ
�uctuates around a constant value after evolving the system into a stationary
state. The synchronisation is calculated for all pairs of points in the grid (AF)
or all pairs of oscillators (BZR). Thus, the order parameter is used to quantify
regularity of the excitation pattern for the AF system and the dependence
of the synchronisation on the distance between the spots, allowing to draw
conclusions about the coupling strength for the BZR system.

7.5 Regularity of excitation patterns

To study the transition from regular to irregular excitation patterns, the regu-
larity of the excitation patterns has to be quanti�ed. This is done on the basis
of the Shannon entropy of the distribution of local frequencies. Therefore, the
distribution of local frequencies is determined by dividing the frequency range
into Nb intervals of width ∆ and calculating the probability

pl =
n(fl ≤ f ≤ fl +∆)

Ng

(7.5.1)

to �nd the frequency f in the lth interval. The normed entropy of the distri-
bution of local frequencies, given by

S = −
∑Nb

l=1 pl ln pl
lnNb

, (7.5.2)

is an appropriate measure to evaluate the strength of the irregularity. In the
case of a single frequency, where the distribution is represented by a delta
function, S = 0. For a uniform distribution of frequencies, the maximal value
of the entropy S = 1 is observed. Regular excitation patterns typically exhibit
a narrow frequency distribution peaked at about the external pacing frequency
or the natural frequency of the oscillators. For irregular excitation patterns
with wave breaks or re-entrant circuits multiple frequency bands, a broader
frequency distribution is expected with a lower entropy value.
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Part III:
Results
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Chapter 8

AF induced by interplay of two
pacemakers

In this chapter, results about the interplay between two pace-making sources
located in two di�erent regions as a generating and maintaining mechanism for
AF will be presented. First, results from calculations with the FHN model are
described, followed by similar investigations using the BOCF model. Thereby,
the comparison between the results from both model is used to elucidate
system-speci�c and generic features occurring due to the interplay of the two
active sources.

For clari�cation, the active source modelling the sinoatrial node will be de-
noted as primary pacemaker and the perturbing source, representing a spiral
wave or ectopic foci, secondary pacemaker. Waves emitted by the primary
pacemaker are termed primary waves and secondary waves are emitted by the
secondary pacemaker. The frequency of the primary pacemaker is named pac-
ing frequency f1 and that of the secondary pacemaker perturbation frequency
f2.

It will be tested if, on the one hand, the secondary pacemaker (the perturb-
ing source) will have a destabilizing e�ect on the previously regular propagation
of the waves emitted by the primary pacemaker, i.e. the model of the sinoatrial
node. On the other hand, a stabilizing e�ect regularising irregular propagation
patterns of the primary waves can also occur. The regimes for these e�ects
will by analysed with focus on the relation between the pacemaker frequencies
and the regularity of the patterns will be quanti�ed with the above described
methods, see Ch. 7.4 and 7.5.

8.1 Results from the FHN model

The occurrence of irregular patterns in the temporal domain is demonstrated in
Fig. 8.1. There, the time evolution of u is shown for three points near the bridge
of the simulation area (Fig. 5.1) for two di�erent perturbation frequencies
f2 = 0.1 [Fig. 8.1 a)] and 0.105 [Fig. 8.1 b)]. The irregularity is expressed in
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Figure 8.1: Time evolution of u at three points (see Fig. 5.1) P1 = (11.49, 5.34)
(black solid line), P2 = (11.33, 6.34) (red dashed line) and P3 = (11.94, 6.15)
(blue dash-dotted line), for f1 = 0.091 and two di�erent perturbation frequen-
cies (a) f2 = 0.1, and (b) f2 = 0.105.

changes of the action potential shape u(t) [Fig. 8.1 b)] in comparison to the
regular behaviour for the slightly lower perturbation frequency [Fig. 8.1 a)].
Unsuccessful activations (t = 175 for P2 or t = 189 for P1) and a di�erent
peak shape (t = 170 or 183 for P1) can be seen. This irregular behaviour
is a local phenomenon, since the time evolution of u(t) for point P3 is not
changed besides its small distance to P1 and P2. Thus, spatial irregularity
is suspected, which would be expressed by wave breaks, wave fragments or
re-entrant characteristics. With respect to the patterns observed in region R,
three di�erent types of (spatial and temporal) irregularities are distinguishable.
Their spatio-temporal characteristics will be described in the following section.

8.1.1 Spatio-temporal patterns in the case of irregulari-
ties

Irregularity type I occurs for high pacing frequencies f1 resulting in a detach-
ment of planar waves from the lower corner of the bridge. A subsequent curling
of this open end opposite to the propagation direction is observed. Without
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a) b) c) d)

e) f) g) h)

Figure 8.2: Spatio-temporal patterns (u) for irregularity type I (f1 = 0.117
and f2 = 0.091) with ∆t = 4 for (a)-(e) and ∆t = 3 for (f)-(h). Yellow refers
to the excited state and red to the excitable/refractory state. Time evolution
is shown in Movie S1 in the Supporting Material.

the secondary pacemaker, re-entrant and irregular patterns can be formed.
However, in the presence of the secondary pacemaker, the detachment of pri-
mary waves and subsequent formation of irregular patterns can be avoided. A
typical time evolution of spatial excitation patterns is shown in Fig. 8.2 and
movie S1 in the Supporting Material. In a) a detached primary wave front,
a primary wave approaching the lower corner of the bridge and a secondary
wave approaching the bridge from the left, can be seen. The latter two merge,
while the primary wave transverses the bridge [Fig. 8.2(b,c)]. Thereby, the
detachment of the primary wave from the bridge with formation of an open
end and subsequent curling is suppressed by the secondary wave [Fig. 8.2(d)].
However, since the frequencies of the primary and secondary pacemaker are not
similar, not every primary wave front merges with a secondary wave front, as
can be seen by the primary wave with an open end in [Fig. 8.2(a-e)]. Thus, the
initially regular wave, stemming from the collision of primary and secondary
wave at the bridge, is perturbed by the primary wave front with open end
which started already to curl [Fig. 8.2(e)]. A fork-type shape pattern results
[Fig. 8.2(f)]. Thereby, the lower right part of the fork cannot propagate as fast
as the left part due to the refractory area ahead. A rupture of the excitation
fronts takes place [Fig. 8.2(g-h)] which is perturbing the subsequent wave front,
stemming again from the fusion of a primary and a secondary wave. Hence,
despite of the initial stabilization of primary waves by the secondary waves
due to avoidance of a detachment, eventually an irregular excitation pattern
occurs in the upper part of region R.

Irregularity type II is based on the detachment of secondary waves from
the corners of the bridge after passing it. It occurs for high perturbation
frequencies f2. This detachment results in a wave front with two open ends,
a wave fragment, which would lead to the formation of two-counter rotating
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Figure 8.3: Snapshots of spatio-temporal patterns for irregularity of type II
(f1 = 0.091 and f2 = 0.105) with ∆t = 2 for (a)-(d) or ∆t = 4 for (e)-(h), re-
spectively. Yellow refers to the excited state and red to the excitable/refractory
state. Time evolution is shown also in movie S2 in the Supporting Material.

spirals in the absence of the primary pacemaker. In the presence of a primary
pacemaker, complex excitation patterns emerge in region R due to the interplay
between the wave fragment and the primary waves. Furthermore, the high
frequency excitation at the bridge due to the secondary waves generates even
more complex patterns since primary waves are thus forced to detach from the
bridge. A representative of spatio-temporal patterns occurring for irregularity
type II are shown in Fig. 8.3 and in movie S2 in the Supporting Material. A
wave fragment formed by the detachment of a secondary wave can be seen
in Fig. 8.3 (a). It merges with the regular, planar primary wave approaching
from the lower part of region R [Fig. 8.3 (d-e)] yielding thus a wave front with
an open end on the left side [Fig. 8.3 (f-h)]. This periodic wave front pattern
with open end in the upper part of region R (compare Fig. 8.3 a) and h)),
curls and merges with the upper part of the wave fragment [Fig. 8.3 (b-d)]. A
re-entrant like pattern is thus formed. However, this irregularity is spatially
con�ned to the region near the upper corner of the bridge, since wave fronts
in the lower and upper part of region R exhibit a regular, planar shape.

Irregularity type III occurs in the lower part of region R for f2 > f1 and
f2 < fdet(representative time evolution is shown in movie S3 in the Supporting
Material). No detachment of waves occur. Secondary waves after passing
the bridge become circular shaped since both ends are still connected with
the boundaries, as can be seen in Fig. 8.4 a)-f). Due to their shape and a
higher frequency these circular waves expel the primary waves after a certain
time. Without the primary pacemaker, the circular wave fronts would be a
regular excitation pattern in region R with the only modi�cation that region
R is paced with f2 instead of f1. However, due to the ongoing activity of
the primary pacemaker, small fragments of primary waves are generated in
between the circular secondary waves [see Figs. 8.4 (a), (b), (g), and (h)].
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Figure 8.4: Snapshots of spatio-temporal patterns for irregularity of type III
(f1 = 0.067 and f2 = 0.100) with ∆t = 2 for (a)-(d) and ∆t = 4 for (e)-(h).
Yellow refers to the excited state and red to the excitable/refractory state.
Time evolution is also shown in movie S3 in the Supporting Material.

The ongoing activation by the circular waves prevents a spread of these wave
fragments. Thus, irregularity type III is con�ned to the lower boundary layer
of region R.

The transient time ttr, after which irregularity type III occurs counted
from the time of initiating both pacemakers, depends on both, f2 and f1.
Thereby, the �rst primary and the �rst secondary wave front collide and anni-
hilate at half of the path between the primary and the secondary pacemaker,
since they are initiated at the same time and propagate with about the same
speed. The collision site is moved in direction of the primary pacemaker,
if f2 > f1, since the next secondary wave front is initiated earlier than the
next primary wave front and thus can propagate a longer way. The tran-
sient time is the time interval from the �rst initiation of wave fronts until
the �rst secondary wave front reaches the lower boundary of region R. It can
be determined by measuring the onset of the irregularity, e.g. by detecting a
signi�cant variation of a regularity quantifying parameter as Φ̃(t) (Eq. (7.4.1)
without time averaging) from its value in the unperturbed system. Thereby,

Φ̃(t, f1, f2) =
2

Ng(Ng−1)

∑Ng

j>k

∣∣∣∣ exp[i(φj(t) − φk(t)]

∣∣∣∣ and ttr is the time instant,

where (Φ̃(ttr, f1, f2 = 0)− Φ̃(ttr, f1, f2) = 0.2) with Φ̃(ttr, f1, f2 = 0) being the
order parameter in the unperturbed system. The resulting dependence of ttr
on f2 for di�erent values of f1 is shown in Fig. 8.5. For �xed f1, ttr decreases
with f2, whereas it increase with f1, if f2 is kept constant. It is diverging
for f2 approaching f1. The behaviour of ttr can be intuitively understood if
one focusses on the time the secondary waves need to penetrate into region R
and expelling the primary waves. This should occur the faster the larger the
di�erence (f2 − f1).

The functional dependence on f2 and f1 can be determined if one considers
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Figure 8.5: Dependence of transient time ttr on f2 for various values of f1 =
0.050 (black circles), 0.059 (red diamonds), 0.067 (blue squares), and 0.077
(green triangles). Dashed lines are calculated according to Eq. (8.1.4) with
ta = 0 for f1 = 0.05 (black line), ta = 9 for f1 = 0.0588 (red line), ta = 18 for
fpace = 0.0667 (blue line) and ta = 36 for f1 = 0.077 (green line).

two facts (i) secondary waves have to reach the lower boundary of region R
and (ii) each secondary wave front is annihilated when colliding with a primary
wave. The leading secondary wave front can travel a distance ∆s′ before its
annihilation, given by

∆s′ =
v1f2 − v2f1

f1f2(1 + v1/v2)
, (8.1.1)

which simpli�es to ∆s′ = (v/f1 + v/f2)/2 if the conduction velocities of both
waves are the same, here v ≃ 1 for the chosen parameters. The secondary wave
front is annihilated and the next one can travel again a certain distance until
being annihilated as well. The place of annihilation is moved in direction of
the primary pacemaker (f2 > f1). The distance between the locations of two
subsequent annihilations ∆s is given by the way∆s′ the secondary wave travels
reduced by the distance between two subsequent secondary wave fronts given
by v/f2 yielding∆s = ∆s′−v/f2. The total distance, the secondary waves have
to overcome after the �rst annihilation to reach the lower boundary in region R,
will be denoted by s0. Here, for equal conduction velocities and starting pacing
at the same time instant for secondary and primary waves, s0 = 16/2 = 8,
i.e. the half of the total distance between primary and secondary pacemaker.
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Figure 8.6: Inverse frequency measured at point [16, 9.9] of the simulation area
f2 = 0 and f1 = 0.050 (black), 0.067 (red), 0.077 (brown), 0.09 (green), 0.1
(blue) and 0.011 (orange). For higher frequencies, a certain number of intervals
is needed to obtain the pacing frequency due to a reduced conduction velocity.

Secondary waves reach the lower boundary of region R after a certain number
of annihilations n = s0/∆s. For small pacing frequencies (f1 ≈ 0.05), the
transition time can be calculated by

ttr ∼ n/f1 = 2s0f2/[v(f2 − f1)] . (8.1.2)

For larger values of f1, a deviation of the simulation results from the equation
occurs, in particular in the range of small transient times. This may be a re-
sult of a non-negligible contribution of the accommodation of action potential
duration and propagation velocity to the excitation frequency. In Fig. 8.6,
the time interval between consecutive action potentials at point [16, 9.9] in the
simulation area (Fig. 5.1) is shown for f2 = 0 and di�erent f1. In depen-
dence of the pacing frequency, a certain number of intervals is required until
the measured frequency at this point is constant and similar to the pacing
frequency. The number of intervals depends on the distance of the point from
the pacemaker. This time is due to a reduced conduction velocity for higher
frequencies since activations occur in the refractory tail of the previous wave
front. However, not the reduction of the conduction velocity causes the devia-
tion of the measured and analytical values of ttr, because in this case an e�ect
depending also on f2 would be expected but is not observed. The deviation
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from Eq. (8.1.2) depends only on f1. The prolongation of the action potential
duration, which incorporates a longer refractory phase, thus seems to be more
important for the observed deviation. A longer refractory phase of the primary
waves results in an e�ectively decreased conduction velocity of the secondary
waves. Thus, larger values of ttr are observed than expected. This e�ect can
be taken into account in a re�ned derivation of Eq. (8.1.2) by considering the
time dependence of v2 and the resulting change of ∆s:

∆s =
v1f2 − v2(i, x, y)f1

f1f2(1 + v1/v2(i, x, y))− v2(i+ 1, x, y)/f2
. (8.1.3)

Here, i is the number of intervals and v2(i, x, y) is the e�ectively decreased
conduction velocity of secondary waves. It is not only dependent on the inter-
val number but also on the distance of the annihilation zone from the primary
pacemaker. Neither the relationship of action potential duration nor the con-
duction velocity of secondary waves on pacing frequency and distance from the
pacemaker is known. Due to the interplay of the dependence on the frequency
with the dependence on the distance from the pacemaker it is hard to deter-
mine from the simulations. This e�ect can be e�ectively taken into account
by an additive time ta:

ttr ≃
s0
v

f2
f2 − f1

+ ta. (8.1.4)

The time ta was found by �tting Eq. (eq:ttr) to the ttr curves with the result
ta = 0, 9, 18 and 35 for f1 = 0.05, 0.059, 0.067 and 0.77, respectively. As shown
by the dashed lines in Fig. 8.5, this equation describes well the simulated data.

Patterns in region L remained regular for all frequency ranges. If the per-
turbing frequency is larger than the pacing frequency, primary wave fronts
cannot penetrate into region L and a regular activation due to the secondary
pacemaker is observed. For the opposite case, f2 < f1 < fdet primary wave
fronts could enter the region L and expel the secondary wave fronts. An ir-
regularity type III like behaviour was not obtained since the primary waves
arrived as almost planar wave fronts at the left boundary of region L and
hence no activation between wave fronts can occur. A regular activation pat-
tern dominated by the primary waves is present in this case. For even higher
pacing frequencies, exceeding the critical frequency for detachment, primary
waves detached from the bridge in region R could thus not propagate into re-
gion L. The regular activation by the secondary pacemaker results in regular
excitation patterns for region L.

8.1.2 Occurrence of irregularities in the f1 − f2 plane

The previously described irregularities occur in three di�erent regimes I-III in
the f1 − f2 plane, see Fig. 8.7. One characteristic frequency, denoted as flim,
sets an upper limit for f1 and f2, above which propagating waves cannot be
generated for every stimulation. This results in an e�ectively decreased driving
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Figure 8.7: Domains of occurrence of the irregularities type I-III in the f1− f2
plane. Solutions of the FHN equations (4.1.11) are marked by the symbols:
regular excitation patterns (circles) and irregularities type I (squares), type II
(diamonds), and type III (triangles). The scale of the frequencies is limited to
flim = 0.1176.

frequency of the propagating waves, which is determined for the parameters
used to be flim = 0.1176. Above the characteristic frequency fdet detachment
from sharp corners occurs. It is thereby the decisive quantity separating the
domains, where irregularities occur. Regime I (irregularity type I) corresponds
to high pacing frequencies f1 > fdet, where primary planar waves detach from
the lower corner of the bridge. Regime II (irregularity type II) is given by f2 >
fdet and f1 < fdet, whereas for regime III (irregularity type III) fdet > f2 > f1
applies.

For these simulations, the critical frequency was determined by evaluation
of the velocity component ṽx in x-direction of the primary waves for di�erent
pacing frequencies and f2 = 0. Thereby, the velocity is calculated from the
time di�erence needed for a wave front to propagate between two points near
the lower left corner of the bridge (x ≃ 10.9, 11 y ≃ 4.1). The time instants of
the wave front being at a certain point are determined from the peak of the
action potential. For small pacing frequencies, a negative value is obtained
with decreasing magnitude for increasing pacing frequencies. The velocity
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becomes zero if f1 = fdet = 0.102 for the parameters used in this work.
For both, experimental [226, 227] and theoretical studies [226, 228, 229],

detachment from sharp corners is well-known. An analytical equation for the
critical frequency for detachment was derived by Starobin et al. [228] on the
basis of the safety factor SF = QS − QL which sets the source charge QS

from the wave front in relation to the load charge QL, required by the adjacent
medium for activation. Thereby, when passing an obstacle, the charge load can
be divided into two terms: one accounting for the activation of the wave front
into the two directions behind the obstacle and the second one, for increasing
the velocity of the wave front propagating parallel to the obstacle from 0 to the
normal value. If SF < 0, the wave front will detach from the obstacle. Their
analysis was based on a dimensionless version of the FitzHugh-Nagumo model
with a piecewise linear function, approximating the non-linear reaction term
in the equation for temporal evolution of u. Analytically derived equations for
RD models including non-linear reaction terms, as used in this work, were not
yet presented in the literature. From experiments with cardiac tissue, BZR
preparations and computer simulations, it was derived that the detachment
depends on the frequency of the pacemaker and the width of the isthmus (here:
bridge). Furthermore, changing system properties, as for example decreasing
the excitability, resulted in the occurrence of detachment also for larger bridge
widths or smaller frequencies, respectively. In the set-up, studied in this work,
detachment depends on the frequency of the respective pacemaker but not
on the width of the bridge. Here, detachment occurs also for the primary
pacemaker before primary wave fronts propagate through the bridge.

8.1.3 Strength of irregularities in regimes I-III

In this section, the excitation patterns, corresponding to frequency regimes
I-III will be characterized with respect to (i) the ratio of the highest local
frequency fmax = max fl to the pacing frequency, (ii) the entropy S, and (iii)
the phase coherence Φ, all evaluated only for region R. The maximal local
frequency, determined in region R, is shown in Fig. 8.8 in dependence of f2
for di�erent pacing frequencies f1. For regular patterns, i.e. f2 ≤ f1, fmax

resembles mainly f1. For f2 > fdet (right of dotted line) or f1 > fdet (curve
marked by the green triangles), which correspond to regime II or I, respectively,
a moderate enhancement of fmax with respect to f2 or f1 is obtained. For
regime III, corresponding to fdet > f2 > f1, fmax values in general exceed f2
slightly. However, in certain cases a quite large enhancement can be observed,
as evidenced by the value fmax ≃ 0.15 found for f1 = 0.05 (black circles)
at f2 = 0.1. It is interesting that the highest local frequencies (up to 3f1
and 1.5f2) are obtained for moderate values of the pacing and the perturbing
frequency in regime II, although one would expect it for regime I or II.

The entropy S and the order parameter Φ of phase coherence are shown
in Fig. 8.9 in dependence of f2 for the same set of �xed pacing frequencies
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Figure 8.8: Maximal frequency observed in region R in dependence of f2 for
di�erent pacing frequencies f1 = 0.050 (black circles), 0.067 (red squares),
0.091 (blue diamonds), 0.10 (orange stars) and 0.111 (green triangles). The
critical frequency fdet is marked by the dotted line and fmax = f2 by the
dashed line. As a guide to the eye, the solid lines are drawn, connecting the
data points.

as in Fig. 8.8. Calculations of both, S and Φ, were performed either for
the part of R below the bridge, y < 4 (panels (a)+(c)), or for the part of R
above the bridge, y > 4 (panels (b)+(d)), to di�erentiate between the di�erent
irregularity types. With both measures changes in the degree of regularity of
the excitation patterns can be clearly identi�ed. Increases of S and decreases
of Φ re�ect transitions from regular to irregular states.

The description of the strength of irregularities will be based in the fol-
lowing on the order parameter for phase coherence. For irregularity type I,
occurring for f1 > fdet (curve marked by green triangles), a large constant
value of Φ, describing regular excitation, is obtained in the area below the
bridge (panel (b)), whereas for the area above the bridge (panel (a)) a small
constant value is determined, re�ecting the irregular patterns due to the de-
tachment of the primary waves at the bridge. Transition to regime II, where
f2 > fdet (left of dotted line), is re�ected in a drop of Φ for the area above the
bridge (panel (a)), whereas the behaviour is more complicated for the region
below the bridge (panel (b)) and dependent on f1. Φ is small for small f1
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Figure 8.9: Order parameter Φ for phase coherence and entropy S of local
frequency distribution are shown as a function of f2 for areas y > 4 (above
bridge) and y < 4 (below bridge) in region R. Results are obtained for various
pacing frequencies: f1 = 0.050 (black circles), 0.067 (red squares), 0.091 (blue
diamonds), 0.10 (orange stars) and 0.111 (green triangles). The vertical dashed
lines mark the critical frequency fdet.

(black, red curves), since the irregularities generated in the upper part of re-
gion R can penetrate into the area below the bridge. For larger f1 (blue curve),
an increase of Φ is observed. This can be explained by the fact that the ir-
regularities cannot enter the area below the bridge, due to the higher pacing
frequency, and thus more regular patterns are observed there. Transition from
regular patterns to regime III is re�ected by a sharp drop of Φ, calculated for
the lower area of region R (panel (b)). It remains almost constant for further
increase of f2, as long as it is lower than fdet. In contrast, the Φ values for the
area above the bridge exhibit a less pronounced drop and increase smoothly for
increasing f1, since irregularity type III is con�ned to the lower boundary of
region R. Furthermore, the smooth increase occurs due to suppression of the
irregular patterns above the bridge by the fast pacing secondary pacemaker
and they become less relevant. In fact, the Φ values for the region below the
bridge for regime III are comparable to the ones obtained for regime II for the
smaller pacing frequencies (black and red curve). Thus, the transition from
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regime III to II cannot be determined from the Φ values.
The transitions between the di�erent regimes can be identi�ed also by

considering S. Thereby, drops in Φ are correlate with steep increases of S.
However, they can show di�erent behaviour in detail, since the entropy S
quanti�es the spread in local frequencies, while the order parameter Φ is more
sensitive to temporal evolution of u. For example, stronger variations of S are
observed for f1 = 0.111 and y > 4 if f2 is approaching fdet when compared to
Φ. The slow rise of Φ in regime III for small pacing frequencies and increasing
perturbing frequencies (cf. panel (a) black and red curve) is not seen in S
(panel (c)). For these curves only a small variation in S is observed for the �rst
perturbing frequency larger than the pacing frequency. Upon further increasing
f2 a return to the regular value occurs, indicating a negligible in�uence of the
irregularity onto the frequency distribution in the area above the bridge.

8.2 Results of BOCF model

In this chapter, results obtained with the BOCF model will be presented,
including a comparison with the FHN model to determine generic and system-
speci�c e�ects like the irregularities which are observed in each model and the
parameters for their occurrence. It will be investigated how far the �ndings in
the simple FHN model are re�ected in the more system-speci�c BOCF model.
Therefore, three di�erent states of the atrial tissue, which are the physiological
state, an electrically remodelled state and a physiological state with a reduced
excitability, are considered using di�erent parameter sets. The model includ-
ing the applied parameter set will be denoted by pBOCF, rBOCF and variant
of the pBOCF model with reduced excitability (pBOCF-re), respectively, and
frequencies and other properties by p, r and pm. The comparison between the
three states will yield hints about the necessary requirements for the occur-
rence of irregular patterns, in resemblance to �brillation patterns, due to the
interplay between the two pacemaker.

As described in ch. 2.2, ongoing AF results in a remodelling of the tissue,
which means here a change of electro-physiological properties of the tissue.
This is re�ected in the rBOCF model by an action potential duration (APD)
and e�ective refractory phase (ERP) much smaller than in the pBOCF model
(see Fig. 2.7). The conduction velocity (CV) is only slightly reduced. Further-
more, the dome of the action potential (AP) course is missing (see Fig. 8.10).
The limiting frequency in the rBOCF model is much larger, f r

lim ≃ 8Hz, than
in the pBOCF model (fp

lim ≃ 3Hz), due to the reduced APD.
Since detachment of waves was the origin of irregularities type I and II in the

FHNmodel, the pBOCF-re variant is introduced. It is known from experiments
with sheep epicardial tissue that a detachment of waves from corners can occur
for high-frequency pacing [227], as was seen in the FHN model, but also if the
excitability of the tissue is reduced, for example by perfusion of the tissue with
tetrodotoxin [229]. Furthermore, it was shown for various electro-physiological
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models as e.g. the Luo-Rudy model, that a reduction of the sodium channel
conductance below 30% of its normal value as well as high-frequency pacing
(90% of the maximal frequency) results in detachment of waves [60, 226�229].
However, the range is limited to minimal 20% sodium channel conductance,
when describing cardiac tissue. The pBOCF-re variant, where τ� is increased
to 0.11, refers to a reduced sodium channel conductance, thus facilitating the
detachment from sharp edges. Di�erent values of τ� were tested to �nd the
range, where detachment occurs. For τ� ≥ 0.12 no waves can be generated,
while for 0.11 ≤ τ� ≤ 0.12 detachment from sharp corners occurs. The change

Figure 8.10: AP shape shown for the same pacing frequency obtained in the
pBOCF model (black line), the rBOCF model (blue curve) and the pBOCF-re
variant (red curve). While in the rBOCF model the dome is missing, in the
pBOCF-re variant a slower upstroke of TMV (see inset) as well as a slightly re-
duced maximal value of the TMV at the peak and the plateau phase compared
to the pBOCF model is observed.

of τ� yields a slightly delayed rise of the transmembrane voltage (TMV), which
is correlated with an increased activation current threshold needed to overcome
to generate an AP, see Fig. 8.10. Additionally a slightly reduced maximal value
of the TMV at the plateau phase is observed. Despite of this small changes,
larger modi�cations occur in the CV and APD. The conduction velocity for
the same conductivity of the tissue is decreased by ≈ 18% for the pBOCF-re
variant while action potential duration is only slightly decreased from 332ms
for the pBOCF model to 328ms for the pBOCF-re variant (f1 = 0.8Hz), as
is shown in Fig. 8.11. The overall dependence of APD and CV on the pacing
frequency in a linear cell strand is similar for the pBOCF model and the
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pBOCF-re variant [see Fig. 8.11]. The limiting pacing frequency fpm
lim was

decreased to 2.85Hz in comparison to the pBOCF model (fp
lim ≃ 3Hz), in

contrast to the rBOCF model, where it is increased.
Furthermore, the e�ect of structural remodelling was investigated by re-

ducing the conductivity of the tissue, represented by κ in the simulations.
Therefore a decrease of κ by up to 30% was studied. In Fig. 8.11 the e�ect
of di�erent conductivities on CV, e�ective refractory phase (ERP) and wave
length WL=CV/ERP (WL) (WL=CV/ERP) is shown for the pBOCF model
and the pBOCF-re variant. It can be seen that CV for the same conductivity
is strongly decreased in the pBOCF-re variant than compared to the pBOCF
model whereas the ERP is increased. The overall dependence on f1 is similar
for both parameter sets but the di�erence between the CV values for di�er-
ent conductivities is much larger in the pBOCF model than in the pBOCF-re
variant.

8.2.1 Irregularities observed in the BOCF model

Because of the presence of many characteristic frequencies and detailed descrip-
tions of the di�erent behaviours in the associated frequency regimes, it can be
di�cult to keep track of the main points. I will therefore give an overview of
the �ndings for the various models in Tab. 8.1 in the discussion section at the
end of this chapter (ch. 8.6).

pBOCF and rBOCF model

In the pBOCF and the rBOCF model, in contrast to the FHN model, a de-
tachment of waves from sharp edges due to high-frequency pacing was not
observed. Accordingly, irregularities of type I and II were not occurring in the
pBOCF or the rBOCF model.

For f2 > f1, irregularity of type III appeared in the pBOCF model. A
representative spatio-temporal pattern is shown in Fig. 8.12 and in movie S4
in the Supporting Material. As can be seen from the �gure, a primary wave
fragment appeared at the lower boundary of region R (Fig. 8.12, t = 8.03 s),
which started to curl a bit later (Fig. 8.12, t = 8.08 s). The fragment was gen-
erated by the primary pacemaker in the refractory tail of the secondary wave.
The fact, that primary wave fragments curl is di�erent from the observations
in the FHN model, where the secondary waves become curled. A reentrant
pattern, however, did not arise, because the wave fragment hit the boundary
of the simulation area (Fig. 8.12, t = 8.10 s−8.13 s) or was annihilated by its
own refractory tail. Thus the generation of a spiral wave was suppressed. This
is not an e�ect due to the limited size of the simulation area. Spiral wave can-
not be initiated in the pBOCF and rBOCF model by cross-�eld stimulation,
as was shown by Wilhelms et al. [230], which is comparable to the initiation
here caused by the interaction of secondary and primary wave fronts.
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Figure 8.11: CV (upper panel) between the fourth and 8th cell in a linear cell
strand, e�ective refractory phase (ERP) of the last cell in the linear cell strand
and wave length WL = CV/ERP in dependence of the basic cycle length
(BCL=inverse of pacing frequency) of the �rst cell for the pBOCF model (left)
and the pBOCF-re (right) variant for di�erent conductivities κ = 0.016 S/m
(black), 0.046 S/m (red), 0.06536 S/m (blue), and κ = 0.1533 S/m (green). CV
for the same conductivity is strongly decreased in the pBOCF-re variant than
compared to the pBOCF model whereas the ERP is increased. The overall
dependence on f1 is similar for both parameter sets but the di�erence between
the CV values for di�erent conductivities is much larger in the pBOCF model
than in the pBOCF-re variant.

In the rBOCF model in the case of irregularity type III, as in the pBOCF
model, primary wave fragments were generated at the lower boundary of region
R, which started to curl and hit the boundary or were annihilated by their
own refractory tail. In the rBOCF model, the curvature of the wave front with
open end was smaller than for physiological conditions. This decreased the
probability of �nding re-entrant patterns. A representative time evolution is
shown in movie S5 in the Supporting Material.

The patterns in region L, for the pBOCF model, remained quite regular for
all frequencies. If f1 < f2, region L was dominated by the regular activation
due to the secondary pacemaker. For f1 > f2, region L was regularly activated
either by wave fronts of the primary or the secondary pacemaker, since the
secondary and primary wave fronts were almost parallel in region L and thus
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Figure 8.12: Time evolution of the TMV for f1 = 1.0Hz and f2 = 2.27Hz in
the pBOCF model. Red colour represents the excited state, yellow the resting
state. Numbers at the graphs give the time instant in seconds. Time evolution
is also shown in movie S4 in the Supporting Material.

no irregularities occurred upon their collisions1. In the rBOCF model, as
in the pBOCF model, the patterns in region L were regular for all analysed
frequencies.

pBOCF-re variant

In the pBOCF-re variant, a detachment of waves from the edges of the bridge
occurred for all frequencies, in contrast to the FHN model, where it is de-
pendent on the frequency of waves. Furthermore, in the pBOCF-re model a
characteristic frequency can be identi�ed for which a conduction block at the
bridge occurs. For f1 or f2 > fsbl = 2.7 Hz, a sustained 2:1 conduction block2

occurs at the bridge, i.e. every second primary or secondary wave front passes
the bridge but cannot propagate further into region R or L, respectively. This
can be understood, when considering the source-sink relationship. The source
is thereby the activated cells of the wave front and the sink are the excitable
cells in front of the wave front. In the case of the conduction block, there is

1Primary wave fronts exhibit a rounded shape but their ends are connected to the bound-
ary all the time. Near the secondary pacemaker, primary wave fronts are almost planar.

22:1 means two wave fronts arriving at the bridge result in one wave front successfully
crossing the bridge
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Figure 8.13: Time evolution of the TMV for f1 = 1.0Hz and f2 = 2.5Hz in the
pBOCF-re model. Red colour represents the excited state, yellow the resting
state. Numbers at the graphs give the time instant in seconds. Time evolution
is also shown in movie S6 in the Supporting Material.

a source sink mismatch, i.e. the sink is much larger than the source and thus
the source can not provide enough current to activate the sink. This results in
the failure of propagation. At the border of the bridge to region R or L, the
sink increases while the source is comparable. If the excitability is reduced,
e.g. due to high frequency pacing, the e�ective sink is increased furthermore,
resulting in the described source-sink mismatch. Due to the restitution, i.e. the
modi�cation of APD, CV and ERP with the frequency of waves, and the ac-
commodation time of the tissue for sustaining high frequencies (refer to Fig. 8.6
of the FHN model), additionally a transient conduction block can occur. That
means, at the beginning of the stimulation, 2:1 conduction block occurs but
after a certain time every wave can pass the bridge. The corresponding char-
acteristic frequency is denoted by ftbl (here: ftbl = 2.4Hz) and the transient
conduction block occurs for fpm

tbl < f < fpm
sbl .

The detachment of waves in the pBOCF-re variant leads to a curling of
the detached wave fronts, but despite of this, the resulting patterns remained
quite regular for f1 > f2.

In the frequency regime f1 < f2 < fpm
tbl , excitation patterns occurred, which

were a mixture of type III, II, and I irregularity of the FHN model. Detachment
of primary waves and secondary waves at the bridge can be identi�ed, as well
as the generation of wave fragments at the lower boundary in region R. Short-
living re-entrant patterns appear.

A new irregularity, type IV, not observed in the FHN model, was found for
f1 < fpm

tbl < f2 < fpm
sbl . Here, in passing the bridge, every second wave of the
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secondary pacemaker looses the contact to the boundaries and propagates as
small wave fragment into region R. Dependent on f2, this wave fragment can
either shrink or grow. The wave fragment occurs after a transition from a 2:1
conduction block to a state where all waves propagate after passing the bridge.
A typical time evolution of a spatio-temporal excitation pattern for this type of
irregularity with a growing wave fragment is shown in Fig. 8.13 and in Movie S6
in the Supporting Material. The open ends of this fragment, at time t = 1.33 s
in Fig. 8.13, started to curl and after curling at some later time propagated in
negative x direction, see Fig. 8.13 at 1.455 s. The interaction of the resulting
wave with both, the next primary wave and the next secondary wave passing
the bridge, resulted in two wave fragments in the lower and upper part of R
(Fig. 8.13 at time 2.055 s). With further increasing time, a pattern appeared
at t = 2.45 s that resembles the one at t = 2.055 s. Thus, a quasi-reentrant
pattern occurred in region R.

Overall, the excitation patterns resembled �brillatory patterns in the atria
[231], as re-entry [232] (upper part in R), incomplete re-entry [233] (lower part
in R) and wave collisions [234] (middle of R) occur. The mechanism could
thus be relevant for the generation of AF, if a reduced excitability of cells is
present.

If f1 < fpm
tbl and f2 > fpm

sbl , only 2 : 1 conduction across the bridge occurred
leading to nearly regular patterns since the e�ective frequency of secondary
wave fronts in region R is f eff ≃ 0.5f2. Thereby, one secondary wave passes
the bridge and propagates regularly in region R without any curling, whereas
the next wave front stops its propagation after passing the bridge and vanishes.
The overall pattern is dominated by the primary wave fronts due to their higher
frequency.

If f1 > fpm
sbl , the primary waves expel the secondary waves and generate

irregular patterns in region L, while the pattern in region R remains regular.

8.2.2 Occurrence of irregularities in the f1 − f2 plane

In Fig. 8.14 the occurrence of the diverse irregularities in the BOCF model
are shown in the f1− f2 plane for the pBOCF model (left) and the pBOCF-re
variant (right). The phase diagram for the rBOCF model is similar to the
one of the pBOCF model and is therefore not shown. It can be seen, that
for a large range of frequency ratios, i.e. f1 > f2, the overall behaviour is
regular for both BOCF models, as is the case for the FHN model. Irregularity
type III occurs in the same region for both BOCF variants. However, in the
pBOCF-re variant, the corresponding patterns di�er from the pBOCF and
the FHN results, since detachment of waves occurs for all frequency ranges.
In both, pBOCF and pBOCF-re variant, irregularities type I and II, known
from the FHN model, do not occur. An additional irregularity occurs in the
pBOCF-re variant, irregularity type IV, which is con�ned to a small region of
the f1 − f2 plane.
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Figure 8.14: Occurrence of irregularities in the f1−f2 plane shown for pBOCF
model (a) and the pBOCF-re variant (b). The results for the rBOCF model are
not shown, since they resemble the pBOCF model results. Regular patterns
are observed for f1 > f2 and irregularity type III for f1 < f2 in both models,
whereas an additional irregularity type occurs only in the pBOCF-re variant
in the small range of f1 < fpm

tbl < f2 < fpm
sbl .

8.2.3 Strength of irregularities in BOCF model

The parameter Φ and the maximal local frequency fmax in region R are shown
in Fig. 8.15 in dependence of f2 for various values of f1 and the di�erent states
of the tissue: pBOCF (upper panels), rBOCF (middle panels), pBOCF-re
(lower panels). For f2 < f1, Φ was close to one, indicating regular patterns.
In this range, the maximal local frequency was comparable to the pacing fre-
quency f1, because the pattern in region R was dominated by the primary
pacemaker. If f2 > f1, Φ decreased slightly with rising f2 due to the occur-
rence of type III irregularity. For the pBOCF model, the maximal decrease
was only 4% of the maximal Φ value and fmax was comparable to f2. Hence,
in spite of the occurrence of irregularity type III, the overall pattern was quite
regular. The decrease of Φ was a bit stronger for the rBOCF model (about
10% of the maximal Φ value) and fmax ≃ f2. The patterns could be classi-
�ed as almost regular despite the short-living distortions of the wave fronts at
the lower boundary in region R. To summarize, in both the pBOCF and the
rBOCF model, irregularity types I and II did not appear, and irregularity type
III resulted in a weak irregularity. Therefore, it should play no important role
in the generation of �brillatory patterns.

In the pBOCF-re variant, regular patterns are observed for f1 > f2, ac-
cordingly, Φ does not decrease and fmax ≃ f1 (see Fig. 8.15). In the range of
irregularity type III, f1 < f2 < fpm

tbl = 2.4Hz, the strength of the irregularity
(see Fig. 8.15) is comparable to that of the pBOCF model, that is almost regu-
lar patterns were observed with Φ close to one and fmax ≃ f2. Thus, like in the
pBOCF and the rBOCF models, these irregularities should play no important
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Figure 8.15: Synchronization parameter Φ (left panels) and maximal local
frequency fmax (right panels), calculated in the upper part (y > 4) of region R
(see Fig. 5.1), in dependence of f2 for f1 = 0.83Hz (black solid lines), 1Hz (red
dashed lines), 1.25Hz (blue dotted lines). The green dashed-dotted lines refer
to f1 = 1.67Hz (pBOCF and pBOCF-re model) or 2Hz (rBOCF model), and
the orange dashed-dotted-dotted line to f1 = 2.5Hz (pBOCF and pBOCF-re
model) or 3Hz (rBOCF model).

role for the initiation of atrial �brillation.

In contrast, in the range of irregularity type IV, f1 < f pm
tbl < f2 < f pm

sbl , the
strength of the irregularity is large. The measure of synchronization Φ was
more than 30% smaller than the regular value and fmax could take values up
to 1.5f2.

For larger perturbation frequencies, i.e. f1 < f pm
tbl and f2 > f pm

sbl , Φ was only
slightly varying, and fmax ≃ max(f eff

2 , f1) with f eff
2 as e�ective frequency of

secondary waves passing the bridge. In the range of the sustained conduction
block f1 > f pm

sbl (orange curve in Fig. 8.15), only regular patterns are observed
with Φ una�ected by changes in f2 and fmax ≃ f1.

If additionally a structural remodelling is introduced in the pBOCF-re vari-
ant, i.e. decreasing the conductivity κ, this results in a slightly increased re-
duction of Φ for irregularity type IV patterns. In Fig. 8.16 the strength of
irregularity is shown for the pBOCF model (solid lines) and the pBOCF-re
variant (broken lines) for di�erent frequencies f2 of the secondary wave fronts
and di�erent conductivities κ. Thereby, κ = 0.06356 S/m corresponds to the
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Figure 8.16: Strength of irregularity, measured by Φ, in dependence of fre-
quency f2 of the secondary pacemaker for various �xed values of the conduc-
tivity κ of the tissue: solid lines refer to the pBOCF model and dashed lines to
the pBOCF-re variant. The frequency of the primary pacemaker is kept con-
stant at 1 Hz. The conductivity κ varies between 0.016 S/m (black), 0.046 S/m
(red), representing structural remodelling, and 0.06536 S/m (blue), which is
the standard value used for simulations corresponding to normally conducting
tissue.

normal conductivity, 0.046 S/m represents structural remodelling3 (about 30%
reduction of conductivity) and 0.016 S/m is strongly decreased conductivity.
The frequency of the primary pacemaker is kept constant at f1 = 1 Hz. In the
pBOCF model, reducing the conductivity even to the extremely low value of
0.016 S/m does not increase the strength of irregularity or cause a new irregu-
larity to occur. In contrast, in the pBOCF-re variant a decrease of κ by 30%,
to simulate a structural remodelling in the pBOCF-re variant, leads to further
reduction of Φ by about 0.1 and only minor changes of fmax. A structural
remodelling is thus not decisive for the initiation of type IV irregularity, but
in�uences its strength. For κ = 0.016 S/m propagating wave fronts cannot be
initiated in the pBOCF-re variant.

3Structural remodelling causes changes in the composition of cells and number and loca-
tion of gap junctions and, thus, conductivity changes.
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8.3 In�uence of the direction of secondary wave

fronts on irregular patterns (BOCF)

Figure 8.17: Three di�erent orientations of the secondary wave front, shown
shortly after initiation. (a) Standard orientation with wave front parallel to
the y-axis and propagating in +x-direction. (b) 90◦ rotated orientation of the
secondary wave front, i.e. the wave front is parallel to the x-axis and propagates
in +y-direction. (c) 45◦ rotated orientation of the secondary wave front, where
the front is initiated at line between [0,2] and [2,0].

The in�uence of the wave front orientation of the (almost) planar secondary
waves is studied in the BOCF model. Thereby, three di�erent orientations are
tested, which are shown in Fig. 8.17. The �rst one is the standard orientation,
where the wave front is parallel to the y-axis and propagates in +x-direction
[Fig. 8.17 (a)]. The second orientation is rotated by 90◦ compared to the
standard orientation. That means, the wave front is parallel to the x-axis and
propagates in +y-direction [Fig. 8.17 (b)]. For the third orientation, the wave
front is initiated with an angle of 45◦ compared to the �rst variant, i.e. the
external current z is applied on the line between [0,2] and [2,0]. After initiation
this wave front evolves with a slight curvature due to the interaction with the
boundary, but its shape is nearly planar when it reaches the bridge [Fig. 8.17
(c)].

In Fig. 8.18 the strength of irregularity, measured by Φ (upper panel),
and the maximal frequency fmax (lower panel) determined in region R are
shown in dependence of the frequency f2 of the secondary pacemaker for the
three di�erent orientations of the secondary wave fronts. The frequency of
the primary pacemaker is kept constant at 1 Hz. On the left side the results
are shown for the pBOCF model and on the right side for the pBOCF-re
variant. In the pBOCF model, the orientation of the wave front only slightly
in�uences the strength of the irregularity if f2 < 2.5 Hz. For larger f2, the
phase coherence Φ decreases by about 13%. Nevertheless, the corresponding
patterns resemble irregularity type III, where short-living re-entrant patterns
occur near the lower boundary of region R.

For the pBOCF-re variant, the 90◦ orientation of the wave front (red curve
in Fig. 8.18) results in similar irregularities, i.e. irregularity type IV patterns
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Figure 8.18: Strength of irregularity, measured by Φ (upper panel), and max-
imal frequency fmax (lower panel) in region R in dependence of frequency f2
of the secondary pacemaker for three di�erent orientations of the secondary
wave front. On the left side, the results are shown for the pBOCF model
(left) and the pBOCF-re variant (right) and f1 = 1 Hz: normal orientation
[black, Fig. 8.17 (a)], 90◦ [red, Fig. 8.17 (b)] and 45◦ rotated orientation [blue,
Fig. 8.17 (c)] . The dotted line in the fmax graphs represents fmax = f2.

are observed as well. Thereby, similar re-entrant patterns can be observed
(double spiral pattern) and additionally, for a certain time, a stable spiral wave.
Irregularity occurs in this case by interaction of secondary wave fronts with
each other after passing the bridge. Neither sustained nor transient conduction
block is observed.

In Fig. 8.19 two representative patterns are shown, which occur during
the simulation for the 90◦ rotated wave front orientation of the secondary
pacemaker (time evolution is shown in movie S7 in the Supporting Material).
In the upper panel three snapshots of the spiral wave evolving in region R
(after ≈ 9 s of the simulation time), are shown, whereas in the lower panel
three snapshots of the re-entrant pattern with two open ends, similar to the one
observed in irregularity type IV for normal wave front orientation, can be seen.
The maximal frequency observed in this regime (see Fig. 8.18 lower panel),
fmax ≈ 3.5 Hz, is larger than for the standard wave front orientation, possibly
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due to the spiral wave occurring at intermediate stages of the simulation.
Nevertheless, the strength of irregularity is comparable to the values for the
standard wave front orientation in this regime of irregularity type IV. The
strength of irregularity is larger, i.e. Φ is smaller, in the frequency regime of
irregularity type III when compared to the values for the standard orientation.

In contrast to this, for the 45◦ wave front orientation, irregularity type IV
does not occur, only the mixture of type I, I and III patterns (see also time
evolution shown in movie S8 in the Supporting Material). Thus the strength is
reduced, i.e. Φ is increased in comparison with the values of the other orienta-
tions. For smaller f2, Φ is comparable to the values of the 90◦ orientation, i.e.
smaller than for the normal orientation. Larger values of fmax are observed for
the two orientations (45◦ and 90◦) than for the normal orientation. This can
be attributed to the increased curvature of the wave fragments at the lower
boundary in region R, resulting in a short-living re-entrant pattern. In the
normal orientation, the wave fragment is extinguished at the boundary, where
a small re-entrant pattern occurs, which is extinguished by its tail.

Figure 8.19: Snapshots of two excitation patterns, namely a spiral wave (up-
per panels) and a wave fragment with two open ends (lower panels), in the
frequency regime of irregularity type IV in the pBOCF-re variant for 90◦ wave
front orientation. Red colour represents the excited state, yellow the resting
state. Numbers at the graphs give the time instant in seconds. Time evolution
is also shown in Movie S7 in the Supporting Material.
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8.4 In�uence of wave front shape on irregulari-

ties

The in�uence of the wave front shape onto the interplay of the two pacemaker is
studied in the FHN model by changing the shape of the secondary pacemaker:
�rst, the secondary pacemaker is assumed to be a point source, representing
an ectopic focus, and, second, the secondary pacemaker is assumed to be a
stable spiral wave, circulating around functionally re-entry tissue. In the case
of the point source, a stimulating current z = −1 is applied at a circular area
with centre at [x = 0, y = 5] and radius r = 0.2. The emerging secondary
waves exhibit a circular shape. The frequency of the secondary pacemaker is
varied in the same range as for the planar waves. However, a 1:1 pacing is
observed only for very small perturbing frequencies (f2 < 0.05). This is due to
the circular shape of the wave fronts, which causes a slower conduction velocity
of the waves given by

v(K) = v0 −DK, (8.4.1)

where v0 is the conduction velocity of planar waves, D the di�usion coe�cient,
K = 1/rk the wave front curvature and rK is the curvature radius. This
relation is well known for active tissue and was derived in 1980 by Zykov [235]
for the FHN model for di�usion of the activator only and generalized about 17
years later by Wellner and Pertsov [236] for a broader class of systems, allowing
also di�usion of both species. From Eq. (8.4.1) it can be seen that convex wave
fronts propagate slower than planar waves. Thus, for the frequency range
analysed (0.09 < f2 < 0.11), the frequency of circular waves is two times f2,
since only every second activation is successful. Due to this low frequency,
the in�uence of the secondary waves onto the primary waves is negligible.
Irregular patterns are only observed for frequency regime I, where primary
waves detach from the bridge. Here, the secondary waves do not in�uence the
pattern and excitation patterns are observed, as if only the primary pacemaker
is active. Thus, circular excitation wave fronts for the secondary pacemaker
result in more regular patterns due to the low frequency of excitations and the
symmetric shape of the front after crossing the bridge.

In the case of the spiral wave as secondary pacemaker, generation of spiral
waves was �rst tested in homogeneous 2D tissue (without bridge). From a
stable spiral wave, observed after cross�eld-stimulation4, the u, v-distribution
for a certain time instant is taken and used as initial condition in region L. In
this way, a spiral wave is initiated, which has a constant rotation frequency of
0.09. As for the point source, due to the low frequency of the secondary waves,
only irregularity type I is observed. But in contrast to the circular waves, the
secondary waves emitted by the spiral wave interact with the primary waves

4After an initially planar �rst stimulus, a second stimulus perpendicular to the �rst one,
is applied. Because of the refractory tail of the �rst stimulus a wave front with open end is
generated, which can evolve into a spiral wave.
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Figure 8.20: Excitation pattern for irregularity type I with spiral wave as
secondary pacemaker (f2 ≈ 0.09) and f1 = 0.11 for di�erent time steps a)
72, b) 75, c) 81.5, and d) 85. Contour lines, where u = −0.8, are shown,
representing the activation and the refractory front of the excitation waves.
Detachment of primary waves from the bridge is seen in a) followed by a curling
of the open end of the wave front in b), and a merging with the secondary wave
in c). The pattern in d) almost resembles the one in a), with a small o�set of
the primary wave front already passing the bridge in +y direction.

and patterns resembling the ones observed for planar, secondary waves for
irregularity type I can be seen (Fig. 8.20).

8.5 In�uence of bridge width on occurrence of

irregular patterns

The observed conduction block in the pBOCF-re variant is a well-known phe-
nomena for waves passing a small isthmus. The occurrence of the conduction
block thereby depends on the speci�c electro-physiological model, the width
of the isthmus, the frequency and excitability of the medium. For example,
the conduction block can be observed for the pBOCF-re variant due to the
lower excitability compared to the pBOCF model but it is not found for the
pBOCF model. Furthermore, also the size of the isthmus can play a role for
the occurrence of detachment. Here, smaller widths of the bridge are tested
for the di�erent models.
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At �rst the dependence of the excitation patterns on the bridge width will
be discussed for the FHN model. Increasing the bridge width from wb = 2 up
to 4 does not in�uence the occurrence of the irregularities. Only the strength
of the irregularity quanti�ed by S is slightly increased for type I and II. This
is caused by the larger interaction zone near the bridge, leading to an enlarged
area enclosing the irregular pattern. If the bridge width is decreased, the
occurrence of irregularities does not change, as long as the bridge width is larger
than a critical bridge width wcbl. For w ≤ wcbl a total, complete conduction
block occurs at the bridge, i.e. every secondary or primary wave front passes
the bridge, but it cannot propagate further into region R or L, respectively.
This is due to the curvature of the wave front when leaving the bridge. The
curvature is increased so strongly that the conduction velocity c(K) according
to Eq. (8.4.1) becomes zero or negative. The corresponding width wcbl of the
bridge can be determined by setting c(K) = 0. With c(0) ≈ 1 and D = 0.1 for
the parameters used in the simulation, wcbl = 0.05. In this case, the excitation
patterns in region R and L are generated by the respective pacemaker and
there is no interference between the secondary and primary wave fronts. Thus
only regular patterns are observed.

For slightly larger w = 0.1 > wcbl, a frequency dependent conduction block
is observed. In this case, wave fronts, generated with f ≥ 0.11, are all blocked
at the bridge. For f < 0.11, every second wave front arriving at the bridge
is blocked. Hence, the frequency of waves, which have crossed the bridge, is
0.5f2 or 0.5f1. Increasing the bridge width further to w = 0.2 results in a
2:1 transfer of waves across the bridge independent of the frequency of wave
fronts (down to f = 0.0625). The transfer function, i.e. the relation between
wave fronts arriving at the bridge and wave fronts which successfully cross
the bridge, depends thereby on the frequency and the bridge width. This was
shown also for isolated cardiac muscle and in simulations of the Luo-Rudy
model by Cabo et al. [237]. It can happen that every wave front is blocked or
only every second, third etc. Considering the interplay of the two pacemakers,
the same patterns are observed as for larger bridge widths but now the e�ective
frequency of secondary waves in region R is f2/2, and the e�ective frequency
of primary waves in region L is f1/2. Thus, regular patterns in region R are
observed for f2 < f1, while irregularity type III occurs for f2 > f1. In this
respect, no new patterns or irregularities occur due to reduced bridge width
in the FHN model. Furthermore, detached wave fragments, as observed in the
pBOCF-re variant in the case of the transient conduction block, are not seen
in the FHN model.

For the pBOCF model similar results were obtained. Figure 8.21 shows
the strength of irregularity, measured by Φ, in dependence of f2, the frequency
of the secondary pacemaker for various �xed values of the width w = 0.1 cm
(black), 0.5 cm (red), 1 cm (green), and 2 cm (blue). Results are compared for
the pBOCF model (upper panel) and the pBOCF-re variant (lower panel). In
the pBOCF model, changing the bridge width leads to minor changes of the
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Figure 8.21: Strength of irregularity, measured by Φ, in dependence of fre-
quency f2 of the secondary pacemaker for f1 = 1 Hz and various �xed bridge
widths w = 0.1 cm (black), 0.5 cm (red), 1 cm (green) and 2 cm (blue). In the
upper panel results for the pBOCF model are shown and in the lower panel
for the pBOCF-re variant.

strength of irregularity in the domain of type III irregularity. For bridge widths
w ≤ 1mm, the resulting patterns were not altered signi�cantly. Upon further
decrease to 0.6 . w . 0.8mm, a frequency-dependent conduction block was
seen, i.e. for high frequencies (f ≈ 3Hz) only every second wave front could
pass the bridge. For smaller frequencies f . 2.7Hz, no conduction block oc-
curred and all wave fronts propagated through the isthmus. This does not
cause the generation of irregular patterns, since it only reduces the e�ective
frequency of the secondary wave fronts after passing the bridge. For very small
widths w < wcbl . 0.4mm, a total conduction block arose, which led to an
e�ective separation of the two regions R and L with regular patterns. The crit-
ical isthmus width wcbl is slightly larger than the theoretically predicted value
wth

cbl ≈ 0.27mm, which is given by wth
cbl = D/c0 [238] with D = 1.882 cm2/s

and c0 = 69 cm/s the conduction velocity of a plane wave. This indicates
a non-linear relationship of conduction velocity on wave front curvature or a
discontinuity in this relationship. For heart tissue, the exact dependence of
conduction velocity on wave front curvature is not known [239]. Transient
conduction blocks or detached wave fronts, as in the pBOCF-re variant, were
not observed.
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For the pBOCF-re variant, in contrast, a reduction of the bridge width
from 2 cm to 1 cm reduces the strength of irregularity (increases of Φ). Al-
ready for the largest tested bridge width w = 2 cm, a frequency-dependent
conduction block is observed. This bridge width is larger than in the case of
the pBOCF model, where the frequency-dependent conduction block occurs
for w < 0.8 mm, due to the decreased excitability. For w < wcbl = 5mm, the
total conduction block occurred. In this case Φ is independent of f2, since only
the primary wave fronts generate the excitation pattern in R. The bridge width
value for the total conduction block is about ten times larger than the theoret-
ically predicted value [238] wth

cbl = D/co = 0.52mm with D = 1.882 cm2/s and
c0 = 36 cm/s. This is caused by the fact that the excitability is not accounted
for in the formula, as pointed out by Wellner and Pertsov [236]. They derived a
formula for the wave front speed, which takes into account the in�uence of the
excitability and the frequency of waves for a modi�ed FHN model. Two more
terms are added, based on the variation of the conduction velocity c by the
frequency ω and by the excitability ϵ, namely ω/c(∂c/∂ω)ϵ and ϵ/c(∂c/∂ϵ)ω.
However, these terms are not known for the BOCF model and thus the crit-
ical bridge width for the total conduction block cannot be compared to the
corresponding analytical value, when considering the pBOCF-re variant. For
the pBOCF model, the formula derived by Zykov agreed well with the values
observed in the simulation.

8.6 Discussion

The interplay between two pacemakers located in separate regions, which are
only connected by a small isthmus, was studied. Regular excitation patterns
are observed in both, the FHN and BOCF models, for a large range of fre-
quency ratios f1/f2. This could be expected, since the heart is typically work-
ing in a stable manner without irregularities. In Tab. 8.1 the irregularities,
which occurred in the di�erent models, are summarized as well as the fre-
quency regimes, where they occur.

In both, the FHN and BOCF model, the same type of irregularity is ob-
served if f2 > f1, where the secondary wave fronts expel the primary wave
fronts. Due to the activation of the primary pacemaker in between the sec-
ondary wave fronts in region R, irregular excitation patterns appear. Thereby,
the patterns remain relatively regular for the BOCF model because of the ex-
tinction of curled primary wave fronts at the boundary of the simulation area.
In contrast, in the FHN model, the secondary wave fronts become curled in
this region and spiral wave type behaviour can be observed. However, in both
models the strength of the irregularity is quite low and the patterns do not
resemble �brillatory excitation patterns in the atria. Thus, the relevance of
irregularity type III for the initiation of AF is thought to be low. Furthermore,
the question arises, if the activation of the primary pacemaker in between the
secondary wave fronts can occur in real tissue, which will depend very much
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Table 8.1: Types of irregularities found in certain frequency ranges of the
di�erent models

model frequency range observed irregularities
classi�cation
of pattern in
R

FHN

f1 > fFHN
det

Type I: detachment of pri-
mary waves

irregular

f2 > f1
f2 > fFHN

det

Type II: detachment of
secondary waves

irregular

f2 > f1
f2 < fFHN

det

Type III: wave fragments
at lower boundary in R

irregular

pBOCF f2 > f1
Type III: wave fragments
at lower boundary in R

weakly
irregular

rBOCF f2 > f1
Type III: wave fragments
at lower boundary in R

weakly
irregular

pBOCF-re

f1 > fpm
tbl

wave breaks and reentry in
L

regular

f2 > f1
f2 < fpm

tbl

Type III: wave fragments
at lower boundary in R

weakly
irregular

f2 > f1
f2 > fpm

tbl

f2 < fpm
sbl

Type IV:conduction block
with wave breaks/ re-entry

irregular

f2 > f1
f2 > fpm

sbl

conduction block with 2:1
conduction

regular

on the characteristics of the pacemaker cells. In the model, the activation is
externally applied and its strength is independent of the previous activations.
Sinus node cells, in contrast, are cells with an unstable resting state, contin-
uously producing activations. These activations and the course of the APs
depend on previous activations of the cell and APs of the neighbouring cell.
It is unclear, if an activation can be generated by the pacemaker cells in be-
tween high-frequency activation of the surroundings. This should be studied
in further investigations.

Di�erent experimental studies [240�242] showed that during AF, the sinus
node automaticity is still present in AF or high-frequency pacing of the atria,
although its properties (frequency, ERP etc.) can be changed by the overdrive
pacing. Fedorov et al. [240] found that the connection between the sinus node
and atrial tissue is based on special connection pathways which act as low-pass
�lter with an entrance conduction block5 thus preventing the sinus node from
overdrive pacing. Due to these �ndings, a sinus node activity during AF can
be assumed and thus activation in between secondary wave fronts by the sinus
node. This would be a necessary prerequisite for the occurrence of irregularity

5Waves entering the sinus node are blocked.
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type III.

In the FHN model two more types of irregularities occur, which are caused
by the detachment of high-frequency paced waves at sharp corners. Thereby,
wave fragments and re-entry patterns are observed, which resemble �brillatory
patterns observed in the atria. The strength of irregularity in such situations
is quite large. Thus, the relevance of these mechanisms for the initiation of AF
could be quite high. However, this detachment of waves is not observed in the
pBOCF or rBOCF model. The phenomenon of detachment from sharp cor-
ners due to high-frequency pacing is known for di�erent electro-physiological
models, as for variations of the FHN model [226, 228] or the Luo-Rudy model
for ventricular tissue [60, 227, 229]. However, Azene et al. studied the detach-
ment of waves from obstacles due to reduced excitability or high-frequency
pacing in the Luo-Rudy model, but could not observe detachment for the
high-frequency pacing. Furthermore, detachment of waves was shown also in
experimental preparations of isolated sheets of cardiac tissue. Therefore, sharp
corners or obstacles were introduced by cutting the tissue. Other mechanisms,
creating similar source-sink mismatches resulting in detachment, are possible,
as e. g. abrupt changes in �bre orientation, thickness of the tissue or electri-
cal properties of the cells at intersections of special muscle bundles with the
atrial wall. Detachment and conduction block were found in atrial tissue at the
Pectinate Muscles [62] or Bachmanns Bundle [243]. In computational models,
inhomogeneity of tissue or the interaction with another wave front were found
to be further factors for detachment and conduction blocks [244].

Why the detachment from obstacles for high-frequency pacing is not oc-
curring in the BOCF model, is still unclear. In the mentioned models and
experimental preparations, ventricular tissue was studied. It might be, that
the parameter set for atrial tissue used in the BOCF model changes the prop-
erties of the tissue in that way that detachment is prevented. Thus, it should
be studied, which parameters are enabling or preventing detachment in depen-
dence on the type of tissue. If detachment of waves from obstacles occurs for
atrial tissue, irregularity type I and II can be candidates for the initiation of
AF. Type I can describe situations with high heart rates, as, for example, dur-
ing sports or excitement. Type II would occur for high-frequency perturbation
sources, almost independent of the sinus node frequency.

Another type of irregularity, type IV, is found in the pBOCF-re variant,
but not in the FHN, pBOCF or rBOCF model. For this type, a transient
or intermittent conduction block at the small isthmus occurs. Shortly after
the conduction block, small detached wave fragments evolve after passing the
bridge, which, in combination with the primary wave fronts, yield quite irreg-
ular excitation patterns with high frequencies. In experiments with large sec-
tions of atrial tissue without additional cuttings, similar results were observed.
Berenfeld et al. [243] isolated the right atria including Bachmans Bundle and
the right ventricle of sheep hearts and applied a pacing with di�erent frequen-
cies at the left side of Bachmanns Bundle. For small pacing frequencies, a 1:1
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conduction along Bachmanns Bundle and regular excitation patterns are ob-
served in the right atrium. For frequencies larger than 6.5− 6.7 Hz, a broader
distribution of activation frequencies and a loss of consistency of beat-to-beat
direction of the wave fronts, described as �brillatory conduction, were observed
in the right atria. These were not connected to spatial dispersion of the in-
trinsic APD. Intermittent block appearance was resolved as mechanism for
this behaviour. This is in close resemblance to the numerical results for the
pBOCF-re variant and thus identi�es this mechanism of transient conduction
block as a potential candidate for AF initiation. Here, a reduced excitability
is necessary to obtain the detachment of waves and the transient conduction
block. Although not observed in the FHN model for the studied parameter
range, it should occur also in other electro-physiological models without re-
duced excitability. The mechanism creating the wave fragments is comparable
to the high-frequency detachment of wave fronts from obstacles known from
experiments [227, 237] and other electro-physiological models [227]. Further
studies in a range of bridge widths close to the conduction block width should
further elucidate characteristic features of this mechanism.

The in�uence of wave front shape, orientation and bridge width on the
observed irregularities was studied. Circular wave fronts seem to result in
more regular patterns due to their low, shape-related frequency. The inter-
play of pacemakers, where one of them has a circular shapes, was found to
be irrelevant for the initiation of AF. In contrast, for a spiral wave shaped
pacemaker similar irregularities as seen for planar waves are observed. In the
simulation they resemble planar waves with a tilted orientation near the bridge.
Due to their higher frequencies and their often described observation in elec-
trocardial mappings, they are supposed to be relevant as possible secondary
pacemaker. Furthermore, as shown by Berenfeld et al. [245], they often intro-
duce heterogeneity, which could further enhance the possibility of generating
wave fragments and thus the initiation and maintaining of AF.

The wave front orientation in�uences on the one hand the occurrence of ir-
regularities and on the other hand the strength of irregularity and the detected
maximal frequencies. For the 45◦ rotated wave front orientation, irregularity
type IV is not occurring. For the 90◦ orientation of the wave front, the maximal
detected frequencies are larger than for the standard orientation.

The bridge width in�uences the occurrence of irregular patterns if it is
decreased into the range of critical bridge widths, where conduction blocks
occur. If sustained conductions blocks with a certain conduction ratio, such as
2:1, 3:1 etc. or complete conduction blocks are present, more regular excita-
tion patterns are observed. In the range of transient or frequency-dependent
conduction blocks, irregular patterns can occur. No transition of 2:1 to 1:1
conduction is seen in the pBOCF model for the analysed frequencies. Thus, a
reduction of isthmus size may help to prevent AF if tuned in the right range.
This was also shown in experiments [246], where �brillatory patterns and high-
frequency pacing could be regularized due to conduction block at the isthmus.
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In this case, regular activations with lower frequencies were observed at the
other side of an isthmus.

The di�erent behaviours of the pBOCF model and the pBOCF-re variant
with respect to detachment and conduction block properties may be caused
by di�erences in the wave length WL=CV/ERP (WL). To test this, modi�ed
WLs for pBOCF model and pBOCF-re variant were tested by altered conduc-
tivities κ (see Fig. 8.11). Changing κ does almost not a�ect ERPs but CV and
thus WL. For κ = 0.016 S/m in the pBOCF model, one obtains a WL almost
the same as in the pBOCF-re variant with κ = 0.065 S/m. In simulations of
the pBOCF model for this smaller κ, waves still do not detach, and synchro-
nization changes only very little. For strongly increased κ (0.1533 S/m) and
a conductivity decreased by 30% from the normal value (κ = 0.046 S/m), the
same type of behaviour is seen. For very small conductivity κ = 0.016 S/m, the
critical isthmus width for the total conduction block is decreased to wcbl = 0.2
mm, and the onset of the frequency-dependent conduction block is shifted to
0.4 mm in the pBOCF model. From these results, the di�erent behaviours
according to detachment and conduction block cannot be associated by WL
di�erences, but likely result from the di�erences in the ERP.

It is worth here to mention that the study here di�ers from previous studies
about detachment of waves from sharp corners or conduction block, since not
only one pacemaker was involved but two, whose frequencies could be tuned.
Thus, it allowed to study the in�uence of a second source on the detachment
and conduction block phenomenon. The generation of irregular states exhib-
ited a clear dependence on the frequencies of the two pacemakers. Furthermore,
also a regularization of irregular patterns, caused by the primary source, could
be found. Let me further mention that the present study di�ers from previous
studies on AF generation also because homogeneous tissue is considered. Nev-
ertheless, irregular patterns could be observed. Thus, heterogeneity of tissue
is not a necessary condition for the generation of irregular patterns.

The �ndings of the modelling o�ers some implications for the therapy of
AF. High-frequency secondary sources should be suppressed as well as high-
frequency activations by the sinus node. Typically, AF is treated with ablation
therapy, if it could not be terminated by medication. Thereby, ablations, i.e.
lesions or 'cuts', are applied to the atrial tissue to eliminate re-entry path-
ways and ectopic activity. Di�erent protocols for the sites of ablation exits.
The maze procedure applies grid-like pattern of lesions, yielding a high suc-
cess rate for AF termination combined with large modi�cations of the atrial
tissue. The conventional, standard method [247] for catheter ablation is based
on a two-step process, where �rst the pulmonary veins are isolated from the
atrial tissue and then targeting sites of complex fractionated atrial electro-
cardiograms (CFAE), especially in patients with persistent AF. These sites
are thought to potentially represent AF substrate sites. Based on the mech-
anism studied in this thesis, it is proposed to not target CFAEs, since they
are assumed to arise from the interplay of di�erent pacemakers (here near the
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bridge), but rather search for localized sources. These can be identi�ed by a
high frequency (but may have lower frequencies than CFAEs) and regular acti-
vation. Indeed, Narayan et al. [231] compared catheter ablation outcomes for
the conventional strategy with that based on the ablation of localized sources,
called focal impulse and rotor modulation (FIRM) ablation. They showed that
termination of AF during ablation could be achieved in 86% of FIRM-guided
cases, whereas with the conventional strategy only for 20% of the patients AF
was terminated. Furthermore, freedom from AF was higher for patients with
FIRM-guided ablation than for conventional ablation procedure.

As for all studies, there are some limitations. First of all, the atrial tissue
was assumed to be two-dimensional due to the small thickness of atrial walls.
Thus, the study of breakthroughs, i.e. activations propagating from epicar-
dial (outside) to endocardial (inside atrium), or the other way round, are not
taken into account. Breakthroughs are discussed as one mechanism for the
initiation of AF. However, taking into account the thickness of the atrial wall
and allowing breakthrough patterns would have complicated the overall set-up
and thus impeded the analysis of mechanism responsible for the generation of
irregularities due to the interplay of these two pacemakers.

The second assumption was to take into account only one bridge connecting
the two atria. This assumptions is based on experimental �ndings [220, 222,
248], which showed that the left atrium activation is predominantly initiated
by Bachmanns Bundle. In some cases additional activation occurred via the
coronary sinus and the fossa ovalis. Markides et al. [220] showed that in the
case of AF, multiple connections can play a role for activation initiation in
the left atrium. However, for the study of the interplay of two pacemakers,
additional pathways are thought to increase only the irregularity of excitation.
The mechanism of detachment or conduction block is believed to be the same
for all conduction pathways and to depend on their size and shape.

The third assumption is the bridge with the sharp corners. In atrial tissue
sharp corners are not expected but rather a smooth transition from the �bre
bundles into the muscle tissue. However, Markides et al. [220] determined
a line of functional conduction block in the left atrial tissue occurring in all
studied patients during sinus rhythm and showed some variations in its extent
and completeness in di�erent pacing conditions. These could be correlated
with an abrupt change of �bre orientation and wall thickness in the left atrium,
already described 1914 by Papez et al. [249]. That means, abrupt changes,
corresponding to the sharp corners of the bridge in the study here, occur also
in anatomical tissue. Mendez et al. [250] performed measurements at the
connection of the Purkinje �bres to the ventricular tissue. They showed that
conduction block can occur due to the progressive change of a cable-like system
to a two- or three-dimensional system at the border between Purkinje �bre
and ventricular tissue. Furthermore, Azene et al. [60] studied by numerical
calculations of the Luo-Rudy model the in�uence of the shape of obstacles
onto the detachment of waves from it. They determined the range, where
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detachment of waves from the obstacle occurred, in dependence of the radius
of the obstacle and the reduction of excitability in the model. Detachment
occurred even for large radius, i.e. very smooth 'corners'. Only the range of
the excitability for the occurrence of this detachment was reduced.

Another limitation of this study is the use of the BOCF model for system-
speci�c simulations, since it belongs to the class of generic models. Thus, for
special cases, as the study of the conduction block or the detachment, sim-
ulations were carried out with the system-speci�c CRN model, invented for
the description of atrial tissue. In these simulations, no signi�cant changes of
the behaviour between the two models were found. However, in both models
detachment from sharp corners did not occur although known from experi-
ments and simulations. This could be a model-speci�c e�ect. As was shown
by Wilhelms et al. [230], already di�erences in the ability to initiate a spiral
wave pattern by cross-�eld stimulation are observed between di�erent atrial
cell models. Therefore, detachment of waves should be studied in di�erent
atrial cell models as well as in experiments with atrial tissue to unravel the
requirements of its occurrence and its relevance for AF initiation.

Furthermore, only phase coherence and entropy of the distribution of local
frequencies are used as measures for the regularity of the patterns. Neverthe-
less, they measure di�erent properties of the time series. While the frequency
takes into account only the time between the action potentials, the phase syn-
chronization considers also the shape of the time series. The results were tested
against another measure for the irregularity, which is based on the fractal di-
mension of the time series (see Appendix 11). Therefore, the fractal dimension
was calculated for each point in the simulation area and the entropy of its
distribution is taken as measure for the irregularity, analogous to that of the
local frequencies. Similar results were observed for the fractal dimension, only
the amount of irregularity, i.e. the deviation of the entropy for irregular pat-
terns in comparison with the one for regular patterns, is di�erent. This can be
caused by the di�erent sensitivity of each measure for the irregular patterns
or by di�erences in the normalization of the measures. Since all three mea-
sures yield similar results, phase coherence and entropy of the distribution of
local frequencies seem to be adequate as measures for the irregularity of the
patterns.

Part of the presented results in this chapter were published in Refs. [120,
251].
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Chapter 9

Di�usive coupling of multiple
oscillators

In this chapter, results about the coupling of multiple units, called spots and
the resulting patterns will be presented. Each of these spots is either excitable
or self-oscillatory and has a well-de�ned size and shape. Consequently, a pat-
terned excitable media is formed by networks of discrete excitable units, in
which it is possible to control precisely the number density of excitable units,
the degree of heterogeneity and the coupling strength between them.

With this system it will be studied, if a reduced coupling strength or het-
erogeneity in the system can yield irregular patterns. Thereby, the underlying
discreteness [252] of excitable media can lead to wave propagation failure [253]
or diverse wave front shapes [174]. In particular, �brosis, which reduces the
coupling between cardiac cells, is thought to be a mechanism for the occur-
rence of atrial �brillation. Thus, it will be studied if a weak coupling and/or
heterogeneity of the arrays can yield irregular patterns as, for example, wave
fragments, multiple spiral waves and similar. Results from the experiments
of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction (BZR) will be shown and compared to
calculations of the FHN and the Rovinsky model. System-speci�c and generic
features can thus be determined.

9.1 Results from BZR experiments

In this section, results from experiments with spot arrays undergoing the BZR
will be presented. Thereby, the spot diameter d is determined from the �rst
picture of each experiment as described in ch. 6.2. Since diameter variations
occur for the same number of applied Ferroin drops due to deviations in the
spotting accuracy and of the immobilisation properties, the concentration of
Ferroin inside the spot is calculated by

cF =
MNdVd

π/4d2
, (9.1.1)
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with the concentration M = 0.0125mol/l of the Ferroin solution, the num-
ber of drops Nd applied per spot, the volume Vd = 0.4nl of each drop and
the determined spot diameter d. Two concentration ranges are de�ned for
the silica gels including PSS-co-PM, which are 0.5 − 1 ∗ 10−3 mol/m2 and
1.1 − 2.5 ∗ 10−3mol/m2, and two ranges for pure silica gels: 1.0 − 1.9 ∗ 10−3

mol/m2 and 2.9 − 3.9 ∗ 10−3mol/m2. Only arrays of spots within the same
concentration range are compared, since for these the reaction parameters are
similar. Thus, for some spot-to-spot distances, spot diameters and concentra-
tions no experimental data could be obtained. The spot-to-spot distance is
the distance between the spot centres.

Figure 9.1: Excitation pattern occurring on a 5 × 5 spot array in standard
gels undergoing the BZR. Panels a)-e) show the time instants directly after
oscillation starts. Panels f)-j) show a later time of the experiments. Colour
saturation was enhanced in a)-e) and colours were inverted in f)-j) to enhance
visibility. Time evolution is also shown in movie S10 in the Supporting Mate-
rial.

In Fig. 9.1 snapshots of an 5×5 spot array on a standard gel1 are shown to
give an illustration of the occurring excitation patterns (and in movie S10 in the
Supporting Material). Thereby in the �rst row, the �rst waves after initiation
of the BZR by adding the reaction solution are shown. A circular shaped wave
front can be seen, emerging from the upper left corner and propagating to
the right without disturbance [Fig. 9.1 a)-b)]. Interestingly, in most of the
experiments initial wave fronts start from the border of the spot array. The
second wave front propagates in a similar way across the array [Fig. 9.1 d)].
Thereby, wave fronts seem to propagate slower on the Ferroin spots than in
between them. This can be seen by the concave wave front shape on the spot,
e.g., right spot in the bottom row in c) or at the shape for the second wave
front in d) and e). The third wave front, starting in Fig. 9.1 e), evolves into
a re-entrant pattern, which is extinguished by its own refractory tail. More

1silica gel with 0.1 g PS-co-PM
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re-entrant patterns evolve later on, rotating around the centre of a spot, but
all are extinguished by collision with their refractory tail. The lower row shows
the excitation patterns at a later time. Since the contrast decreases during the
reaction due to fast activation and some di�usion of Ferroin, the colours were
inverted to enhance the visibility. Wave fragments are visible. The upper ones
evolve into spiral waves, which rotate around the spot centre [Fig. 9.1 g)-j)]. All
re-entrant patterns are stable only for a short-time. These irregular patterns,
consisting of multiple wave fragments and re-entrant patterns, are observed
for most of the experimental realisations on the standard gels after a certain
time of the running reaction, almost independent of spot size or spot-to-spot
distance.

Figure 9.2: Excitation pattern occurring on two experiments of 4×4 spot array
in pure silica gel undergoing the BZR. Panels a)-c) show a spiral wave. The
tip of the spiral wave is inside the white box. Panels d)-f) show two target
patterns. The wavelength of the waves emerging the target pattern (upper
left and right corner) is decreasing with time. Colour range was enhanced and
colours inverted for better visibility. Time evolutions are shown in movie S11
and S12 in the Supporting Material.

In contrast to this, for pure silica gels, wave front propagate faster on the
spot than in between the spots, which can be seen on the wave front curvature
(shown in Fig. 9.2 and movie S11 and S12 in the Supporting Material). In
these systems, spiral waves (Fig. 9.2 upper row, movie S11) and target patterns
(Fig. 9.2 lower row, movie S12) evolve for small spot-to-spot distances. For
large spot-to-spot distances, oscillations of the spots seem to be independent of
each other. In some cases, if multiple sources are present, wave fragmentation
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can be observed. These regularize later on, since only a few pacemaker sources,
i.e. 1-2 pacemaker or spirals, survive and dominate the excitation patterns
than.

Figure 9.3: Frequency of all individual spots in spot arrays in standard gels in
dependence of spot-to-spot distance for 5× 5 (black), 10× 10 (red, blue) and
20× 20 (green, cyan) arrays, concentration and spot diameter d = 0.8− 1 mm
(a) and (b), 1−1.2 mm (c) and 1.3−1.5 mm (d). Concentration is 0.5−1∗10−3

mol/m2 (a), (c) and (d) and 1− 2 ∗ 10−3 mol/m2 (b).

In Fig. 9.3 frequencies f of all individual spots in one spot array, determined
from the time series of colour changes, are shown in dependence of the spot-to-
spot distances l in the array for di�erent spot diameters d. The values are from
experiments with the standard gels, i.e. silica gels including PSS-co-PM, for
5×5 (black), 10×10 (red and blue) and 20×20 (green and cyan) spot arrays,
the low concentration regime and the standard reaction solution (see Tab. 6.1).
It can be seen in (a) that small spots (d = 0.8− 1 mm) do not oscillate (f = 0
Hz) for large spot-to-spot distances l > 2.2 mm. For smaller spot distances,
oscillations occur. This resembles the emergence of oscillations observed in
biological and chemical systems due to coupling [82, 254�261]. In the oscillating
regime (l ≤ 2.2 mm), the mean value of the frequency distribution increases
with decreasing l. In panel (b), the frequency distributions in dependence
of the spot-to-spot distance is shown for the small spot diameter d = 0.8 −
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1 mm and a higher Ferroin concentrations inside the spot (1.1 − 1.8 ∗ 10−3

mol/m2) than in (a). In this case, oscillations of spots are observed for all
tested spot-to-spot distances and a broadening of the frequency distribution
for some experiments (see, e.g., l = 2.4 mm middle panel). For larger spot
diameters d [(c) and (d)], oscillating spots are observed for all tested spot-to-
spot distances. Interestingly, for some realizations and spot-to-spot distances,
as for example l = 2.2 mm or 2.4 mm for large spots or l = 1.8 mm for
middle sized spots, a broadening of the frequency distribution and increased
values of the maximal observed frequency are visible. A clear dependence on
spot-to-spot distance or spot size of this e�ect cannot be deduced from the
experimental data. There seems to be no dependence on the number of spots
in the array, in particular when comparing 5 × 5 and 10 × 10 spot arrays.
For 20× 20 spot arrays, the frequency distribution seems to be more narrow.
However, due to the low number of experiments with 20 × 20 spot arrays in
this concentration range, this was not studied in detail.

Figure 9.4: Frequency of all individual spots in 4×4 spot arrays in dependence
of spot-to-spot distance and spot diameter d = 0.9 − 1.06 mm (upper panel)
and 1.2 − 1.9 mm (lower panel) for two di�erent concentration regimes cF =
1− 2 ∗ 10−3 mol/m2 (black) and cF = 2.9− 4 ∗ 10−3 mol/m2 (red).

In Fig. 9.4 the same is shown for pure silica gels, i.e. frequency of individual
spots vs. the spot-to-spot distance. Thereby, two di�erent spot diameters are
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shown and two di�erent concentration ranges, 1−2∗10−3 mol/m3 (black) and
2.9−4∗10−3 mol/m3 (red). About 10 times higher frequencies are determined
for spots on the pure silica gels. This would be expected from comparison of
Fig. 9.1 and 9.2, where it is seen, that waves propagate slower on the spots than
in between them for standard gels, whereas the wave front speed is comparable
or even larger on the spot than in between them when considering the pure
silica gels. Since the di�usion coe�cient for water is similar for both gels (see
NMR measurements ch. 6.1), the reaction rate has to be di�erent between the
two gels. Thereby, the compositions of the reaction solution di�er only slightly
for the two di�erent gels, i.e. [H2SO4]= 0.19 mol/l for pure silica gels and 0.2
mol/l for standard gels, [NaBrO3]= 0.11 mol/l for pure silica gels and 0.085
mol/l for standard gels and [mal]= 0.38 mol/l for pure silica gels and 0.53
mol/l for standard gels. An in�uence of PSS-co-PM on the reaction rate is
possible, since it interacts with Ferroin and may thus in�uence also the BZR.

Figure 9.5: Histogram of entropy, calculated for each spot pair, for spot radius
1.3-1.58 mm and di�erent spot-to-spot distances. A decrease of synchroniza-
tion can be seen.

To determine the coupling regime between the spots, i.e. weak or strong
coupling, the synchronization between all pairs of spots is determined on the
basis of the entropy of the time-dependent phase di�erence between the two
spots. In Fig. 9.5 the distribution of the entropy is shown in dependence
of the spot-to-spot distance for 4 × 4 spot arrays on pure silica gels and an
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average spot diameter of 1.3 − 1.58 mm. A broad distribution of the entropy
can be observed for the smallest spot-to-spot distance l = 1.8 mm with an
average value of ≈ 0.19. This value is quite low due to large noise in the time
series. Nevertheless, the coupling strength is assumed in the intermediate
regime for this spot distance, since in the recorded excitation patterns wave
fronts propagating across multiple spots are observed, forming spiral wave and
target patterns. These can occur only for coupled spots. Thereby, patterns
span only parts of the spot array, not the whole array. It can be deduced
that this spot-to-spot distance corresponds to a medium coupling range, since
for strong coupling, one pattern like a spiral wave or a comparable one is
expected to span the whole array. For larger spot-to-spot distances l ≥ 2
mm, a decrease of the mean value of entropy and a movement of the whole
distribution to lower values is observed. For this range, only weak coupling
between the spots occurs and they (more or less) oscillate independently of
each other. Since the coupling strength is typically calculated by C = 2D/l2

[262] with the di�usion coe�cient D of the species responsible for coupling,
a critical coupling strength can be determined, separating the medium range
from the weak coupling range. In this set-up bromide ions and the other
reactants are thought to drive the coupling between spots. Due to the small
size of these molecules, the di�usion coe�cient for water, determined by NMR
for these gels, can be used as approximation for D. Thus the critical coupling
strength is given by Ccrit = 2 ∗ (2 ∗ 10−9m2/s)/(2 ∗ 10−3m)2 = 1 ∗ 10−3 1/s. If
one expects the same critical coupling strength, separating the medium from
the weak coupling regime, the spot-to-spot distance should be similar for the
standard gels for the BZR experiments (PSS-co-PM gels), since the di�usion
coe�cient is almost the same for silica gels and PSS-co-PM gels with 0.1 g
PSS-co-PM (see Fig. 6.5). From the synchronization results for these gels,
the spot-to-spot distance lcrit correlated with the critical coupling strength is
estimated to be l = 2.2 mm, which is slightly larger than for the silica gels.
This di�erence might occur due to the short experiments with silica gels and
the low stability of Ferroin spots in them. Thus, spots cannot synchronize
during the time course of the experiment, although it would be expected for
this spot-to-spot distance.

Since the quiescence (no oscillation) of small spots occurs for l > lcrit, it
seems to be a property of uncoupled (or only weakly coupled) spots and oscil-
lations can be obtained by increasing the spot diameter or the concentration of
Ferroin inside the spot. Thus, experiments with a single spot of di�erent size
and for di�erent reaction solutions are performed on pure silica gels. The spot
size was set by varying the amount of Ferroin droplets applied to the gel and
is varied between d ≈ 2 mm (500 drops of Ferroin) over 1.5 mm (250 drops) to
0.5 − 1 mm (100 drops). Indeed, for the large spot size oscillations occur for
the standard composition of the reaction solution for pure silica gels, whereas
the small and medium sized spots did not oscillate. Note, that propagating
wave fronts occur on the single spots and sometimes even a spiral wave like
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pattern is observed on one single spot. Changing the concentration of sodium
bromate in the reaction solution (1.5 ml of 0.5, 1 and 2 mol/l sodium bromate
solution) did not result in the absence of oscillations for the large spot sizes
or occurrence of oscillations for smaller spots. Increasing the concentration of
all reactants by skipping the 3.9 ml of water, typically added in the standard
composition, resulted in the absence of oscillations even for larger spots.

Spots, oscillating on their own without external stimulus, are called oscil-
lators or oscillating units in the following. Spots, which do not oscillate by
their own, are termed excitable units. The correlated property is the self-
excitability. The previously described results indicate that it depends on the
spot size and the reaction parameters like the concentration of Ferroin.

Figure 9.6: Mean of frequency of individual spots in 5× 5 spot arrays of spot
diameter 0.8 − 1mm in dependence of spot-to-spot distance determined from
BZR experiments. Mean value was determined only of non-zero frequency
values. Best �t of the curve is shown, given by f = −1.18x2 + 7.022.

For the strong to intermediate coupling regime the mean frequency in de-
pendence of spot-to-spot distance is shown in Fig. 9.6. Therefore, the mean
value of oscillating spots (without zero frequency values) is calculated and
plotted in dependence of the spot-to-spot distance. The spot-to-spot distance
in the experiments includes the spot radius (centre-to-centre distance), i.e.
l ∝ lth +2r. In Fig. 9.6 results are shown for the standard gels and in Fig. 9.7
results are shown for pure silica gels. For standard gels, f ∝ l2 can be de-
termined. In contrast, for pure silica gels f ∝ x6 or ∝ x12. This di�erence
might be explainable by a di�erent relationship between reaction rate and dif-
fusion time. However, due to the few data points, the determination of the
dependence of the frequency on the spot-to-spot distance has to be taken with
caution.

To obtain an understanding of the presented results, i.e. dependence of self-
excitability on spot size and reaction parameters as well as the dependence of
frequency distribution and coupling on spot size, spot-to-spot distance and
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Figure 9.7: Mean of frequency of individual spots in 4× 4 spot arrays of spot
diameter 0.8 − 1 mm (red) and 1.3 − 1.6 mm (green) in dependence of spot-
to-spot distance determined from BZR experiments for pure silica gels. Best
�t of the curve are shown.

reaction parameters, numerical calculations of the FHN model are performed
and their results are presented in the next chapter.

9.2 Results from FHN simulations

9.2.1 Properties of single spots

Before coupled spot arrays are studied, properties of single spots and their
dependence on spot size, shape and reaction parameters will be discussed.
Thus, with the simulation set-up shown in ch. 5.2.2, a 1 × 1 spot array was
studied. Fig. 9.8 shows the dependence of the oscillation frequency of a single
spot in dependence of its radius for two di�erent situations: �rst, simulations
with reaction and di�usion term solved inside the spot radius, but without
di�usion term outside of the spot radius (red squares). And second, di�usion
and reaction term solved inside the spot radius and only di�usion is allowed
around the spot (black circles).

Furthermore, calculations of the FHN model without di�usion term, named
1D simulations in the following, are performed to obtain the dependence of the
oscillation frequency on the reaction parameters (a, b, c in the FHN model). If
di�usion (inside the spot) is introduced, it can have two e�ects. First, it results
in a faster loss of activation due to the coupling to neighbouring cells and the
spread of excitation. Thus, larger oscillation frequencies would be expected
since the resting state is reached faster than without di�usion. In this case,
the frequency is expected to be dependent on 1/r2. For this it is assumed
that the frequency increases due to the di�usion of activation from the spot
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Figure 9.8: Left: Frequency of a single spot in dependence of spot radius
without (red squares) and with (black dots) di�usion outside the spot radius.
In the latter case, width of the di�usion layer is varied from zero (black dots)
and 2 (magenta diamonds). Right: Action potential shape for oscillating single
spot with di�usion only inside the spot (red) and di�usion everywhere (black).

centre to the perimeter. Thereby, the di�usion time can be calculated from
r =

√
2Dt. One would expect that there exists a constant frequency for very

large spots since then the di�usion time is larger than the frequency and thus
the in�uence is negligible. For this scenario the frequency is expected to follow

f = f0 + a/r2 (9.2.1)

with f0 the frequency of large spots and a a coe�cient proportional to the
di�usion coe�cient. The second e�ect, though, is acting in opposite direction.
Due to the spread of activation to neighbouring cells and the regularisation
e�ect of di�usion, the self-excitation of a spot is slower since the increase
of u is slowed down by the di�usion of u to the neighbours. This would
account to a decreased oscillation frequency in comparison to the case without
di�usion. It is similar to the conduction velocity reduction due to curvature
of the wave front or can be analysed according to the source-sink relationship.
The di�usion loss to the passive media is larger for small spot sizes (each
cell has more passive neighbours for small spots), slowing down the activation
and thus decreasing the frequency. For very small spots oscillation should be
even suppressed. Thus the dependence of the the frequency (in analogy to the
conduction velocity dependence) is expected to be

f = f0 − a/r . (9.2.2)

For the two situations, i.e. di�usion only inside the spot or di�usion every-
where, the dependence of the frequency on the spot size di�ers, as shown in
Fig. 9.8. In the �rst case, where di�usion occurs only inside the spot (red
squares), the oscillation frequency of the spots is for small spot sizes larger
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than the value for 1D simulations. It decreases with increasing spot size un-
til eventually saturating at a certain value. In the second case with di�usion
everywhere (black circles), the frequency is always smaller than the value ob-
served for 1D simulations. It increases with increasing spot size. Fitting the
values (dotted line in Fig. 9.8) according to Eq.(9.2.1) or Eq.(9.2.2) reveals
that single spots with di�usion only inside the spot behave like case 1 and
spots with di�usion also outside the spot like case 2. Thereby, the �tting
coe�cient a is in both cases almost equal (a ≈ 0.02), which corresponds to
2D/10. The saturation frequency di�ers, f0 = 0.678 for di�usion only inside
the spot and f0 = 0.657 for di�usion everywhere. This is caused by the passive
media outside the spot (di�usion everywhere), which introduces an o�set in
the frequency.

Figure 9.9: Frequency of a single spot in dependence of the value of parameter
b in the FHN model for di�erent spot sizes r = 0.25 (black), 0.5 (red), 0.75
(blue), 1.0 (green) and 1.25 (pink).

Since the self-excitability is an important property of the spots, as seen
from the experimental results, parameter b of the FHN model is of particular
importance for the simulations, because b controls the self-excitability of the
spots [6]. For a single spot, an oscillation occurs if b < bc (see Fig. 9.9), i.e. the
spot is an oscillator. For b > bc a single spot stays in the resting state but is
excitable by a stimulus of su�cient strength and thus represents an excitable
unit. The value of bc for time-dependent simulations without di�usion is 2/3,
as was shown by Winfree [6] and FitzHugh [202]. If di�usion is introduced, it
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is e�ectively reduced. As was pointed out by Cartwright, the in�uence due to
di�usion can be treated as an external signal z acting on the spot in the FHN
equations, which is given by

z = D
n∑

i=1

ui − us. (9.2.3)

Here, us is the variable u on the spot, and ui describes the neighbouring points.
To obtain the in�uence of the spot radius onto the self-excitability analytically,
Eq. (9.2.3) has to be summed over all points (indexed i) lying within the
coupling range, which is determined by the di�usion coe�cient. The coupling
range can be estimated when comparing the di�usion time td = x2/2D with
the oscillation frequency. Numerically, the dependence on the spot radius r can
be revealed from single spot simulations with varying r and b. As can be seen
in Fig. 9.9, bc decreases with decreasing spot size thus reducing the oscillating
regime. This can be explained by the increase of di�usive loss of activation
for smaller spots, since less points contribute to the activation but the sink,
i.e. the in-excitable surrounding, is comparable. This in�uence is enlarged for
larger b values, since for these the oscillation frequency is smaller and thus a
larger region acts as sink for the spot. For very small spots (r < 0.25) no
oscillation occurs even for small b values. For rc = 0.25 and D = 0.1 this
quiescence is observed. It can be used to calculate the speed of planar waves
c(0) in this system by c(r) = 0 = c(0) − D/rc [see Eq. (8.4.1)], resulting in
c(0) = 0.4. Indeed, for D = 0.05 oscillations are observed for r = 0.25, since
rc = 0.125 in this case.

From the explanation above, it is clear that the value of the di�usion co-
e�cient plays an important role for the dependence of the frequency on b. As
shown in Fig. 9.10, decreasing the di�usion coe�cient results in a decrease
of the critical b value. Furthermore, the in�uence of the boundary conditions
on the single spot behaviour is analysed since it might in�uence the di�usion.
Therefore, a single spot with di�usion outside of the spot is simulated for dif-
ferent widths ddi� of the di�usion layer and dBL of the absorbing boundary
layer (see Fig. 5.2 for a schematic representation of the simulation area with
di�usion layer and boundary layer). Results are shown in the inset of Fig. 9.10.
If the width of the di�usion layer is equal to zero, i.e. the boundary layer starts
directly at the border of the spot, higher frequencies are observed (black dots
in Fig. 9.10). In this case, the frequency of the spot still decreases with the
spot size but approaches the saturation value for smaller spot sizes [see ma-
genta diamonds in Fig. 9.8]. Increasing the width ddi� of the di�usion layer to a
non-zero value results in a smaller frequency. However, there is no dependence
of the frequency on increasing the width of the di�usion layer further. The
same is true for the dependence of f on b. For non-zero values of ddi� smaller
frequencies are observed and the oscillation regime is slightly increased, but
the exact value of ddi� does not in�uence the frequency values any more. Inter-
estingly, the width dBL of the boundary layer does not in�uence the frequency
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Figure 9.10: Frequency of a single spot (spot radius 0.5) in dependence of
b in the FHN model and D = 0.01 (red), 0.05 (blue) and 0.1 (green). The
curve from 1D simulations (black) is shown for comparison. Inset: Frequency
of a single spot in dependence of the value of parameter b in the FHN model
with (black, red) and without boundary layer (blue, green, orange) and with
di�erent sizes ddi� = 0 (black), 2 (red, blue), 4 (green) and 10 (orange) of the
di�usion region between spot and boundary layer.

of the spot.
The in�uence of the spot shape on the oscillation frequency is determined

from single spot simulations, where the spot is either circular, square, rhombic2

and triangular (with equilateral edges). In Fig. 9.11, the dependence of the
oscillation frequency of a single spot on b is shown for di�erent spot shapes. If
the size of the edges is similar to the radius of the circular shaped spots (black
circles), bc is larger for squares (blue squares) and smaller for triangles (green
triangles in Fig. 9.11) and diamonds (red diamonds) than for circles. If the
spot area is similar for the di�erent spot shapes, bc is similar for all four spot
shapes and only slight variations in the dependence of the frequency on the
b values are observed. These variations could be caused by the discretization
of the spots in the simulation. The dependence on the spot area is expected,
when considering the summation in Eq. (9.2.3). Here, the area of activated
spots is compared to the area of the coupled passive media, also known as
source-sink relationship.

2like square but rotated by 45◦ according to the boundaries
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Figure 9.11: Frequency of a single spot in dependence of the value of parameter
b in the FHN model for di�erent spot shapes: circle (magenta), diamonds (red),
squares (blue) and triangles (turquoise). Area of spots is equal for the di�erent
shapes. Inset: Spot shapes have the same characteristic length, i.e. radius of
circle is equal to side length of square, diamond or triangle, but spot area is
di�erent.

The di�erence between pure silica gels and the standard gels indicates that
the relationship between reaction rate and di�usion time has a strong in�uence
on the wave front propagation and the occurrence of irregular patterns. The
reaction rate and oscillation frequency in the FHN model are in�uenced by
parameter c of the FHN model. In Fig. 9.12 left side the action potential shape
is shown in dependence of parameter c from 1D simulations without di�usion
term. Larger c values yield a slower decrease of u and a longer refractory
period. Thereby, the in�uence is stronger on the refractory period than on
the initial decrease of the action potential. On the right side of Fig. 9.12, the
dependence of the oscillation frequency of a single spot is shown in dependence
of parameter b for di�erent c values: c = 5.5 (black), 10.5 (red), 15.5 (blue)
and 20.5 (green). Increasing c results in a strongly reduced frequency for the
same b value. Furthermore, for c values larger than 5.5 the dependence of f on
b is changed, i.e. f is almost constant. The transition between the oscillating
and the excitable regime does not occur for larger c values in the analysed
range of b.

In the following, regular arrays of coupled spots will be studied. The study
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Figure 9.12: Left: Time course of u in dependence of parameter c of the FHN
model increasing from c = 5.5 (black) to c = 20.5 (purple). An increase of
the action potential duration due to a larger recovery time is visible. The
activation time, i.e. the initial decrease of u, is only slightly a�ected by the
change of c. Right: Frequency of single spot in dependence of parameter b
for di�erent values of c. The transition from the oscillatory to the excitable
regime is only observed for the lowest c = 5.5.

will be divided into two parts. First, spot arrays in the oscillating regime, i.e.
b < bc, are considered, followed by the investigation of spots arrays composed
of excitable units.

9.2.2 Regular arrays of oscillators

In this section excitation patterns of regular arrays of coupled oscillators are
investigated. As shown before, spots are oscillators, i.e. self-excitable, if b < bc.
The spot-to-spot distance is here the distance between the boundaries of the
spot, in contrast to the experiments, where the spot-to-spot distance is mea-
sured from spot centre to spot centre. To allow the distinction between both,
the theoretical value is marked with index th. In Fig. 9.13, mean frequency
and phase coherence are shown in dependence of spot-to-spot distance for 5×5
spot arrays with spot radius r = 1.0 and b = 0.1. For each simulation, random
initial conditions were used, i.e. the u, v values for each spot were drawn from
a uniform distribution including possible u, v pairs during the course of one
action potential (see ch. 5.2.2 for details).

From the course of frequency, synchronization and the excitation patterns
one can deduce di�erent coupling regimes:

� weak coupling for lth ≥ 1,

� intermediate coupling lth = 0.5− 1 and

� strong coupling for lth < 0.5.
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Figure 9.13: Mean frequency and phase coherence in dependence of spot-to-
spot distance and �nal excitation pattern for 5×5 spot arrays, spot diameter 1
and b = 0.1. The initial values of u, v for each spot were drawn from a uniform
distribution for each realization. Red values correspond to spiral wave patterns
and blue to target patterns.

In the range of weak coupling, oscillations occur, which seem to be indepen-
dent, and all parameters (frequency, synchronization) remain constant for the
spot-to-spot distance changes. Thereby, the frequency value is dependent on
the spot size and corresponds to the value obtained in single spot experiments.
Synchronization, entropy and correlation (not shown) are independent of the
spot size in this range and their values thus describe the 'intrinsic' correlation
and phase synchronization of the system. This is measured, although there
is no real correlation or synchronization occurring in the system. The reason
might be the small width of the frequency distribution. No speci�c excitation
pattern can be determined. Representative time evolution is shown in movie
S16 in the Supporting Material.

In the range of strong coupling, only one excitation pattern like a spiral
wave spanning across the whole array is observed, whereas for intermediate
coupling, the array splits up into small subgroups. The spots in the subgroups
can synchronize and belong to one excitation pattern. Spots can belong to a
spiral wave or a target pattern as shown in Fig. 9.14 (see time evolutions of
both in movie S13 and S14 in the Supporting Material). In the case of a target
pattern, one spot acts as a pacemaker and wave fronts emerging this source
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propagate across all spots without changing the direction. In the case of a
spiral wave pattern, the rotation vector and velocity of wave fronts remains
constant across the spot array. In the intermediate regime, due to this split-up
into subgroups, irregular patterns can be observed, in particular at the border
between two subgroups. Since this mechanism for the generation of irregular
excitation patterns was already thoroughly studied in the literature [178, 263�
265], it will not be investigated further in this work. A representative time
evolution is shown in movie S15 in the Supporting Material.

Figure 9.14: Excitation patterns for strongly coupled spots: Spiral wave (a)
and target pattern (b). Time evolution is shown in Movie S13 (target pattern)
and S14 (spiral wave pattern) in the Supporting Material.

For the strong and intermediate coupling regime, the values of frequency
and synchronization do not follow a clear dependence (black dots). However,
one can divide the values into two groups, one with a high frequency, high
synchronization and low correlation and the other one with low frequency, low
synchronization and high correlation. The distinction between both becomes
clear, if one takes a look at the excitation patterns. In Fig. 9.13 frequency and
phase coherence values are coloured according to the excitation pattern, which
evolved on the spot array. The group with low frequency, high correlation and
phase coherence corresponds to a target pattern [see Fig. 9.14 (b)], where one
spot acts a pacemaker for the whole array. In this case, the mean frequency
does not depend on the spot distance, but depends only on the spot size of the
pacemaker spot.

The second group with higher frequencies, lower correlation and lower phase
coherence corresponds to spiral wave patterns [see Fig. 9.14 (a)]. In this case,
the frequency decreases with increasing the spot-to-spot distance until reach-
ing a constant value for the weak coupling regime. The dependence of the
frequency on the spot-to-spot distance can be addressed to the circulation of
the spiral wave around the in-excitable, passive region in between the excitable
spots. The period of oscillation can either be determined by the circumference
of the circle, surrounded by four spots, and the velocity of the spiral wave.
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This yields f ∝ v/rk with rk the radius of the circle surrounded by the spiral
wave. On the other hand, the period of oscillation is dependent on the di�u-
sion time along the paths between the spots. Since the di�usion time is given
by t = x2/2D, in this case f ∝ 1/l2. In Fig. 9.15, the mean frequency of spiral
wave patterns in dependence of the spot-to-spot distance and the spot size in
spot arrays with circular shaped spots is shown. The best �t to these curves

Figure 9.15: Mean frequency in dependence of spot-to-spot distance for spiral
wave patterns on circular spots of di�erent size. The best matching �t curves,
given by f = afit ∗ x−2 + b, are shown.

is given by
f = afit/x

2 + f0. (9.2.4)

Thereby, f0 is the frequency of independent oscillations or a single spot of same
size, respectively. afit is a �t parameter. It is not equal to 2D but deviates from
this value and changes with the spot size. These deviations become even more
pronounced, if the dependence of the mean frequency of spiral wave patterns
on the spot-to-spot distance occurring on di�erent spot shapes is �tted by this
formula Eq. (9.2.4), as shown in Fig. 9.16.

The frequency dependence is similar for di�erent spot shapes (circles, squares
and diamonds) as given by Eq. (9.2.4) and shown in Fig. 9.16. The frequency
is ordered thereby according to the area of the spot, i.e. the maximal frequency
is observed for the largest area (squares with as/2 = 1), and decreasing with
decreasing spot area. Thereby the order of spot area beginning with the maxi-
mal one is: square (as/2 = 1), circles (r = 1), squares (as/2 = 0.75), diamonds
(hd = 1) and circles (r = 0.75). The range of the �t parameter a strongly
di�ers for the di�erent spot shapes, i.e. a(circles)≈ 1/2 ∗ afit(squares) and
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Figure 9.16: Mean frequency in dependence of spot-to-spot distance for spiral
wave patterns on di�erent spot shapes. The best matching �t curves are shown.

afit(circles)≈ 20 ∗ afit(diamonds). The di�erence of afit for di�ering spot size
and shape can be accounted to di�erent wave front velocities due to di�ering
wave front shape. Note, that values for spot-to-spot distances below 0.4 were
not taken into account for the �t. For these distances, the spiral wave do
not rotate around 4 spots but propagates around a larger, rectangular area
surrounded by 3x2 spots.

The question arises if it can be predicted which excitation pattern evolves
(spiral wave or target pattern) from the initial conditions. When considering
di�erent spot shapes, the following can be stated. For random initial con-
ditions, where u, v pairs are drawn from a uniform distribution, spiral wave
patterns are observed more often on circular and square shaped spots (in the
coupling regime) as on rhombic or triangular shaped spots. It is supposed that
this is caused by the di�erent wave front curvatures due to the spot shape.
Thus, spiral waves favour slightly convex or planar wave fronts to strongly
convex. Furthermore, in large arrays di�erent excitation patterns can evolve
for the same initial condition, if the spot shape is varied (see movies 17a-c in
the Supporting Material). The �nal excitation pattern is thereby similar for
square and circular shaped spots, but the time until the �nal state is reached
is longer for circular shaped spots. This is expected since due to the curvature
of the wave fronts the e�ective coupling between spots is reduced for circular
spots. In contrast, for the diamond shaped spots even after longer simulation
time, the same pattern is not observed, as shown in Fig. 9.17. While a single
spiral evolves on square and circular shaped spots, two pacemaker spots and
a spiral wave is observed for rhombic spots. This spiral wave is unstable and
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Figure 9.17: Snapshots of excitation pattern evolving from the same initial
condition on 10 × 10 spot arrays of di�erent spot shape a) circular spots, b)
square spots, c) and d) rhombic spots (two time instants).

is suppressed by the target pattern after some time. This arises due to the
e�ectively decreased coupling strength in comparison with square or circular
shaped spots, reducing thus also the frequency of the spiral wave. Hence, it
can be suppressed by the target patterns.

In the next step, it is studied, which excitation patterns occur for a se-
lected initial condition, for which the evolving excitation pattern is known for
a certain spot size and spot-to-spot distance. Therefore, an initial condition
resulting in a spiral wave for example for spot size r = 1 (circular spots) and
spot-to-spot distance l = 0.1 was taken as initial condition for other spot sizes
and spot-to-spot distances. The resulting patterns were classi�ed as spiral
wave type or target pattern type. It should be noted here, that the arising
excitation pattern cannot be seen from the initial condition already. It resem-
bles an random activation of spots and evolves after some time into a speci�c
excitation pattern due to the interaction of spots and their given properties.
In Fig. 9.18, results are shown for one initial condition yielding a target pat-
tern and in Fig. 9.19 for another one yielding a spiral wave. The spot size
and spot-to-spot distance, on which the resulting pattern was �rst observed, is
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Figure 9.18: Classi�cation of evolving excitation pattern for a given initial con-
dition (marked by circle), yielding a target pattern, in dependence of spot size
and spot-to-spot distance. Blue represents spiral wave type patterns (single
spiral: open square, double spiral: full square), pink represents target patterns,
red corresponds to independent oscillations of the spots and orange indicates
mixtures of target and spiral wave patterns.

marked by a circle. It can be seen that an initial condition resulting in a target
pattern for a certain spot size and spot-to-spot distance yields target patterns
for smaller spot sizes as well. The range of spot-to-spot distances, for which
target patterns evolve, increases with decreasing spot size. Nevertheless, for
very small spot sizes and spot-to-spot distances spiral wave patterns occur. In
contrast, for initial conditions resulting in a spiral wave pattern, these patterns
are observed for larger spot-to-spot distances for the same spot size and larger
spot sizes. From Fig. 9.19, it looks like spiral wave patterns also occur for
smaller spot sizes in the same range of the spot-to-spot distances. However,
from the results obtained with another initial condition resulting in a spiral
wave (not shown), one can deduce that this is not generally the case. For
larger spot sizes and spot-to-spot distances spiral wave patterns are evolving.
It should be noted here that despite the classi�cation into a spiral wave pat-
tern, the excitation patterns which evolved are not equal for the di�erent spot
sizes and spot-to-spot distances. For example, instead of a double spiral a sin-
gle spiral wave occurs or the symmetry axis of the double spiral wave changes
with spot size or spot-to-spot distance. Furthermore, initial conditions, taken
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from a very small spot size r = 0.5, did not result in spiral wave patterns for
larger spot sizes or spot-to-spot distances. This can be explained from the fact
that the frequency of single spots is smaller for smaller spot sizes. Thus, it
could be possible to evolve a target pattern for larger spot sizes, since their
frequency is higher than for the smaller spot sizes, where it was too low to
dominate the spot array. This e�ect is suppressed for initial conditions taken
from larger spot sizes, since there the di�erence in the oscillation frequency is
negligible when increasing the spot size.

Figure 9.19: Classi�cation of evolving excitation pattern for an initial condition
(marked by circle), yielding a spiral wave, in dependence of spot size and
spot-to-spot distance. Blue represents spiral wave type patterns (single spiral:
open square, double spiral: full square), pink represents target patterns, red
corresponds to independent oscillation without a clear patterns and orange
indicates mixtures of target and spiral wave patterns.

In all examples shown, mixtures of spiral and target patterns occur for
larger spot-to-spot distances (see Movie S18 in Supporting Material for a quite
complex mixture of patterns). These can be either coexisting patterns caused
by synchronized subgroups of spots or an intermediate state of the system
which will evolve into either a spiral wave or a target pattern if the simu-
lation time goes to in�nity. In the �rst case, even for very large simulation
times, it should not be possible to determine just one excitation pattern. The
latter case is caused by the reduced coupling strength for larger spot-to-spot
distances, reducing thus the in�uence of neighbouring spots onto each other.
This increases the time until synchronized states or a single excitation pattern
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evolves. Simulations with longer simulation times could clarify to which case
the mixture patterns belong.

To summarize, one can predict from a known initial condition (values for
spots drawn initially from random distribution) which pattern will evolve on
a spot array with a di�erent spot size or spot-to-spot distance. Thereby, tar-
get patterns will be reproduced on smaller spot sizes. Thereby, the range of
spot-to-spot distance increases with decreasing spot size. Spiral wave patterns
are observed for larger spot-to-spot distances and for larger spot sizes. In the
latter case, the range of spot-to-spot distances decrease with increasing spot
size, since the coupling regime changes to weak coupling. The previous con-
clusions can be drawn only for strong or intermediate coupling. Due to the
limited amount of initial conditions tested, the presented interpretations are
not intended as general statements, are phenomenologically drawn and should
be accepted with caution. More initial conditions and a statistical analysis
should be pursued to allow general statements.

In contrast to the results for random initial conditions, no spiral wave
patterns evolve if all spots are initially in the resting state. In experimental
realizations of the BZR, spiral wave patterns occur, although all spots are
initially in the resting state. This discrepancy might be an e�ect of a too small
variation of the frequency by variation of b compared to the experiments. For
b = 0.1 and the restriction of a uniform distribution, the distribution of b is
limited to the range [0.01,0.19]. This is comparable to a width ∆f = 0.001 of
frequency distribution peaked at f = 0.064.

9.2.3 Regular arrays of excitable units

In this section excitation patterns occurring on regular arrays of excitable
units will be discussed. Excitable units do not oscillate by themselves but can
be excited by an external stimulus. In Fig. 9.20 the frequency of individual
spots in a 5 × 5 spot array is shown in dependence of spot-to-spot distance
lth and b value for r = 0.75. As initial conditions, a resting state is assumed.
For b = 0.3 spots are in the oscillating regime, whereas for b ≥ 0.4 spots
should be excitable according to the single spot results. In the oscillating
regime and in the range of strong coupling, target patterns evolve and spots
exhibit the same frequency. For larger spot-to-spot distances, spots oscillate
independently of each other with almost the same frequency, due to the small
variation in b. For b values far in the excitable regime (b = 0.45) spots do not
oscillate for weak coupling, i.e. f = 0 for large spot-to-spot distance lth > 1
(see Fig. 9.20 lower panel, b = 0.45). If the spot-to-spot distance is decreased,
i.e. coupling strength increased, coupling induced oscillation starts without
any external stimulus. In this case, target patterns evolve and only a narrow
frequency distribution is observed. For the intermediate value of b = 0.4,
which corresponds to excitable but not self-excitable spots according to the
single spot analysis, coupled oscillations occur for strong coupling as for the
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Figure 9.20: Frequency of individual spots in dependence of spot-to-spot dis-
tance lth and b value for spot size r = 0.75 in a 5× 5 spot array. For b = 0.3,
spots are self-excitable, whereas for b = 0.4 and b = 0.45 spots are excitable.

larger b value. However, in contrast to the observations for the larger b values,
even for weak coupling oscillations are observed. Furthermore, the frequency
distribution is broadened and much larger frequencies are observed compared
to the other two cases. The spot-to-spot distance lc2, for which the broadening
of the frequency distribution is observed is larger than the one, where the
oscillation emerges for the uncoupled, non-oscillating spots (lc1). Since the
coupling strength is not only depending on the distance between two spots but
also on the source-sink relationship of the spot with is passive surrounding, the
spot-to-spot distances for the emergence of oscillation and for the occurrence
of the broadening of the frequency distribution depend also on r and b. Both
e�ects arise in a small range of b above bc, whose width is dependent on the
di�usion coe�cient. For D = 0.1, lc2 is proportional to r1/2. Interestingly,
even for r = 0.25 and D = 0.1 oscillations occur due to coupling, although
in single spot simulations no oscillations were observed. A dependence of the
emergence of oscillation and the broadening of the frequency distribution on
the number of spots in the array is not observed for 5× 5, 10× 10 and 20× 20
spot arrays. Only the synchronization time is longer for larger arrays.

The question arises which excitation patterns correspond to the broaden-
ing of the frequency distribution with strongly increased maximal frequency
values. Beside normal oscillations, three di�erent excitation patterns can be
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Figure 9.21: Left: Oscillation modes (u(t)) observed for large spot-to-spot
distances in 5× 5 spot arrays. Right: Corresponding paths in the phase space
for di�erent oscillation modes.

distinguished. These are not spatial patterns but time-dependent ones. In
Fig. 9.21 these patterns are shown (left side) together with the corresponding
path in the phase space (right side). Multi-period oscillations can be seen in
Fig. 9.21 (upper panel), amplitude modulated oscillations in Fig. 9.21 (mid-
dle panel) and transient dynamics, also known as mixed-mode oscillations,
in Fig. 9.21 (lower panel). A representative evolution for an array, where
non-normal oscillation modes occur, is shown in movie S19 in the Supporting
Material.

Multi-period oscillations are characterized by a path in the phase space,
where multiple circles of di�erent size are run through before returning to
the starting point [see Fig. 9.21 upper panel]. The occurrence and pattern of
multi-period oscillations was studied by considering a row ofNs×1 spots (Ns ≤
5). In these, multi-period oscillations arise from the forced oscillation of an
excitable unit by an oscillating spot in combination with the damped oscillation
dynamics of the excitable unit [see Fig. 9.22]. In this case, the excitable unit
is situated at the border of the array and has only the oscillating unit as
neighbour. It exhibits damped oscillations forced by the activation of the
oscillator on its side and thus is not self-exciting but is externally stimulated.
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Figure 9.22: Time course of u of an excitable unit (lower panel) neighboured
by an oscillating unit (upper panel) in an 5× 1 spot array. The excitable unit
is situated at the border of the array. It exhibits forced, damped oscillations
due to the activation by the neighbouring spot.

Amplitude oscillation (Fig. 9.21 (middle panel)), i.e. modi�cations of the
peak height of u, are caused by a similar mechanism. In this case, the excitable
unit is neighboured by two oscillators. Thus, the activations by the neighbour-
ing spots are superposed and result in the amplitude-modulated oscillation of
the excitable unit [see Fig. 9.23]. In both cases, multi-period oscillation and
amplitude-modulated oscillation, a higher frequency of oscillation is observed
whereas the maximal value of the action potential is strongly decreased.

Mixed-mode oscillations are characterized by low amplitude oscillations
(LAO) alternating with high amplitude oscillations (HAO). It is di�erent
from multi-period oscillations because distinct paths are followed in the phase
space for the two di�erent oscillation modes [see Fig. 9.21 lower panel], whereas
for multi-period oscillation one path is followed which includes multiple oscil-
lation cycles [see Fig. 9.21 upper panel]. The alternation between LAO and
HAO can occur with a regular manner, like 5 LAO followed by 2 HAO, or it
can be chaotic. A simple explanation for the occurrence of the mixed-mode
oscillations, as for the amplitude-modulated or multi-period oscillations, can
not yet be given.

Patterns can be characterized by their synchronization and the number of
spots exhibiting the three described oscillation modes, termed non-normal os-
cillation modes in the following. The latter are determined by the maximum
value of the action potential in comparison to the resting state value, denoted
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Figure 9.23: Time course of u of an excitable unit (lower panel) neighboured
by two oscillating unit (upper panel) in an 5× 1 spot array. It exhibits forced,
damped oscillations due to the activation by the neighbouring spots, whose
activations are superposed.

by AP . For AP > 2 normal oscillations occur, whereas 0 < AP < 2 cor-
responds to non-normal oscillations. In Fig. 9.24 the frequency of individual
spots, synchronization characterized by Φ and the number of spots exhibiting
the non-normal oscillation modes are shown in dependence of the spot-to-spot
distance lth for spot size 0.5. As in the case of arrays of oscillators, the syn-
chronization is decreasing for increasing spot-to-spot distance and saturating
at a certain value, indicating a reduction of coupling strength as expected.
However, if the non-normal oscillation modes occur (lth > 1), synchronization
is increased. This is expected, since the excitable unit follows the activations
of the oscillator. The number of spots exhibiting the non-normal oscillation
modes is strongly dependent on the b value. While for b = 0.3 only 2 of 25
spots can be counted into this class, for b = 0.35 up to 21 of 25 spots exhibit
the non-normal oscillation modes. Since b = 0.35 is more far in the excitable
regime than b = 0.3 (compare Fig. 9.9), more spots are expected to be only
excitable and thus showing the non-normal oscillation modes.

Following the explanation for the generation of the non-normal oscillation
modes, a minimal heterogeneity in b has to be present for the non-normal
oscillation modes to occur, since the self-excitability of spots is tuned by b.
However, in simulations with strongly reduced variation of b, i.e. only one b
value for all spots, frequency broadening and non-normal oscillation modes are
still observed, as shown in Fig. 9.25. In this case, only for l = 1 non-normal
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Figure 9.24: Frequency of individual spots, synchronization characterized by
Φ and number of spots (r = 0.5, D = 0.1) exhibiting non-normal oscillation
modes for spot size r = 0.5 in a 5× 5 spot array in dependence of spot-to-spot
distance lth and b = 0.2 (blue), 0.3 (red), 0.35 (black) and 0.4 (green).

oscillation modes occur, whereas for larger heterogeneity (b = 0.4 ± 0.03)
these are observed for a larger range of spot-to-spot distances, where 1 ≤
l < 4.5. Since for the occurrence of the non-normal oscillations modes a
minimum of heterogeneity is necessary, the question arises, what generates the
heterogeneity if b is not varied. The number of neighbours or the distance
to the boundary layer could be possible reasons. Thereby the �rst one does
not in�uence the frequency of a spot, since spots are separated by the passive
media and, thus, the amount of activation lost due to di�usion is similar for
di�erent number of neighbours. The distance to the boundary condition, in
particular, the di�usion layer between the spot and the boundary layer, can
change the frequency of oscillation, as was shown for single spots (see Fig. 9.10).
For very small di�usion layers, higher frequencies are observed for single spots.
Thus, spots at the border of the array should exhibit slightly higher oscillations
frequencies and a di�erent oscillation range. This introduces the heterogeneity
necessary for the occurrence of the non-normal oscillation modes. If a large
di�usion layer is introduced, these oscillation modes should not occur if b is
similar for all spots.

The critical coupling strength, below which the broadening of the frequency
distribution occurs, should depend on the di�usion coe�cient. It can be cal-
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Figure 9.25: Frequency, synchronization and number of spots with 0 < AP <
2, i.e. in non-normal oscillation mode, in 5×5 spot array (r = 0.75, b = 0.4, D =
0.1) in dependence of spot-to-spot distance and width of b distribution: ∆b =
0.03 (blue) and∆b = 0 (red). Even for b values similar for all spots, broadening
of the frequency distribution and non-normal oscillation modes are observed.

Figure 9.26: Frequency of individual spots (r = 1.0, b = 0.4) in a 5 × 5 spot
array in dependence of coupling strength shown for three di�erent di�usion
coe�cients D = 0.1 (blue), 0.2 (cyan) and 0.05 (green).
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Table 9.1: Critical spot-to-spot distance, above which non-normal oscillation
modes occur in dependence of the spot shape

shape characteristic length (r) area lcrit
circular radius=0.5 πr = 0.785 1.2
square half side length=0.44 4r2 = 0.774 1.2
diamond height=0.62 2r2 = 7688 1.0
triangle half side length=0.67

√
3r2 = 0.777 0.8

culated by C = 2D/l2th [262]. Indeed, when varying the di�usion coe�cient,
the spot-to-spot distance for which broadening of the frequency distribution
occurs, is varied. In Fig. 9.26 the frequency of individual spots in a 5× 5 spot
array with spot size r = 1 is shown in dependence of the coupling strength
for three di�erent di�usion coe�cients D = 0.1 (blue), 0.2 (cyan) and 0.05
(green). As can be seen, the critical coupling strength, below which the broad-
ening of the frequency distribution occurs, is similar for the three di�erent
di�usion coe�cient. Thus, the formula describes the coupling strength well
for this case. Furthermore, di�erent spot sizes exhibit similar critical coupling
strengths Ccrit ≈ 0.2.

In contrast, for di�erent spot shapes the spot-to-spot distance, above which
frequency broadening occurs, is di�erent (see Tab. 9.1). In this case, the spot
area is similar for the di�erent spot shapes and, thus, their oscillation frequency
should be similar, as determined from the single spot simulations. The critical
spot-to-spot distance changes in dependence on the spot shape, possibly since
the conduction velocity (due to wave front shape) is di�erent for the di�erent
shapes.

It is expected, that there exists a second critical coupling strength, below
which the non-normal oscillation modes are not observed any more. In this
range, the coupling becomes too weak to allow the oscillators to in�uence the
excitable units. In this case, the spot-to-spot distance is so large, that the
di�usive spread of the activation from the oscillator results in such a strong
reduction of u that it resembles the resting state value. Thus no activation
should be observable at the excitable units. As shown in Fig. 9.27, in this range
of no coupling only two frequency values are observed. The one of oscillating
units, which are dependent on the spot size, and f = 0 for the excitable units.
The corresponding value of spot-to-spot distance lth = 3.4 (r = 1.0, D = 0.05,
b = 0.4) is unexpectedly large and dependent on the spot size (e.g. l = 5 for
r = 0.75). It means, that the di�usive coupling covers a range up to 5 length
units in the system, and is thus, in comparison with the spot size and the
typical spot-to-spot distance, a non-local coupling. Furthermore, for D = 0.1
one would expect the spot-to-spot distance for uncoupling to be lth = 12.5 for
r = 0.75 and lth = 5.75 for r = 1.0. Indeed, up to the largest tested spot-to-
spot distance lth = 7 for r = 0.75 and lth = 4 for r = 1.0 non-normal oscillation
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Figure 9.27: Frequency of individual spots, synchronization and number of
spots exhibiting non-normal oscillation modes (0 < AP < 2) in 5x5 array
(r = 1.0, b = 0.4) in dependence of spot-to-spot distance for di�erent di�usion
coe�cients D = 0.1 (blue) and D = 0.05 (red). For D = 0.05 spots become
uncoupled if lth > 3.2, whereas for D = 0.1 spots are still coupled for lth = 4,
as can be seen from the number of spots in non-normal oscillation modes.

modes are observed, i.e. spots are still coupled. Larger spot-to-spot distances
could not be tested due to the size of the array �tting on the GPU memory.
Larger simulations would require multi-GPU simulations.

9.3 Comparison of theory and experiment

In this chapter, results from the FHN simulations (see previous section) will
be compared to BZR experiments, to reveal if the experimental observations
can be described by the model. In Fig. 9.28 the frequency of individual spots
is shown in dependence of the spot-to-spot distance for di�erent spot sizes.
On the left side, results from the BZR experiments are shown and on the right
side, results from the FHN simulations. For small spot sizes, no oscillations are
observed for large spot-to-spot distances (l > 2.2 mm and lth > 1) for both, ex-
periment and simulation, whereas for small spot-to-spot distances oscillations
emerge upon coupling. Thereby, a decreasing mean frequency is observed in the
experiments, when increasing the spot-to-spot distance. The same behaviour
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Figure 9.28: Frequency of individual spots in 5×5 spot array in dependence of
spot-to-spot distance l and spot sizes determined from the BZR experiments
(left) and simulations of the FHN model (right). For experiments, the concen-
tration of Ferroin was 0.5 − 1 ∗ 10−3 mol/m2. In simulations, b = 0.35 (full
symbols) and b = 0.1 (open symbols).

is observed in the simulations, if spiral wave patterns are present on the spot
array (see Fig. 9.28 right open circles). Spiral waves are observed quite often in
the experiments, whereas in the FHN simulations these only occur for random
initial conditions. In the FHN simulations, the frequency of spiral waves is
proportional to f = afit/l

2
th + bfit for spots in the oscillating regime. Thereby,

the spiral wave rotates around the in-excitable region surrounded by 4 spots
and b is similar to the frequency of a single spot of same size.

In the experiments, the mean value of frequency is proportional to afitx
2+

bfit for standard gels or afitx
6 + bfit for pure silica gels. Note, the spot-to-

spot distance in the experiments includes the spot radius (centre-to-centre
distance), i.e. l ∝ lth+2r. The tip of spiral waves, observed in the experiments,
mainly rotates around the centre of one spot. In this case, the frequency is
not limited by the di�usion across the gaps but rather by the reactive part of
the RD system or the velocity on the spot, respectively. For the pure silica
gels, spiral waves rotating around the passive media in between spots are also
observed. Most of the spirals still rotate around the spot centre. Thus the
dependence of the frequency on the spot-to-spot distance di�ers from the one
obtained from the simulations. In the simulations, spiral waves rotating on a
spot are not observed. Since a spiral wave can only be stable if the rotation
time, given by the circumference of the rotation path divided by the wave
front speed, is at least as large as the action potential duration. Otherwise,
the tip of the spiral catches its own refractory tail and is thus extinguished.
For the spiral waves rotating around the in-excitable media in between four
spots, a minimal spot-to-spot distance of 0.4 is necessary to obtain a stable
spiral wave. For smaller spot-to-spot distance the rotation path is larger by
propagation around 6 spots. For the parameter range used in the simulations
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the speed of a wave front on a spot, i.e. on active media, is much higher than
between spots, i.e. passive media. To obtain spiral waves rotating on a spot
in the simulations either the spot radius has to be increased strongly or the
wave front velocity has to be decreased for example by reducing the excitability
(increasing parameter c in FHN model). Another reason for spirals rotating
around the spot centre can be the concentration distribution inside the spot,
which is not equal everywhere but increases from the boundary to the spot
centre.

Figure 9.29: Oscillation modes observed for weak coupling in the BZR exper-
iment (left) and FHN model (right): multi-period oscillations [(a) and (b)],
amplitude-modulated oscillations [(c) and (d)] and mixed-mode oscillations
[(e) and (f)].

For larger spot sizes, broadening of the frequency distribution combined
with an increase of the maximal frequency is observed. In the FHN model three
oscillation modes could be identi�ed for this regime, which are multi-period,
amplitude-modulated and mixed-mode oscillations. As shown in Fig. 9.29 on
the left side, similar oscillation modes are observed in the BZR experiments.
However, due to the large noise and the low amplitude of these oscillation
modes, these oscillation modes could only be detected using the knowledge
from the simulations. From the comparison of the results it can be concluded
that in the BZR experiments, spots are in the excitable regime, since the non-
normal oscillation modes and the emergence of oscillation upon coupling occurs
in a small range of excitability, where spots are excitable but the excitability
is close to the threshold of the oscillating regime.
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Between the experiments on pure silica gels and PSS-co-PM gels one large
di�erence occurred. This is the break-up of wave fronts at the spots on
PSS-co-PM gels resulting in irregular patterns. Thereby, the wave front shape
is changed to a concave shape on the spots, whereas on the pure silica gels it
is convex. Since di�usion times of the small molecules of the reaction solution
should be similar for both gel types, a reduced reaction rate or longer action
potential might cause this behaviour. To test, if a break-up of wave fronts

Figure 9.30: Snapshots of excitation patterns on 5×5 spot arrays of oscillators
(r = 0.75, D = 0.1, b = 0.1, l = 0.8) for strongly increased action potential
duration by increasing c to 20.5 (standard value 5.5). Blue corresponds to
the resting state, whereas yellow represents the excited state. A change of
wave front curvature along one spot is visible [(a) and (b)]. Spots oscillate
independently with two spots exhibiting a di�erent period [(c) and (d)].

can occur in the FHN simulations for longer action potentials, parameter c is
increased. As shown in Fig. 9.30 [(a) and (b)] for an array of self-excitable
spots (b = 0.1), a distortion of the wave front on the spot, as was seen in the
experiments, is observed for some spots. The other spots are excited mainly
by itself, which can be seen by the activation of the spot starting in the spot
centre [see (c) and (d)]. Two spots exhibit a di�erent behaviour. The in�u-
ence of the other spots onto these can be seen for the upper spot (�rst row,
second column). Propagating wave fronts are observed. However, despite the
similarity of wave front shape, a break-up of wave fronts as in the experiments
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does not occur. Spots are strongly coupled even for spot-to-spot distances
lth = 1.2, which can be seen by the synchronization of spots with time. In
all simulations, target patterns evolve, pacing the whole spot array. Similar
results are observed for an array of spots with larger b values. These would
be only excitable for c = 5.5 but are still self-excitable for the larger c values,
as determined from the single spot simulations (ch. 9.2.1). To obtain a break-
up of wave fronts increasing the spot size could be necessary to increase the
further increase the curvature of the wave fronts until it eventually breaks up.
Alternatively, a break-up of the wave fronts might be possible if the coupling
between spots is reduced by either increasing the spot-to-spot distance or de-
creasing the di�usion coe�cient. Simulations with a spot size r = 1.5 and 3.0
did not show a break-up of wave fronts at the spot.

9.3.1 Dependence on concentrations of reactants

In this section the patterns on spot arrays will be analysed for di�erent compo-
sitions of the reaction solution, i.e. concentration of Ferroin, sodium bromate,
sulphuric acid and malonic acid. Increasing the concentration of Ferroin in
the BZR experiments resulted in an oscillation of small spots, which did not
oscillate for the lower concentration. Since not only the self-excitability but
also the oscillation frequency is dependent on the composition of the reaction
solution, BZR experiments for di�erent concentrations of sulphuric acid and
sodium bromate are performed, which are thought to in�uence the oscillation
behaviour most. Therefore, either sodium bromate or sulphuric acid concen-
tration is changed by adding or reducing the amount without changing the
values of the other components of the reaction solution. In Fig. 9.31 frequen-
cies of individual spots in 5× 5 (black) or 10× 10 (red) spot arrays are shown
in dependence of the amount of sodium bromate (Na2BrO3, upper panel) or
sulphuric acid (H2O, lower panel). The mean frequency and the width of the
frequency distribution decreases when decreasing the amount of Na2BrO3. If
the amount of Na2BrO3 is increased compared to the standard value, the mean
frequency and the width of the frequency distribution remain almost the same
(slight increase). The behaviour is di�erent, when the amount of sulphuric acid
is changed. Here a decrease of the mean frequency distribution and the width
of the frequency distribution is observed for increasing amount of H2SO4.

In the FHN model, an equivalent for the Ferroin concentration is hard to de-
termine. Therefore, 1D simulations (without di�usion) of the Rovinsky model
are performed. In this model, parameters and variables are related to the
concentrations of the experiments. In Fig. 9.32, the frequency is shown in de-
pendence of the initial concentrations of Ferroin (parameter c), sulphuric acid
and sodium bromate (parameter a). Sulphuric acid concentration is introduced
in the model by the acidity function h, whereby low h values correspond to
high concentrations of sulphuric acid. Increasing the concentration of sodium
bromate or sulphuric acid results in an increase of the oscillation frequency. In
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Figure 9.31: Frequency of the individual spots in 5 × 5 (black) and 10 × 10
spot arrays (500 drops and spot-to-spot distance 2 mm) for di�erent amounts of
sodium bromate NaBrO3 (upper panel) or sulphuric acid H2SO4 (lower panel)
added to the standard composition of the reaction solution.

contrast, if the concentration of Ferroin is increased the oscillation frequency
decreases. A jump of the frequency to zero, as observed for varying the b
value in the FHN model, is not observed in the analysed parameter range.
Winfree [6] determined the parameter f in the Oregonator model to be the
one determining the self-excitable regime. In resemblance to the Oregonator
model, parameter α = in the Rovinsky model should have the same e�ect.
It is given by α = k4K8BR/k

2
1A

2
Rh

2
0 with the rate constants k4, K8 and k1.

Further parameters are proportional to the concentrations of reactants, i.e BR

is proportional to the concentration of malonic acid, A to the one of sodium
bromate and h0 is the acidity function correlated to the concentration of sul-
phuric acid. Thus, either increasing BR or decreasing AR or h0 should yield a
transition to the oscillating regime. In the analysed parameter regime, it could
not be observed.

Increasing the concentration of Ferroin [blue curve in Fig. 9.32 (a)] results
in a decrease of the oscillation frequency. However, below c = 0.001 in the
Rovinsky model and the larger a value, oscillations do not occur. In this
range, increasing the concentration of Ferroin, i.e. parameter cR in the Rovin-
sky model, would move the spots from an excitable to a self-oscillating regime.
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Figure 9.32: Frequency in dependence of concentration of sodium bromate
(AR=[NaBrO3]), sulphuric acid (given by acidity h0) and Ferroin/Ferriin
(CR=[Fe(phen)3

2+]+[Fe(phen)3
3+]) calculated with the Rovinsky model.

This could be an explanation for the oscillation of small spots in the BZR
experiments for higher concentrations.

Increasing the concentration of sodium bromate, resulted in an increase
of oscillation frequency as observed in the BZR experiments of spot arrays.
The width of the frequency distribution increases also since small variations
of a result in larger variations of the frequency due to steeper slope for larger
sodium bromate concentrations. Both e�ects are visible in the experimental
data. Decreasing the concentration of sulphuric acid, i.e. increasing h0, results
in a decrease of the oscillation frequency, which is similar to the observations
in the BZR experiments [see Fig. 9.31 (b)].

9.3.2 Arrays with varying parameters

In this section, the in�uence of a varying coupling strength is tested by in-
creasing the spot size or spot distance within one spot array (see Fig. 9.33).
BZR experiments are performed with a 10 × 10 and 20 × 20 spot array. The
spot distance is varied by increasing it for each row by ∆l from the initial
value of l0. Its value in dependence of row i is given by li = l0 + (i − 1) ∗∆l
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Figure 9.33: Snapshot of 10×10 spot array directly after spotting with varying
number of drops per spot (a) and varying spot distance (b). In (a) drop number
per spot increases from left to right with each row by 20 (initially 50 drops per
spot) and spot-to-spot distance 2.4 mm. In (b) initial spot distance is 2.1 mm
and increases by ∆l = 0.1 mm per row (bottom to top). The number of drops
per spot is 100.

with i = 1...Ns − 1 and Ns the number of spots in the experiments as well
as in the simulations. The �rst spot-to-spot distance is thereby between row
0 and 1. The spot size is varied along the spot array in the experiments by
increasing the number of drops per spot for each row by ∆Nd from the initial
value N0

d . The number of drops per spot in a certain row i is then given by
N i

d = N0
d+(i−1)∆Nd with i = 1...Ns. As it can be seen in Fig. 9.33, increasing

the number of drops per spot results in the expected increase of spot size. In
the simulations, the spot size increases by ∆r according to ri = r0+(i−1)∗∆r
with i = 1...Ns the row number.

In Fig. 9.34 the frequency of individual spots in 10× 10 and 20× 20 spot
arrays is shown in dependence of ∆l for varying spot distance (lower panel)
and ∆Nd for varying spot size (upper panel) as determined from BZR exper-
iments. In the experiments for varying spot distance, the mean frequency is
decreased with increasing ∆l, whereas the width of the frequency distribution
remains almost constant. A representative time evolution of patterns in the
BZR experiments is shown in movie S21 in the Supporting Material. If the
number of drops per spot increases, i.e. the spot size, the mean frequency per
spot array remains nearly the same and a slight decrease of the width of the
frequency distribution is observed.

In Fig. 9.35 results for varying spot-to-spot distance are shown for the
FHN simulations, i.e. mean value and standard deviation of the frequency
distribution (left) as well as the frequency of individual spots (right) is shown
in dependence of the spot-to-spot distance and the increase ∆l for spot size 0.5
(left) and 0.75 (right). For the small spot size 0.5, the same e�ect, as seen in the
experiments, is observed for lth > 0.6 and ∆l > 0.2. In this case, the width of
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Figure 9.34: Frequency of the individual spots in spot array with varying
spot size (upper panel) and varying spot distance (lower panel) in the BZR
experiments in dependence of ∆N (drops) or ∆l. In the experiments 10× 10
(black) and 20× 20 (red/grey) spot arrays are used. For a varying spot size, a
spot distance of 2.4 mm and an initial number of drops per spot of 50 is used
(upper panel). For varying spot distance, the number of drops is 50 and the
initial spot distance l0 = 2.1 mm (10 × 10 array) and l0 = 2.05 mm (20 × 20
array).

the frequency distribution is slightly reduced and non-oscillating spots occur.
Due to the latter one the mean frequency decreases. Furthermore, the critical
spot distance, for which non-normal oscillation modes occur, is decreased if
∆l is increased, i.e. lcrit = 0.8 for ∆l = 0.2 and 0.6 for ∆l = 0.3. For larger
∆l = 0.4, in contrast, it is increased to larger values again. This can be an
e�ect of the initial conditions resulting in more stable conditions for the smaller
spot-to-spot distances. A separation of rows with large spot-to-spot distance
from the excitation pattern occurring on the more closely coupled spots can
be observed. Thus, e�ects like a re�ection of a spiral wave can be observed, as
shown in Fig. 9.36 for a 5× 5 spot array and in movie S22 in the Supporting
Material. Thereby, a spiral wave pattern is rotating on the three rows with the
smaller spot-to-spot distance. The other two rows are e�ectively decoupled, i.e.
wave fronts of the spiral wave do not extend onto these rows. They are excited
by two pace making spots with a frequency much smaller than the spiral wave.
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Figure 9.35: (a) Mean and standard deviation (reduced to 10% of its value) of
frequency distribution in a 5×5 spot array of radius 0.5 is shown in dependence
of spot-to-spot distance and increase ∆l of lth with ∆l = 0.1 (black), 0.2 (red),
0.3 (blue) and 0.4 (green). (b) Frequency of the individual spots in a 5×5 spot
array in dependence of spot-to-spot distance lth and increase ∆l of spot-to-spot
distance for r = 0.75, b = 0.4, D = 0.1 in FHN simulations.

Without the increase in spot-to-spot distance, this target patterns would be
suppressed by the spiral wave due to its higher frequency.

Figure 9.36: Excitation pattern for a 5×5 spot array (r = 0.5, D = 0.1, b = 0.4)
with increasing spot distance (l0 = 1.0,∆l = 0.4) from bottom to to top. The
upper two rows are e�ectively decoupled from the lower rows. A spiral wave
pattern on the lower rows does not extend onto the upper two rows.

For smaller increases (∆l) of the spot distance the excitation patterns are
comparable to spot arrays without varying spot distance. If the spot size
is increased to 0.75 (right side of Fig. 9.35), the behaviour is di�erent. In
this case, a reduction of the mean frequency or the width of the frequency
distribution is not observed even for ∆l = 0.4. Patterns resemble the ones
from regular arrays. The di�erence for di�erent spot sizes is caused by the
dependence of the di�usion time Td = l2th/afit for propagation across the gap
lth between spots on the spot size. Here, afit is the value determined from the
frequency dependence of spiral waves in the simulation (see Fig. 9.15). Small
spots exhibit a larger di�usion time (Td ∝ 20l2) than larger spots (Td ∝ 7.7l2),
i.e. the e�ective coupling is weaker for small spots, since the di�usion time
has to be smaller than oscillation period of self-excitable spots to in�uence the
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neighbouring spots. Thus, the increase of spot-to-spot distance a�ects spot
arrays with small spots more than the ones with large spots.

Figure 9.37: Frequency of the individual spots in 5 × 1 spot arrays in depen-
dence of spot-to-spot distance lth and increase ∆r of spot radius for initial spot
radius 0.5 in FHN simulations (b = 0.35).

Increasing the spot size in the simulations results in a decrease of the critical
spot-to-spot distance for non-normal oscillation modes to l = 0.6 even for a
slight increase of the spot size, i.e. ∆r = 0.1. This is shown in Fig. 9.37,
where the frequency of individual spots in a 5 × 1 spot array with spot size
0.5 is plotted against the spot-to-spot distance for di�erent increases of spot
size ∆r. This is possibly due to the broader frequency distribution due to the
di�erent size of the spots. If ∆r = 0.4, the range of spot-to-spot distances for
which non-normal oscillation modes occur, is decreased again. That means,
the critical spot-to-spot distance above which non-normal oscillation modes
occur is increased to 0.8, which is still smaller than for spot arrays without
increasing spot size. Furthermore, the second critical spot-to-spot distance
above which spots are uncoupled and non-normal oscillation modes do not
occur is decreased to 1.6. In spot arrays without increasing spot radius this
value is 3.5. This is surprising, since the coupling strength, i.e. the distance
between spots, is not changed.
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9.4 Discussion

In this chapter, excitation patterns occurring on multiple, coupled units were
studied to reveal if a reduced coupling or heterogeneity yield irregular patterns
in this system. The units could be either self-excitable or excitable. Three dif-
ferent mechanisms for the occurrence of irregular patterns could be identi�ed.
Mechanism I is a reduced coupling strength in arrays of oscillators, which re-
sults in the generation of synchronized subgroups with irregular patterns at
the borders of the subgroups. Mechanism II, occurring in arrays of excitable
units, yields irregular oscillation modes for weak coupling and heterogeneity
in the array properties. Mechanism III describes the case of reaction kinetics
slower than the di�usion time. Thereby irregular patterns result from break-up
of wave fronts at the spots, i.e. at higher concentrations of the catalyst.

Before discussing all three mechanisms in detail a closer look will be taken
at the self-excitability, the property distinguishing between mechanism I and
II. The self-excitability and its dependence on the spot and reaction properties
was studied in single spot experiments and in the FHN simulations. As was
deduced by Winfree and shown by others [266], parameter a and b control the
self-excitable regime in the FHN model. In this work, b was varied to tune
the self-excitability. In the Rovinsky model parameter α ∝ BR/(A

2
Rh

2
0) with

BR the concentration of malonic acid, AR the concentration of sodium bro-
mate and h0 the acidity determined by the concentration of sulphuric acid,
should be determining the self-excitability. This is proposed from the simi-
larity to the Oregonator model [156, 157] and the studies of Winfree [6], who
showed that the parameter before the term coupling u and z in the Oregonator
model controls the self-excitability. However, in 1D simulations without di�u-
sion term the transition between excitable and oscillatory regime could not be
determined. The system was always oscillating.

The in�uence of di�usion onto the self-excitable regime was discussed by
Winfree [6]. Di�usion should reduce the critical b value. This was observed in
the single spot simulations of the FHN model for increasing D. In this work,
bc decreases with decreasing spot diameter, possibly due to a lower in�uence
of the di�usion for larger spot sizes. In this case, the source-sink relationship
is reduced with the spot size. The same argument can explain the in�uence
of the spot shape onto bc. If the spot areas are similar, bc and the oscillation
frequency are independent of the spot shape. The dependence of the oscillation
frequency on the size of the BZR oscillator was studied by Yoshikawa et al.
[267] and Maselko et al. [268] for polymer-resin beads loaded with Ferroin.
Both observed a decrease of oscillation frequency with decreasing radius of the
bead. Furthermore, they showed a critical radius, below which the beads were
only excitable, as was observed in this work, too. Yoshikawa et al. could deduce
the dependence of the oscillation period T = 1/f on the bead size r and the
amount of sulphuric acid in the reaction solution to be f/[H2SO4]

γ ∝ (1−η/r).
Due to the dibasicity of sulphuric acid and the fact that sulphuric acid takes
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part in the BZR, 1 ≤ γ ≤ 2 is introduced. This is similar to the results from
the FHN model for single spots in this work. Studies about the in�uence of
the spot diameter on bc could not be found. Particularly interesting would be
theoretical studies with increasing Ferroin concentration from spot boundary
to the spot centre, since in the BZR experiments spiral wave like patterns are
observed even on single Ferroin spots. These are thought to be caused by the
varying Ferroin concentration inside the spot. Since a larger concentration
results in a lower oscillation frequency, the high-concentration region can act
as anchor side for the high-frequency activation in the low-concentration range.

The occurrence of irregular patterns due to a weak coupling and/or hetero-
geneity was studied in two regimes: �rst for coupled oscillators (type I) and
second for coupled excitable units (type II). The coupling strength is thereby
in�uenced by the di�usion coe�cient, the spot-to-spot distance, the spot di-
ameter and the spot shape.

Type I irregularity occurs in arrays of self-excitable units for weak coupling.
If the coupling strength for coupled oscillators is decreased by increasing the
distance between spots or decreasing the di�usion coe�cient, multiple, coexist-
ing excitation patterns and a separation of spots into synchronized subgroups
is observed. At the border of these subgroups, irregular activations can occur
due to a switching of oscillations between the di�erent clusters. A further
increase of the spot distance results in independent oscillations of spots. This
clustering of oscillations with irregular patterns in between the clusters was
described previously by Wang et al. for globally coupled electrochemical oscil-
lators [182], by Taylor et al. for globally coupled photochemical BZR oscillators
[269, 270] and by Maselko et al. for di�usively coupled Ferroin loaded beads in
BZR solution [268]. The theoretical description was pioneered by Kuramoto,
Crawford and Strogatz [271�273]. In the experiments, Maselko et al. showed
that the regularity of patterns can be tuned by the bromate concentration, i.e.
low concentration corresponds to regular patterns, whereas larger concentra-
tions result in irregular ones. The critical concentration for the occurrence of
irregular patterns decreased with increasing bead size. The loss of coherence
in population of coupled BZR oscillators was also studied by Toth et al. [263].
Thereby, catalyst loaded beads were placed in BZR solution in di�erent densi-
ties and compositions of the reaction solution. In dependence of the number of
neighbours and the composition of reaction solution, either regular wave pat-
terns were observed or irregular ones. Here, the composition of the reaction
solution seemed to play a more important role than the number of neighbours.
The frequency distribution for coupled beads was dependent on the number of
neighbours for the reaction solution yielding irregular patterns, whereas is was
independent on the number of neighbours for the reaction solution yielding
regular patterns. Due to the experimental set-up, it could not be deduced if
the occurrence of irregular patterns was dependent on the density of beads or
the composition of reaction solution.

Type II irregularity occurs for arrays of coupled excitable units for weak
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coupling. In the strong coupling regime similar excitation patterns are ob-
served as for coupled oscillators. For weak coupling, though, either quiescence
or non-normal oscillation modes occur. The emergence of oscillation upon cou-
pling of excitable units is known from diverse systems as beta pancreatic cells,
responsible for insulin secretion [274], yeast cells, the slime mold Dictyostelium
discoidium and other biological systems [254, 255], Ferroin-loaded beads in
BZR solution [256], neurons [257], electrotonic systems [258] or other chemical
excitable media [259, 260, 275] and numerous theoretical studies [82, 261]. It
typically occurs, if the system is near a oscillation bifurcation. In this work,
experimental studies on the dependence of the emergence of oscillation on the
coupling strength could be studied due to the possibility to tune the coupling
strength by changing the spot-to-spot distance and the spot size. This is new
in comparison to the previously mentioned experiments, since there the density
of units was controlled but not the positioning of the units.

The non-normal oscillation modes cause a broadening of the frequency
distribution and an increase of maximal frequency by two to three times.
Three types of oscillation modes could be identi�ed, multi-period oscillations,
amplitude-modulated oscillations and mixed-mode or multi-mode oscillations.
The �rst two can be explained by the interaction of excitable and oscillating
spots, whereas for the latter one a simple explanation could not be found.
These non-normal oscillation modes are related with a higher frequency of
oscillation and a strongly decreased maximal value of the action potential.
However, if these oscillation modes may play a role for irregular patterns in
biological systems is unclear. In biological systems, cells react according to
a all-or-nothing behaviour, i.e. stimuli lower than the threshold do not result
in a response by the cell. Yet, nerve cells in the brain, for example, possess
also a summing function. That means, a number of incoming impulses are
summed up until the threshold for activation is reached. In this case, the low
amplitude oscillations of the non-normal oscillation modes might play a role
for the system behaviour. The occurrence of non-normal oscillation modes is
restricted to a small regime between the excitable and the oscillating regime.
This regime is thereby de�ned by the self-excitability parameter and the spot
size. The coupling strength, i.e. the di�usion coe�cient and the spot-to-spot
distance, spans thereby a large range of values. The occurrence of the non-
normal oscillation modes, in particular the mixed-mode oscillation, is known
from systems as the BZR, electrochemical oscillators, enzyme reaction systems
or networks of light emitting diodes [16, 142, 276�279]. In these cases, either
they occurred due to a certain set of reaction parameters (introducing di�erent
chemicals) or by coupling [266]. The latter one was studied for example by
Postnov et al. [266] with focus on resource-mediated coupling. Sometimes this
term is used in the BZR for beads in a common reaction medium, but it mostly
describes the case of stirred reactors introducing a global coupling [181]. Post-
nov et al. studied electrotonic oscillators coupled by a common power supply.
As for the di�usive and more locally coupled BZR excitable units in this work,
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multi-mode oscillations are observed for weak coupling and a certain amount
of heterogeneity. In the system studied in this work, the non-normal oscilla-
tion modes occurred also for vanishing heterogeneity. Heterogeneity seemed
to play a minor role in the generation of these patterns, but it increased the
range, where these modes occur.

The spatial patterns for spot arrays exhibiting non-normal oscillation modes
are rather regular, i.e. they resemble independent oscillation patterns or cou-
pled oscillation patterns. Thus, the generation of wave breaks or fragments
or propagation failure [252, 253] due to the underlying discreteness or the re-
duced coupling strength could not be observed. Nevertheless, if a gradient of
the coupling strength is introduced, in particular when increasing the spot-
to-spot distance inside the spot array, spatial patterns are disturbed. That
means, rows of the spot array become more or less independent from the rest
of the array. Thus, spiral wave patterns could be observed on a part of the
array, whereas the rest of the array was activated by a di�erent frequency. In
larger spot arrays and with larger variations of the coupling strength along the
array, propagation failure or even irregular spatial patterns with wave breaks
are expected. Indeed for a decrease of the coupling strength due to a reduced
density of spots Steinbock et al. showed the occurrence of irregular, spatial pat-
terns. In cardiac tissue, a reduced conduction near �brotic tissue is thought to
stabilize atrial �brillation [280]. This was shown by Bub et al. [281] on mono-
layer preparations of embryonic chick heart cells. In this preparations, they
could change the cell density in the preparation step and the coupling between
cells by addition of a drug blocking gap junction connections. A reduction of
cell density as well as a reduction of the gap junction between cells, i.e. the
coupling strength, resulted thereby in irregular activation patterns including
wave fragmentation. In this experiment, the sites of reduced gap junctions
and the heterogeneity of cells could not be addressed. In numerical models of
heterogeneous tissue, consisting of excitable and in-excitable elements, similar
results could be observed. For an increased amount of heterogeneity, wave
fragmentation occurs [70, 281]. Thus, the reduction of the coupling strength is
conceivable as cause for irregular patterns in biological (cardiac) or chemical
systems. From the theoretical studies in this work, it can be concluded that
heterogeneity enhances the irregularity and increases the range of occurrence
but is not the cause for the occurrence of the irregular patterns.

Another type of irregularity, type III, was observed in the experiments with
silica gels including PSS-co-PM. Here, wave fronts seem to propagate faster
at the border of the spots than at the spot centre. This resulted in the break
up of wave fronts at the spot centre. This type of irregularity mechanism was
not observed for pure silica gels but for a large range of con�gurations (spot-
to-spot distance and spot size) in the PSS-co-PM gels. This could be caused
by reaction rates, i.e. the inverse of the activation time or the refractory pe-
riod, which are smaller for the PSS-co-PM gels than for the pure silica gels,
if di�usion times are similar. In this case, the propagation from spot to spot
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across the in-excitable gap would be faster than the subsequent activation of
the whole spot. This results in a stronger curvature of the wave front. The
change of reaction rates could be caused by an interaction of the PSS-co-PM
with the Ferroin. Indeed, in the gel optimization experiments it could be shown
that PSS-co-PM interacts with Ferroin and similar di�usion times for water in
both gels were measured by NMR [224]. Another reason for this propagation
pattern can be a varying Ferroin concentration inside the spot, since the fre-
quency of oscillation should be lower for the higher Ferroin concentration. In
this case, the high concentration in the spot centre acts as an obstacle for the
wave propagation, which can yield a break-up of the wave front. As a third
mechanism it could be possible that a small amount of Ferroin di�used out of
the spot and thus the gaps between the spots are also excitable. To reveal this
mechanism, FHN simulations with longer action potential duration, i.e. larger
activation and recovery times, were done by increasing parameter c in the
model. This moves the transition from self-excitable to excitable behaviour,
which could not be observed for single spots in the tested range of b values any
more. Spot arrays with large c values exhibit changes to the wave front shape
as seen in the experiments. That means, concave wave fronts are observed on
the spots. Despite of the similar curvature for simulations and experiments, a
break-up of wave fronts at the spots did not occur in the simulations. Due to
the changes of c, the coupling between spots is modi�ed, too, i.e. spots are still
strongly coupled for l > 1, whereas for small c values spots are only weakly
coupled. The break-up of waves might be prevented by the strong coupling
between spots. Thus, simulations with large spot-to-spot distance ore reduced
di�usion coe�cient should be done to clarify this. Alternatively, it is possible
that a break-up of wave fronts might occur for larger spot sizes. In this case
the curvature of the wave front should be increased until it eventually rup-
tures. However, simulations with up to four times larger spots did not show a
rupture of the wave fronts at the spot. Due to the small amount of parameters
tested in this sense, this should be tested in further simulations with larger
spot sizes or BZR experiments will smaller spot sizes. From the comparison
with the simulations, the break-up of waves at the spots most likely occurs
due to the larger Ferroin concentration inside the spots, acting as an obstacle
for the wave front. Thus the part of the wave front propagating in the centre
of the spot is slowed down in comparison with the outer parts, resulting even-
tually in the rupture of the wave. This is known for in-excitable obstacles and
leads to a detachment of the wave front from the obstacles. However, a high
concentration of Ferroin, acting as an obstacle for the wave front, was not yet
described.

Beside the types of irregularity and due to the possibility of controllable
changing spot size and distance, the dependence of other e�ects as the emer-
gence of oscillations and the patterns in the strong coupling regime could be
studied in more detail. Considering spot arrays of strongly coupled oscilla-
tors/excitable units, these typically exhibit either a spiral wave pattern or a
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target pattern. Thereby the frequency of the spiral wave pattern is much larger
than the one of the target patterns. In the simulations it is depending on the
di�usion time across the in-excitable gaps between the spots, whereas in the
experiments spirals most often rotate on a spot around the spot centre. Thus,
di�erent frequency dependences on the spot-to-spot distance are observed.
This di�erence occurs also for single spot experiments and simulations, since
in the experiments also re-entrant patterns on single spots are observed. It
should be studied in further work if the inhomogeneous Ferroin concentration
inside the spot or the large spot size in comparison to the wave front width
enables these patterns. Increasing the spot size results in larger rotation fre-
quencies for small spot-to-spot distances in the FHN simulations, whereas in
the experiments it changes the dependence on l. However, due to the small
experimental data set, this should be validated in further studies. Changing
the spot shapes result in di�erent rotation frequencies of the spiral wave due
to changing wave front speed with curvature and thus a change of coupling
strength. Steinbock et al. [174] observed di�erent wave front shapes in depen-
dence of the spot shape, which could be observed also in the simulations of
large spot arrays. Furthermore, the spot shape is important for the evolving
pattern, when considering similar initial conditions. This can be explained
by reduced coupling strength for triangular and rhombic spots. The evolving
pattern can be predicted in a limited range for certain initial conditions, if it
is known for a certain spot size and distance between spots. This analysis of
evolving patterns and their properties might be useful for optimizing catalysis
processes, which exhibit similar dynamics, as for example CO oxidation on
Platinum catalyst or proton exchange membrane (PExM) fuel cells. Using
patterned structures of the catalyst can have advantages for these reactions.
If one can structure the catalyst in a way that favours spiral wave patterns,
i.e. square units, the e�ectiveness of the catalyst might increase, due to the
higher frequency of spiral wave patterns. This is only true, if the reaction of
the catalyst is still the same. Furthermore, with this approach, a reduction of
catalyst material might be possible. Although the area of catalyst available
would be less, the higher frequency of catalysis could compensate this. How-
ever, the typical usage of, for example, a Platinum catalyst for CO oxidation
is done in a �ow reactor, i.e. there is a gas �ow along the catalyst. This would
introduce another coupling component acting on a large (spatial) range in the
model, which changes the dynamics of the system. It should be studied in
further work if an increase of e�ectiveness can be achieved in these systems by
patterned catalyst structures.

Limitations of this work are that mainly FHN simulations were done to
compare with the experimental data. Only time-dependent simulations of the
Rovinsky model were conducted, since it exhibited a low stability, when solved
with the Euler-method. In particular, the results of di�erent gel systems would
be interesting to study in system-speci�c models to reveal the mechanism of
the lower propagation of wave fronts on the spots than in between. Despite
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this, experiment and numerical studies exhibited close similarities.
In the experiments, although the immobilisation of Ferroin was enhanced

by optimizing the silica gels for this purpose, still some Ferroin could di�use
during the experiment and sometimes out of the gel into the reaction solution.
In the latter case, the BZR can evolve in between spots and in the reaction
solution, resulting in more complicated propagation patterns, since the prop-
agation speed should be di�erent in the gel system and the reaction solution.
Furthermore, 3D wave patterns are possible, which cannot be resolved by the
camera pictures. However, the di�usion of Ferroin in the reaction solution was
quite well visible and experiments, in which this was observed, were excluded
from the analysis. After the end of the experiments, the reaction solution was
removed from the gel and distilled water was added. In most of the exper-
iments, slightly red spots became visible by this procedure. This indicates,
that the Ferroin is still immobilized in the gels and the reduction in contrast
is caused by the decomposition of Ferroin by the components of the reaction
solution, as was described already by [268].

The in�uence of the gel onto the BZR patterns was not studied in detail
in this work. Since both gel systems exhibited similar di�usion coe�cients for
water, their in�uence on the propagation of waves seems similar. Furthermore,
the concentration of immobilized Ferroin is in the same range, since similar
spot sizes are observed for the same amount of Ferroin drops applied. The
observed di�erence of wave propagation on spots is thus probably due to the
interaction of PSS-co-PM with Ferroin. A comparison of di�erent gel systems
onto propagating waves in the BZR was done by Yamaguchi et al. [173], where
agar gels, silica gels, polyacrylamide gels, alginate gels and anion exchange
resins were compared. Neumann et al. [282] studied the in�uence of the
composition of silica gels on wave front propagation. In both cases, changing
the gel system or the composition could be used to tune the properties of the
BZR and the propagation of waves. Since in this work, always results from
similar gels were compared, their in�uence on the patterns should be similar,
since the reproducibility in particular for the PSS-co-PM gels was high.

Furthermore, the in�uence of the surrounding environment, in particular
temperature and oxygen, were not controlled. But since the experiments were
performed in the clean room area, where the temperature is kept constant, an
in�uence due to changing temperature is negligible. A heating of the reaction
solution due the ongoing reaction or the illumination was not observed. Al-
though it is known, that oxygen di�using into the reaction solution from the
environment can suppress the BZR [64], the experiments were performed in an
open reactor. To reduce the in�uence of the oxygen, a larger amount of reac-
tion solution was poured onto the gels. To reduce the in�uence of varying spot
size, distance or concentration due to the plotting procedure and the immobi-
lization properties of the gels, spot size and distance were determined before
initiation of the BZR and only experiments with similar spot size, distance
and concentration of Ferroin were compared.
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Summary and Conclusions
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

From the studies of the interaction of two pacemakers in active tissue located
in separate regions, which are only connected by a small isthmus, one can
conclude that �brillatory-like patterns can be generated. The similarity to
results from medical studies and the increased e�ciency of catheter ablation
treating these sources supports the conjecture that this mechanism constitutes
a novel generating mechanism for atrial �brillation. It is important to note
that heterogeneity is not necessary for the occurrence of the irregular patterns.
Necessary are the separation of the pacemaker in two regions and the small
isthmus connecting both regions. The dependence on the frequencies of the
pacemakers together with the naturally occurring variation of pacemaker fre-
quencies in the human heart can be an explanation for the episodic behaviour
of atrial �brillation. Results from this study also have relevance for other
reaction-di�usion systems, if the interplay of oscillators in combination with
geometrical constraints on the wave front propagation in active tissue is con-
sidered. Detachment of waves with subsequent re-entrant patterns is known
from many other systems as, amongst others, the BZR. For an example of
detachment of waves in the BZR, see movie S9 (spot (�rst row, 3-4th column)
in the Supporting Material.

From the studies of multiple coupled oscillators or excitable units it can be
concluded that irregular patterns can be generated by three di�erent mech-
anisms. In particular interesting are the mechanism of weak coupling of
excitable units, resulting in so termed 'non-normal' oscillation modes, and
the mechanism of break-up of wave fronts at the spots, occurring for the
PSS-co-PM gels. While the �rst mechanism could only be identi�ed due to
the possibility to experimentally control the coupling strength, spot size and
other properties, the second mechanism could be revealed by the comparison of
the di�erent gel systems. Both mechanisms are relevant for the study of BZR
dynamics for coupled oscillators. Because of the generic origins of the mecha-
nisms, they will be important also for similar systems like catalysis processes
or in biological systems.

The simple method to obtain structured systems by plotting a substance
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(here Ferroin) and subsequently immobilize it in an easily producible gel sup-
port o�ers a fast and e�ective way to study tailored, structured systems. These
can be, BZR waves in corrugated channels or controlled catalyst patterns of
other type or, similarly controlled structures in other �elds, as, for example,
cell growth in di�erent nutrition or cell compositions. In the latter case either
the nutrients or a chosen type of cells can be immobilized in the gel and (an-
other) cell type, which shall be studied, can be added by plotting. Thereby,
a possible route to improve the immobilization of substances in silica gels was
presented, which is based either on the change of the gels' microstructure or
the interaction of certain substances with the immobilized agent. In particu-
lar interesting for the BZR is the possibility to tune the relationship between
reaction rate and di�usion time by addition of substances into the gel. This
o�ers new ways to experimentally address regions of the phase space exhibiting
interesting dynamics, which could yet only be studied by the help of simula-
tions. The coupling of multiple oscillators or excitable units and the observed
mechanisms are not only relevant for the BZR. It can be also interesting for
biological systems, where oscillators or excitable units are a model for cells,
whose coupling is constricted. A possible system for coupled oscillators might
be the formation (coordination or perturbation) of a multicellular slug of the
slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum, which is controlled by waves of chemi-
cals emitted by the individual cells. The weakening in the coupling strength
of cardiac cells due to ageing or diseases and the resulting disturbances in the
electrical activation is an example for weakly coupled excitable units.

Considering the system-speci�city and universality of the di�erent mech-
anisms it can be stated that in the case of cardiac tissue a strong system-
speci�city is observed. That means, although some features and mechanisms
observed in the generic model occur also in the system-speci�c model, as the
conduction block or irregularity type III, other e�ects and mechanisms di�er
strongly for the system-speci�c and the generic model, as e.g. the detachment
from sharp corners. Thus, it is possible to gain some understanding of observa-
tions from cardiac tissue by the help of the generic model. But one will not get
a complete picture without the use of system-speci�c models. Furthermore, it
is advisable to use not only one system-speci�c model but compare di�erent
ones, since they can di�er quite much in important e�ects as e.g. stability of
re-entrant waves or detachment from corners [230, 283].

In contrast, the system-speci�city is smaller for the chemical reaction-
di�usion system, i.e. results from the generic model describe quite well the
occurring features in the BZR. When considering in particular the Ferroin-
catalysed BZR, modelling the system by the generic model seems to be suf-
�cient for understanding the mechanisms generating the irregular patterns.
Simulations with system-speci�c models support the study by identifying in-
teresting parameter ranges for the experimental studies.

These conclusions are drawn from the comparison of the results from the
FHN model as generic one and the system-speci�c ones (BOCF model, Rovin-
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sky model or BZR experiments). The FHN model already exhibits a closer
similarity to the BZR system-speci�c model (Rovinsky model) than to the
cardiac tissue model (BOCF model). Thus, a di�erent generic model might
lead to other conclusions regarding the system-speci�city. The importance of
system-speci�city can be derived from the di�erence in dynamical behaviour
and properties of another system in comparison with the FHN dynamics. To
obtain a �rst guess about the applicability of the FHN model for a speci�c sys-
tem one can take a look at the restitution properties and the action potential
shape of the new system. Nevertheless, the use of a generic model is helpful
to gain an understanding of the underlying mechanisms, which is much more
complicated for system-speci�c models due to their typically higher complex-
ity. Thus, it is harder to determine, what is the cause of an observed e�ect
due to the the number of variables and their mutual dependencies.
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Chapter 11

Summary

In this work, the transition between regular and irregular states in reaction
di�usion systems was studied with the focus on the coupling between two or
more oscillators and their properties. Determining the system-speci�city and
the universality of the mechanisms yielding this transition was one objective
of this work. Therefore, numerical simulations of generic and system-speci�c
models have been performed and compared to data from medical studies of
AF and experiments of the BZR. Two mechanisms were studied, which are
suggested to yield irregular patterns.

The �rst mechanism was proposed by myself on the basis of medical stud-
ies of atrial �brillation. It is based on the interaction of two active sources
located in separate regions, which are interacting by the active tissue they
are connected to. In this work it was found that in dependence on the re-
lation of the frequencies of the active sources, irregular patterns of di�erent
types occurred. One type is a general one, occurring in the generic as well as
the system-speci�c simulations. Three other types occurred only in either the
generic model or the system-speci�c one. Their properties and dependence on
the simulation set-up as well as system properties was studied with respect to
their relevance as generating mechanism for atrial �brillation. The mechanism,
interplay of two pacemakers under geometrical constraints, was found to be an
explanation for the generation and the often episodic occurrence of AF, because
changes in the frequency of either the sinus node or the perturbation source
can move the system into a region of the phase space, where irregular patterns
occur. Similar e�ects, like detachment of waves and conduction blocks, which
cause the generation of irregular patterns, are observed also for the BZR and
other reaction-di�usion systems. Accordingly, the novel mechanism is relevant
also for these systems when situations occur, where pacemakers interact under
geometrical constraints for wave propagation in active tissue.

The second mechanism is based on the coupling of multiple oscillators. In
this case, either a reduced coupling or heterogeneity were thought to cause
irregular patterns. This mechanism was investigated systematically by both,
theoretical investigations and experiments of the BZR, in which the coupling
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strength and properties of the oscillators could be tuned.
Irregular patterns were found in the BZR for the weak coupling regime in

case of arrays of oscillators and excitable units due to di�erent e�ects. In the
case of the oscillators, a loss of coherence or synchronization yields irregular
patterns, whereas in the case of excitable units, the long-range di�usive inter-
action between the spots was the reason for the irregularities. Another type of
irregularity was determined, where a break-up of wave fronts at the spot cen-
tres is observed, which was not yet described in the literature. The in�uence of
the size, shape and coupling strength of the coupled units on the irregularities
was investigated as well as the properties of the irregularities itself. Chang-
ing the coupling strength along the array could result in stronger irregularity,
as known from former studies. The interplay of experiment and simulation,
whereby in both the properties of the spots and the coupling strength could
be tuned in a controllable way, allowed the distinction between the di�er-
ent types of irregularities and the determination of the mechanism generating
them. These mechanism seem to be not only relevant for the BZR system but
also for other systems, which are similar to the BZR, as the CO oxidation on
a Pt catalyst or in PEM fuel cells. Furthermore, the observations might be
relevant also for biological systems, consisting of multiple oscillators, as, e.g.,
the brain or hair cells in the ear, or of excitable units like the cardiac tissue or
the pancreatic beta cells. In particular interesting is that a weakening of the
coupling between cardiac cells can cause atrial �brillation.

In both studied systems, i.e. AF and BZR, the generic model could repro-
duce features observed in the experiments or medical studies. Furthermore,
experiments and medical studies show in certain cases similar e�ects. De-
spite of this, there are some features, which could not be reproduced by the
generic FHN model. In these cases the system-speci�c approach has to be
applied. Concluding, due to the similarity between the systems and the ob-
served features, starting with the generic approach to understand underlying
mechanisms and then becoming more and more system-speci�c to reveal the
relevance for the actual system seems to be an e�ective and promising route
to understand the complex pattern-generating systems.
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Part IV:
Appendix
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Recurrence plots and fractal
dimension

Recurrence plots (RP) are a graphical representation method for certain prop-
erties of dynamical systems. In particular, the recurrence of the system in
certain states like action potentials can be studied. The calculation of re-
currence plots is based on the evaluation of the distance between two points
∆u(t, t′) = u(t′) − u(t), which correspond to di�erent time steps of the time
series u(t). For so-called unthresholded RP (UTRP) this distance is plotted
colour-coded with t as the x axis and t′ as the y axis. For the presentations,
which are typically called recurrence plots, a threshold uc

1 is chosen and points
are designated the colour black or white, depending on the their relation to
the threshold, i.e. RP= 1 (black) for ∆u < uc or RP = 0 (white) else. The
distribution of the black points yields information about, amongst others, the
determinism of the analysed system and the noise, as described for example in
[284].

One method to quantify this distribution is to determine the fractal dimen-
sion of black regions, for example, by a box-counting algorithm. The fractal
dimension gives the relation between the change of the value of one property,
e.g. length, in dependence on the scale used to quantify this property. The
application of the fractal dimension of recurrence plots was demonstrated, for
example, by Babinec et al. [285] for analysing ECG data, who observed a
smaller fractal dimension for older people in comparison to younger ones.

The box-counting algorithm is based on the fractionation of the curve,
here the black-and-white RP, into boxes and the subsequent counting of boxes
needed to cover the black regions. This is done for di�erent sizes of the boxes,
corresponding to di�erent scales for measuring the black regions. For a fractal
object, the number of boxes N in dependence of their size r is given by

N(r) = CrD, (.0.1)

with the constant C and the fractal dimension D. The fractal dimension is
determined according to

D = − log(N(r))

log(r)
. (.0.2)

1The threshold uc is often chosen to be 10% of the maximal ∆u
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Figure 1: Left: Time series from FHN model. Right: Determination of fractal
dimension of this time series as increase of D = log(nBoxes)/(n log(2)), where
n is the number of reductions steps and nBoxes describes the number of the
boxes for covering the black part of the RP. Blue circles correspond to the
determined number of boxes per box size. The green curve represents a fractal
dimension of two (for an area) and the red line is the �t for determining D.
Here D = 1.34.

Figure 2: Thresholded recurrence plot of the time series (with itself) in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1 the logarithm of the number of boxes N , which contain black
regions, are plotted against the corresponding step n log(2) of reduction of
box size for 13 steps. At the beginning, for large boxes, the slope is equal to
two, corresponding to a division of the boxes into halves and still all boxes
containing a section of the black pattern. In this case, the boxes are much
larger than the pattern to be covered. The slope of 2 corresponds to the
fractal dimension of an area or plane, 1 to a linear curve and 3 to a volume
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(as a sphere). For very small boxes a slope of 0 is observed. Thereby, the
size of the boxes is smaller than the resolution of the structure. The fractal
dimension of the structure corresponds to the value of the slope between these
two ranges.

Two di�erent algorithms for determination of the fractal dimension are
applied, both usable with Matlab. On the one hand, the 'boxcount' toolbox
from F. Moisy (Uni. Paris Sud). This toolbox just needs the image (RP) as
input but it does not allow to modify the settings as the step size of box size
reduction. This results sometimes in a too small number of data points in the
region of small boxes, where the fractal dimension is determined. On the other
hand, the 'boxcount' toolbox from B. Flemisch (Uni. Stuttgart TU) was tested.
Here, the number n of reduction steps can be set. Since the slope changes with
the reduction steps, as described above, the routine used for �tting the curve
and determining the slope has to be optimized to obtain the right value for
the fractal dimension.

Analogously to the distribution of local frequencies, the Shannon entropy
can be calculated from the distribution of fractal dimension as another measure
for the regularity of the excitation patterns. The order parameter sfd can be
determined according to

sfd = −
∑Nb

l=1 p̃l ln p̃l
lnNb

(.0.3)

with p̃l being the probability to observe the fractal dimension in a pre-de�ned
interval (analogue to the de�nition of the frequency distribution). Correspond-
ingly, a broader distribution results in higher values of sfd, describing less
regular patterns.
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